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Summary
In this thesis we consider two different classes of variational problems.
First, one-dimensional problems arising from classical mechanics where the prob­
lem is to determine whether there is a unique function t)q{x ) which minimises the 
energy functional of the form
I ( v ) = [  L(x,r){x),r)'{x)) dx.
J a
We will investigate uniqueness by making a change of dependent and independent 
variables and showing th a t for a class of integrands L  with a particular kind of 
scaling invariance the resulting integrand is completely convex. The change of 
variables arises by applying results from Lie group theory as applied in the study 
of differential equations and this work is motivated by [60] and [68].
Second, the problem of minimising energy functionals of the form
E ( u )  = f  W (V u(aj)) dx 
J a
in the case of a nonlinear elastic body occupying an annular region i d 2 with 
u  : A  —>■ A.  This work is motivated by [57] (in particular the example of §4). We 
will consider rotationally symmetric deformations satisfying prescribed boundary 
conditions. We will show the existence of minimisers for stored energy functions 
of the form W ( F )  =  ^ ( |F |, de t(F )) in a class of general rotationally symmetric 
deformations of a compressible annulus and for stored energy functions of the 
form W ( F )  =  g(\F\) in a class of rotationally symmetric deformations of an in­
compressible annulus. We will also show th a t in each case the minimisers are 
solutions of the full equilibrium equations. A model problem will be considered 
where the energy functional is the Dirichlet integral and it will be shown th a t 
the rotationally symmetric solution obtained is a minimiser among admissible 
non-rotationally symmetric deformations. In the case of an incompressible an­
nulus, we will consider the Dirichlet integral as the energy functional and show 
th a t the rotationally symmetric equilibrium solutions in this case are weak local 
minimisers in a general class of admissible deformations, and th a t this result can 
be extended to  the case of slightly compressible materials. We also investigate 
the problem of whether minimisers of a specific energy functional in a class of 
general deformations are necessarily rotationally symmetric by introducing the 
notion of an area preserving symmetrisation.
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“They say ‘Hard work never hurt anyone’, but I figure ‘Why take the 
chance ?’”
(Ronald Reagan (attr.))
Trust in the LORD always,
and lean not on your own understanding.
In all your ways acknowledge Him,
and He will keep your paths straight.
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A central problem in the calculus of variations is to find functions which minimise 
(or maximise) a given integral functional in a given class of functions satisfying 
prescribed boundary conditions. More precisely, consider the integral functional
X(u)  =  [  L ( x , u ( x ) , V u ( x ) )  dx (1.1.1)
Jn
where 12 C is bounded and open and T(u)  is defined on maps u  : Q, —> Rm. 
We associate V u  with the m  x n Jacobian m atrix of its partial derivatives and 
so V u ( x )  : f2 -> M mXn where M mxn is the space of real m x n  matrices (and we 
write V u ( x )  =  (u j (x ) ) ) .  We assume th a t L  is a smooth real-valued function and 
we study minimisers (or maximisers) of X in a given set of admissible mappings. 
The earliest examples of one-dimensional variational problems (m = n = 1) arose 
from isoperimetric problems studied by the ancient Greeks, examples of which are 
Dido’s problem - of finding the maximum area enclosed by a closed curve of fixed 
length - and a Zenodoros problem - of finding the maximum volume enclosed by 
a surface of fixed area. The modern era of the calculus of variations began in 
1696 with the solution of Johann Bernoulli to  the brachistochrone problem - of 
finding the shape of the curve joining two prescribed points in space along which 
a bead could slide under gravity without friction in the least time (the solution 
being the arc of a cycloid). Since the 1970’s, variational techniques have been 
used as a m ajor tool in the field of nonlinear elasticity where higher-dimensional 
problems (m > 1 or n > 1) arise, the fundamental problem being to  show the 
existence and determine the properties of deformations which minimise the to ta l 
energy stored in an elastic body.
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1.1.1 One-dimensional variational problems.
Consider the integral functional
Z (rl ) =  [  L{x,rj{x),rj,{ x ) )d x  
J a
where 77: [a, b] —> R. We wish to  minimise X(r]) on the set of admissible functions 
A  =  {77 E W 1,1((a, b)) : 77(a) =  0, 77(6) =  d}. Here b)) is the space of
absolutely continuous functions with norm
| | / | | i , i = /  If ( x ) \ d x +  f  \ f ' ( x ) \ d x  
J  a J  a
for /  E W l'l ((a, b)). The integrand L  is assumed to be smooth. There are two 
main approaches to  the problem of minimising X(t]) on A.  The first is due to 
Weierstrass, and is concerned with determining whether a given function, 770, is a 
local minimiser of X(r)). We say th a t 770 E W 1,1((a, b)) is a strong local minimiser  
of X(rj) if there exists e >  0 such th a t X(rj) > X(r}0) for all 77 in A  such th a t 
|| r) -  770 |U <  e where
|| /  ||oo:= inf {a  : \ f(x)\  < a  a.e. in (a, 6)},
and 770 E W l,1((a,b)) is a weak local minimiser  of X(rj) if there exists e > 0 such 
th a t J ( t7) >  X(t7o) for all 77 in A  such th a t || 77 — 770 ||i,oo< £ where
II /  ||i ,o o := m a x { || /  H^, || / '  Hoc}.
In one-dimensional variational problems necessary conditions for 770 E C 1((a, 6))D 
A  to  be a weak local minimiser of X(r]) (and hence also a strong local minimiser) 
are th a t the first variation should vanish, th a t is
SI(rioM  := +  e0)|£=o =  0 (1.1.2)
for all (f) E { /  E ^([a^b])  : f(a )  = f(b) = 0} = : Co(a, 6), and the second 
variation be positive semi-definite, th a t is
52X(I7o)(0, <£) :=  ^ L ( r t o +  ^ ) | .= o  >  0 (1.1.3)
for all 4> E Cl(a,b).  A third necessary condition for 770 to be a strong local
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minimiser is the Weierstrass condition: this states th a t
L{x,r)0(x),p) > L(x,r}0(x),r)'0{x)) +  (p -  r),0{x))Li3(x, r)0(x), r}'Q{x)) (1.1.4)
for all x  £ [a, b] and for all p  £ R. (We note th a t convexity of L  in the th ird
argument implies the Weierstrass condition (1.1.4).)
Sufficient conditions for rjo to be a weak local minimiser of T(rj) are th a t the first 
variation should vanish and the second variation be (uniformly) positive definite, 
th a t is
J 2Z(77o)(</>,</>) >  p. f  4>2{x ) +  (<t>'(x))2 dx  (1.1.5)
J a
for all (j> £ Co (a, &), where p  >  0. However, these are not sufficient for 770 to be a 
strong local minimiser. A third sufficient condition required for 770 to  be a strong 
local minimiser is the strengthened Weierstrass condition: this states th a t for any 
x  £ [a, b] there exists a neighbourhood of points (# ,77, 77') about (x, p o ( x ) ,  tj'0 ( x ) )  
such th a t
L(x,r],p) > L(x,  77, 77') +  { p - r O L tZ(x,rpT{) (1.1 .6 )
for all p 6  R. Thus there is a neighbourhood of (a;, 770, 770) such th a t the tangent 
to the graph of L(x,r},p) at p  =  77' does not lie above the graph. These three 
conditions together are sufficient to  show th a t 770 is a strong local minimiser. 
However, there is still the question of the existence of absolute minimisers. This 
was answered by Tonelli, who was able to determine conditions under which 
^ ( 77) attained an absolute minimum by working with the integral directly. This 
led to  the direct method approach. In the direct method of the calculus of 
variations the functional is considered directly and existence of minimisers is 
shown under the conditions th a t L(x,  77, •) is convex for each (re, 77) G [a, 6] x R 
and th a t L  satisfies the coercivity condition L(x,rj ,p) > $(p)  where 4>(p) is such
$(p)th a t lim -p-p- —»■ 00 . Tonelli also presented a partial regularity result: if, in
H -kx> |p|
addition to  the above conditions, L  is such th a t T 33(x, rj,p) > 0  for each (x, 77, p), 
then a minimiser 770 of £ (77) is C 2 on the interval [a,b] \  and satisfies the 
Euler-Lagrange equation
L t2(x, r]{x), ti'(x )) -  ^  { L z(x, r]{x), r)'{x))} = 0 
on [a, 6] \  r20, where Qq is a closed set of Lebesgue measure zero. Ball & Mizel [12]
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have provided examples where Q0 is not empty. Thus it is possible for minimisers 
to be singular and not C l .
We briefly discuss the case of vector functions of one variable (m >  1 , n  =  1). 
In this case it can be shown th a t if 770 is essentially bounded then C 1 and C 2 
regularity of rj0 under conditions of coercivity, positivity and strict convexity of 
the integrand have been shown (see [20 , §2 .6] for details). Also rj0 satisfies
L 3(x,rj(x),r) '(x))} =  L 2(x,ri(x),r) '(x)).
Clarke & Vinter [26] have investigated regularity properties of solutions under 
conditions weaker than  those of Tonelli.
There are many texts giving a detailed presentation of the calculus of variations 
(see, for example, [20], [32]). A brief review of the development and present state  
of the calculus of variations, which includes the results of Weierstrass and Tonelli, 
is given by Ball [10].
1.1.2 Nonlinear elasticity.
We now discuss the progress made in nonlinear elasticity. Throughout our work 
(in Chapters 4 - 7) we will assume th a t the material is hyperelastic. In hypere­
lasticity the to tal stored energy E  for an admissible deformation it of a nonlinear 
elastic m aterial occupying the region Q, in its undeformed state  is
E ( u )  =  f  W ( x ,  Vu(aj)) dx
Jn
where W  is a real-valued function known as the stored energy function and V u  
is commonly referred to as the deformation gradient. The principal problem is 
th a t of showing existence of deformations th a t minimise the to ta l stored energy 
of a nonlinear elastic body under prescribed boundary conditions and prescribed 
loads. In this setting significant progress was made in 1977 by John Ball ([6], 
[7]). In these works he adopted the variational approach th a t S tuart A ntm an 
([4], [5]) took in showing the existence of equilibrium solutions for various prob­
lems involving nonlinear elastic rods and axisymmetric shells. Ball investigated 
constitutive hypotheses th a t were physically reasonable and th a t analytically led 
to  a proof of the existence of minimisers by the direct m ethod of the calculus of 
variations. He showed th a t convexity of the stored energy function with respect 
to  the deformation gradient was unrealistic as a general constitutive hypothesis 
for nonlinear elasticity problems in higher dimensions, and proposed a more real­
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istic alternative, the quasiconvexity condition of Morrey [48]. Under appropriate 
growth conditions, Morrey showed th a t quasiconvexity of W  in F  is necessary 
and sufficient for E  to be sequentially weakly lower semicontinuous, th a t is
E ( u )  <  lim inf E { u n)
n—► oo
whenever u n —1 u  in an appropriate Sobolev space (see [48, Theorem 4.4.5] 
page 117). However, Ball noted th a t the growth conditions required for M orrey’s 
results were incompatible with nonlinear elasticity, since they did not allow stored 
energy functions th a t satisfy the growth condition
W ( x , F )  —> oo as d e t(F ) -*  0 . (1-1-7)
This condition corresponds to the requirement of an infinite amount of energy 
to  compress a finite volume to zero volume. In [6] Ball considers polycon- 
vex stored energy functions. These are functions W ( x , F )  which are express­
ible as a convex function of F  and its minors of all orders. In particular, for 
the case m  =  n  =  3, polyconvex stored energy functions are expressible as 
W ( x , F )  =  g(x,  F, a d j(F ) ,d e t(F )) where g ( x , •, •) : M 3*3 x M 3*3 x (0, oo) —» R 
is a convex function on R19 for almost all x  6  Q. Assuming polyconvexity, and 
under suitable coercivity hypotheses, Ball used the direct method of the calculus 
of variations to show the existence of minimisers among functions in the Sobolev 
space VU1,p(f2) satisfying prescribed boundary conditions and the orientation- 
preserving condition
det(V u) >  0 a.e. in Q, (1.1.8)
([6 , Theorem 7.6]). Also he showed the existence of minimisers among functions
in W 1,P(Q) in the case of incompressible elasticity where the deformations satisfy
the volume-preserving condition
det(Vix) =  1 a.e. in Q, (1.1.9)
([6 , Theorem 7.8]). See §3.2 for the hypotheses for both cases.
Although Ball establishes existence of minimisers, one question arising from [6] 
concerns their smoothness, in particular the conditions under which minimisers 
are smooth enough to  satisfy the weak form of the equilibrium equations. If we
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consider the case of a homogeneous material then the energy is of the form
E ( u )  = [  VE(Vu) dx. (1.1.10)
Jn
If a minimiser u  of E  given by (1.1.10) is C 2 then by standard arguments it must 





=  0 , i =  1 , . . .  , n, in fL
It is not necessarily the case th a t u  satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equations if 
u  is only in W 1,p(f2). Ball [9] has shown the derivation of other forms of the 
equilibrium equations by considering “outer variations” of the form u £(x) = 
u (x )+ev(u (x )), where v £ Cq(u(£1)), and “inner variations” of the form u £ (x) = 
u( x  -f £v(x)),  where v £  C'o(fi). If outer variations are used the corresponding 
Euler-Lagrange equations are
ddu~[Tia{u)] =  0, i =  1 , . . .  ,n,  in
where T  = (Tia) is the Cauchy stress tensor defined on ti(ft) by
1 ( d W
(1.1.12)
det(V tx(«)) \  d F
(V u(a:)) I (V m(x ))j





=  0 , i =  1, . . .  , n, in fL (1.1.13)
(see also [14], [49] and [57] for details).
The question of regularity of the minimisers is in general still to be resolved. In 
the case of multi-dimensional variational problems (m, n > 2 ), a m ajor result is 
th a t of Evans [28], which shows regularity of minimisers off a closed set of zero 
Lebesgue measure for homogeneous quasiconvex stored energy functions W ( F )  
satisfying the uniform quasiconvexity condition, th a t is for some 7  >  0
[  W ( F  + V</>) dx >  [  W ( F )  +  7(1  -1- |V</>|P-2) |V </>|2 dx (1.1.14) 
Jn Jn
for all F  G M mxn and <\> £ Cq(^),  where W ( F )  satisfies
d2W
OF2 (P) < C{ 1 +
13
\P\P 2) for all P  G M mxn and for some constant C, and where 2 < p < oo. This 
result was extended to include integrals of the form
£(u)  = /  W ( x ,  u (x ) ,  V u ( x ) )  dx
Jn
where the integrand, along with being quasiconvex, satisfies the growth condition 
\F\P < W ( x , u , F )  < C(\F\2 +  l ) f ,  where C  > 0 and p > 2 (see, e.g., [34]). 
Partial regularity has also been shown for 1 <  p < 2 under the assumption th a t 
\W(F)\  <  (7(1 +  |.F|P) (see [19]). However, as with Morrey’s growth conditions, 
in each of these cases the growth hypotheses imposed are unrealistic for nonlinear 
elasticity, since they are not compatible with the condition (1.1.7).
One case where the minimisers can be shown to  be smooth enough to  satisfy a 
weak form of the equilibrium equations is in the analysis of cavitation in elasticity. 
Ball [8] considered a class of radial deformations of the form
p(R )„
U(X ) =  ~~R~X
on the unit ball Bi = { x  e  Rn : |# | <  1} and such th a t u ( x )  = Xx  on dBi ,  
where A G (0 ,00) and R  =  |x |. The deformation exhibits cavitation if p(0) >  0. 
The assumption of radial symmetry reduces the variational problem to a one­
dimensional problem in the calculus of variations and, for the case where n  =  3, 
the to ta l energy E  takes the form
E ( u ) =  J  W (V «) dx =  47r J  R 2$ ( p \ R ) , t ^ , ? ^ F \ d R = : 4 T r I ( p ) .
(1.1.15)
The to ta l stored energy is presented in this form since it is known th a t (for n  =  3) 
W  is frame-indifferent and isotropic if and only if there exists a symmetric func­
tion $  : R++ —> R satisfying W ( F )  =  $ ( v i , v 2, v3) where =  {(ci ,c2,c3) G 
R3 : Ci > 0 , i =  1 ,2,3} and Vi are the eigenvalues of (FTF)% and are known as the 
principal stretches. (For full details, see [69].) In the case of radial deformations
vi = p'{R), v2 = v3 =
By using variational techniques, Ball was able to  show the existence of non-trivial 
solutions of the equilibrium equations
_d_
dR
K ^ x  ( / / ( * ) ,  ^  ^ ) ]  =  2U $i2 (p '(ii) , (1.1.16)
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corresponding to cavitation by showing th a t I  attains a minimum on A J™ where
A T  = { p £  !)) * P(l) =  > 0 a.e. on (0 , 1), p(0) >  0} (1.1.17)
and by showing th a t for sufficiently large values of A any minimiser p of I  on
^ ym satisfies p(0 ) >  0 . The condition p'(R) >  0 is a consequence of (1.1.8) since
det(V u) =  p1 Ball also showed that, for a class of stored energy functions, the 
ft
minimisers are sufficiently regular in the interval (0,1] and satisfy (1.1.16). This 
result was generalised in Sivaloganathan [60] which relaxes the conditions on the 
stored energy function under which cavitation can occur. In [60] Sivaloganathan 
then went on to show uniqueness of regular and cavitating equilibrium solutions 
in the case where the domain is a ball Bi  =  G I 3 : |x | <  1} and in the case 
where the domain is a spherical shell =  ( x  G R3 : e < |cc| <  l } o f  inner 
radius e G (0,1). A general existence theory th a t allowed for the formation of 
holes with no assumption of radial symmetry was developed by Muller & Spector 
(see [49]). In our work we will be adopting some of the ideas presented in these 
works on cavitation. However, the actual problem we will be considering is not a 
problem directly involving cavitation, and we refer the interested reader to [39] 
for a summary of work on cavitation.
We now discuss some of the progress made in incompressible elasticity. In incom­
pressible elasticity the deformations u  are subject to  the constraint de t(V ti) =  1 
almost everywhere. This constraint ensures th a t all admissible deformations are 
locally volume-preserving. Ball [6] shows the existence of minimisers in a class 
of incompressible deformations. For incompressible bodies the laws of force and 
momentum balance result in the Cauchy stress tensor depending on a pressure 
term  P {x )  for incompressible materials. Such a response has been derived for 
hyperelasticity by, for example, Rivlin [58]. Le Tallec & Oden [46] have given 
sufficient conditions for the existence of such a pressure term  P ( x )  and P ( x )  is 
unique by the arguments of Ball [8]. See [44], [51] and [69] for corresponding 
results for materials which are not necessarily hyperelastic. For incompressible 




Q p i ( x ,  V u ) -  P (as)(ad j(V «))f =  0 , i =  1, . . .  ,n.
For the incompressible case Fosdick & MacSithigh [30] present necessary condi­
tions for minimisers in terms of the first and second variations. They also derive 
the Legendre-Hadamard and Weierstrass conditions for the incompressible case. 
We next consider deformations of slightly compressible materials, th a t is materials
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which only undergo small local changes in volume. In [45], Le Dret models such 
materials by energy functionals of the form
E{u)  =  I W ( V u) +  l/i(d e t(V u ))  dx 
Jn o
where S is a compressibility parameter, with <5 =  0 being the incompressible case, 
and W (F ) is the stored energy function for an incompressible material. Le Dret 
assumes th a t a solution of the equilibrium equations in the slightly compressible 
case us  can be written as
us = u Q +  Swi  +  o(S) (1.1.18)
in W 2,p{ti) and shows then th a t det(Viio) =  1 and hence th a t uq is a solution of 
the equilibrium equations in the incompressible case (see §6.3 for a more detailed 
discussion). A second representation of the energy functional for slightly com­
pressible materials is given by Ogden [50], and has been considered by Charrier 
et al [21]. In [21], for the case m  =  n  =  3, they show, under the assumption th a t 
the pressure is related to  the change of volumes by P(x)  =  ^ (de t(V u)), where 
g(d) is such th a t # (1) =  0 , th a t the stored energy function in the case of a slightly 
compressible material of the form
W ( F )  =  r I  — r  I +  f g(v) dv (1.1.19)
where W*(F)  =  J^(.F)|det(F)=i is determined by experiment for which it is as­
sumed th a t volume changes are negligible. Also, on considering a class of func­
tions W* of the form
M  N
W '(F )  =  I >  *r((Ft F)%)  + ' £ b i tr( (a d j(FTF ) f e )
i=l i=l
with ai, bi > 0 and oii, > 1 , so th a t W* is polyconvex and coercive, and 
requiring
G(y) =  J  g(v)dv
to  be convex and such th a t G(y) —> oo as y —> 0+ , G(y)  =  0 if and only if 
y  =  1 and G(y) > C y 1 for some C  >  0 and 7  >  1 with y  sufficiently large, they 
show th a t W ( F )  as given by (1.1.19) is polyconvex and coercive. It is also shown
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th a t as the compressibility tends to zero the equilibrium solutions and the energy 
functional
converge to  those for the incompressible case ([21 , Theorem 11]).
We note th a t in the incompressible case local stability of minimisers (in the sense
cases of uniaxial extension and rotations about distinct axes of an elastic layer 
(for example in [22], [23] &; [37]), but these results are in a restrictive class of 
semi-inverse deformations.
We briefly mention the question of uniqueness of solutions to  the problem of 
minimising the to tal energy of the form (1.1.10). It was shown by Hill [38] 
th a t strict convexity of W  with respect to  Vw implies uniqueness of minimisers 
(but, as already mentioned, convexity is an unrealistic constitutive assumption for 
nonlinear elasticity in multi-dimensional problems). Knops &; S tuart [42] were 
able to show uniqueness of solutions for star-shaped domains under the more 
realistic assumption of quasiconvexity of the integrand. John [41] presented the 
example of a nonlinear elastic body occupying an annular region A  =  { x  G R 2 : 
a < \x\ < b} and deformations u  satisfying identity boundary conditions (m(jc) =  
x  on dA)  as a heuristic example of non-uniqueness-for non-star-shaped domains. 
The intuitive reason why multiple equilibria are expected is th a t rotation of 
one of the boundaries by an integer multiple of 2ir results in different equilibria 
satisfying the same boundary conditions (see Figure 1.1). This heuristic example 
was the basis of recent work by Post h  Sivaloganathan [57] in which they show 
the existence of infinitely many local minimisers for displacement boundary-value 
problems on a two-dimensional annular domain and a three-dimensional tubular 
domain with annular cross-section. In the two-dimensional case they also show 
the existence of minimisers in a set of rotationally symmetric deformations u  of 
the form
where R  =  |jc | G [a, 6], 6 G [0, 2tt), and where p : [a, b\—>[a, b] represents the radial 
stretch and i/j : [a, &]—>• R  represents the angle of twist, for stored energy functions
of positive definiteness of the second variation) has also been investigated in
( 1.1.20)
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Figure 1.1: Two deformations satisfying u ( x )  = u {x )  = x  on dA.
of the form
W {F )  =  i | F |2 +  h(det(F)),  (1.1.21)
where h is C 2, convex and such th a t h(d) —> oo as d —» 0 , oo, so th a t (1.1.7) 
holds. In considering rotationally symmetric deformations the problem is again 
reduced to  a one-dimensional variational problem. However, here the stored en­
ergy function contains two functions (p{R ), i/j(R)),  and thus the energy functional 
is an integral of the form
E ( u )  = 2wl(p, tp) :=  2t t ^  R  ^  j ( p ' ) 2 +  +  (pV>')2 j  +  h dR.
(1.1.22)
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The existence of a minimiser, (p, ?/>) say, in the set
A s^ m = {(p, -0) € W’1,1((a, b)) : p(a) = a, p(b) =  b,p'(R)  >  0 a.e. on (a, 6),
V>(a) = 0,ip(b) =  2N tt}
(1.1.23)
(where iV e  N U  {0} is fixed) is shown by the direct m ethod of the calculus of 




Rp'(R) +  p(R)h ( j { R ) ^ - \
- ^  +  Rp(R)(4>'(R))2 + p'(R)h (
(1.1.24)
and
^  [Rp2( R W { R ) \  =  0 (1.1.25)
and gives rise to a solution u  of the full equilibrium equations (1 .1 .11). A related 
problem is studied in Chen & Rajagopal [24] in which existence and uniqueness of 
equilibrium solutions are shown for a very specific class of circumferential shear 
deformations ( R ,Q ,Z )  —> (r, 0, z) of the form r = R, 6 = Q -1- f { R ) ,  z  — Z  of 
an incompressible three-dimensional cylindrical body with annular cross-section, 
where =  { ( R , Q , Z )  : a < R  < b, 0 <  0  <  27r, — o o  < Z  < oo} and /  is 
such th a t f( a )  =  <f> (where <j> G [0,27r) is fixed), f(b) =  0 (see also [67]). The 
approaches of [24] and [67], however, are not variational.
1.2 Outline of the thesis.
This thesis will consider two different classes of variational problems and is cor­
respondingly split into two parts.
1.2.1 Sym m etries occurring in one-dimensional 
variational boundary value problems.
In C hapter 2 we will consider classical examples of one-dimensional variational 
boundary value problems. The examples include those considered by Troutm an 
in [68]:
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1. the problem of finding the curve along which a bead would slide under 
gravity without friction in the least time (commonly referred to  as the 
brachistochrone problem);
2 . the problem of finding the maximum area enclosed by a closed curve of 
fixed length (Dido’s problem);
3. the problem of finding the maximum volume enclosed by a surface of revo­
lution of fixed area (a Zenodoros problem).
In each of these cases there is a unique minimiser. In [68] Troutm an dem onstrates 
this uniqueness by showing th a t an ad hoc change of dependent variable results 
in a strictly convex integrand, which then leads to  a proof of uniqueness. We 
will investigate a systematic method for determining a change of dependent and 
independent variables for which the resultant integrand is convex. We adopt a 
different approach to th a t in [68] by using the theory of Lie groups and their 
application to differential equations. This approach is motivated by a proof in 
[60] which shows uniqueness in an example of cavitation in an elastic sphere. 
In this chapter we will derive a systematic method for generating a change of 
dependent and independent variables similar to th a t made in [60] where the 
m ethod is dependent on the symmetry properties of the integral l(rj)  (given by 
(1 .1 .1)) and the corresponding Euler-Lagrange equation under a given group of 
scaling transformations. We will show th a t the integrand in these new variables 
is convex and we will determine the conditions under which uniqueness can be 
shown.
1.2.2 Variational problems for deformations of an 
annulus.
The second part of this thesis concentrates on variational problems arising in 
nonlinear elasticity. In Chapter 3 we will give the basic definitions and results 
from functional analysis th a t will be useful in nonlinear elasticity, and there will 
be a  basic introduction to nonlinear elasticity.
In Chapters 4 - 7 we will consider variational problems of a two-dimensional 
annulus satisfying prescribed displacement boundary conditions. This work is 
based on the example in §4 of Post k, Sivaloganathan [57], in which they show 
existence of multiple equilibria for the pure displacement boundary-value problem 
of minimising the to tal energy of a compressible nonlinear elastic annulus in a 
class of rotationally symmetric deformations u  of the form (1 .1 .20) for stored
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energy functions of the form (1.1.21). The deformations map the annulus to 
itself and equal the identity on the boundary.
E xistence and regularity o f minim isers.
In Chapter 4 we continue to consider rotationally symmetric deformations of 
the form (1.1.20) of a compressible annulus. In §4.1 it will be shown th a t the 
existence result of [57, §4], which is for polyconvex stored energy functions of the 
form (1.1 .21), can be extended to a more general class of polyconvex stored energy 
functions of the form W ( F )  =  p ( |F |, de t(F )) where g : R2 —>• R  is convex, C 2, 
satisfies gti >  0 and g —> oo as de t(F ) —> 0 , oo (Proposition 4.1.2). We will also 
show, under additional growth conditions on g , th a t any minimiser (p, t/>) e  
(given by (1.1.23)) is C 2 on (a, b), satisfies the rotationally symmetric Euler- 
Lagrange equations (Proposition 4.1.3), and gives rise to  a solution u  of the full 
equilibrium equations (1 .1 .11) (with n — 2 ) (Proposition 4.1.5). These results 
are stated  w ithout proof in [57] for stored energy functions of the form (1.1.21).
A n explicit example: the degenerate case.
In general it is impossible to  solve the Euler-Lagrange equations (1.1.24) and 
(1.1.25) in order to obtain an explicit solution even if h is known. Hence, we will 
consider a simpler case where the energy functional is reduced to  the Dirichlet 
integral. In §4.2 we will consider a degenerate example where W ( F )  =  - | F | 2, 
obtained by putting h = 0 into (1 .1 .21): we call this degenerate as the stored 
energy function no longer satisfies W ( F )  —► oo as d e t(F ) —► 0. As we are consid­
ering the Dirichlet integral as the to tal energy functional, and as W (F ) is strictly 
convex in F,  in order to gain existence of minimisers among deformations th a t 
allow twisting of the annulus we must allow det(V tt) >  0 which will result in 
deformations th a t map regions of positive area to regions of zero area, such as 
deformations th a t map part of the annulus to the inner boundary (see Figure 1.2). 
As the Euler-Lagrange equations (the vector Laplace equation) can be solved to 
give an explicit solution (Lemma 4.2.2), an explicit form of a possible candidate 
for a minimiser is obtained (Proposition 4.2.1). This notion of degenerate min­
imisers has been considered by Sivaloganathan in [64] in the context of cavitation 
of the unit ball.
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►Figure 1.2 : The degenerate case: a possible deformation u.
T h e  in co m p ressib le  case.
In Chapter 5 we will consider the problem of minimising the total energy E  for 
stored energy functions W  of the form W (F )  =  ^(l-Fl) in the class of rotationally 
symmetric deformations of the form (1.1.20) of a incompressible annulus. Here, 
the deformations considered u  are locally volume-preserving, tha t is det(Vix) =  1 
a.e., from which it follows that p(R) = R. Existence, uniqueness and regularity of 
minimisers is straightforward to prove by the arguments of §4.1. It will be shown 
tha t there exists a unique hydrostatic pressure term P(x)  such tha t a solution to 
the rotationally symmetric Euler-Lagrange equations gives rise to a solution of 
the full equilibrium equations (Proposition 5.0.2). As an example (Example 5.0.3) 
we will consider the case where the energy functional is the Dirichlet integral. In 
this case an explicit form of the equilibrium solutions can be obtained.
M in im isin g  p ro p e rtie s  o f ro ta tio n a lly  sy m m etric  e q u ilib riu m  so lu tio n s  
in  th e  d e g en e ra te  an d  inco m p ressib le  cases.
In Chapter 6 we consider the minimising properties of the explicit rotationally 
symmetric equilibrium solutions obtained in the degenerate compressible case 
(§4.2) and in the incompressible case (Example 5.0.3) for the case of the Dirich­
let integral. In the degenerate compressible case it will be shown that the radial 
candidate obtained in §4.2 minimises the energy functional in a class of not nec­
essarily rotationally symmetric local deformations (Proposition 6.1.4). In the 
incompressible case it will be shown that the rotationally symmetric equilibrium 
solutions obtained in Example 5.0.3 are weak local minimisers in a more general
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class of not necessarily rotationally symmetric incompressible deformations us­
ing the approach in Fosdick & MacSithigh [30]. We will show th a t the second 
variation around the explicit symmetric solution u  can be w ritten in the form
82E(u)((p, (p) = (  |V y>|2 — 2P(x)  det(V<p) dx (1.2.1)
J a
for all <p G Cq(A) satisfying (adj(V ti))T-Vy? =  0 where P{x )  is the corresponding 
hydrostatic pressure (by Proposition 6.2.5). It can also be shown th a t (1 .2 .1) is 
positive definite (Proposition 6.2.9).
M inim ising properties o f rotationally sym m etric equilibrium  solutions  
in the slightly com pressible case.
In §6.3 we will investigate minimising properties of equilibrium solutions in a 
class of general deformations of a slightly compressible annulus under prescribed 
displacement boundary conditions in the case where the stored energy function 
is polyconvex. Mathematically the to tal stored energy is w ritten in the form
Es(u)  = [  i | V u |2 +  i/i(d e t(V u )) dx 
J a 2 o
where 6 is a param eter of compressibility, 5 =  0 corresponding to  the incompress­
ible case provided th a t /i(l) =  0 (with the energy functional being the Dirichlet 
integral in the incompressible case). Here, the second variation of E$ around an 
equilibrium solution us  is of the form
D 2E 5{u5){<P,<p) = J  |V y>|2 +  i / i //(d e t(V u ))((ad j(V u ))r .V y>)2
+ ‘^ h ' (d e t (V u ) )  det(Vyy) dx. 
o
We assume th a t an equilibrium solution in the slightly compressible case u$ 
converges to an equilibrium solution in the incompressible case uq as the com­
pressibility S tends to zero, and th a t u o is such th a t
62Eo(uo)((p,<p) = L  |Vv?|2 — 2P(x)  det(Vy?) dx >  0
for (p G Cq satisfying ad j(V u )T • Vy> =  0.
In the spirit of Le Dret [45] we will also assume th a t us  can be w ritten as an 
expansion of the form us = uq + 6ui  + 0 ( 5 2) in C 2{A) and th a t h( 1) =  hf( 1) =  0 .
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We will show, under these assumptions, th a t there exists S >  0 such th a t for any 
6 G (0 , 5) the equilibrium solutions us  are weak local minimisers among slightly
compressible deformations in the sense th a t D 2Es{us)((p,<p) > Cs || \\\2 f°r
v  e  w ^ ( A )  (see Proposition 6.3.2).
Sym m etrisation argum ents for deformations o f a com pressible annulus.
In C hapter 7 we will investigate minimising properties of rotationally symmetric 
deformations among general deformations. The approach th a t we will consider is 
a symmetrisation argument in the spirit of Polya & Szego [56]. The idea is th a t 
we write the general deformations in the form
angle of twist). We associate with each u  a rotationally symmetric deformation
order to  show th a t the energy is lowered. The symmetrisation we will consider 
in C hapter 7 is an area-preserving symmetrisation. Partial results are presented
thus p{R ,9 ) = p(R) - Proposition 7.3.1) and the second being where the angle of 
twist is symmetric (and thus ^ ( R ,6 )  = ip(R) - Proposition 7.3.7).
We conclude in Chapter 8 with a brief discussion of some open problems related 
to  and following from the work in this thesis.
(1.2.2)
(where p(R,9)  corresponds to  a radial stretch and ifj(R,Q) corresponds to the
u  of the form (1 .1.20) and we choose a suitable symmetrisation from u  to  u  in
in two specific cases - the first being where the radial stretch is symmetric (and
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Chapter 2
Sym m etries in one-dim ensional 
variational problems.
In this chapter we consider the problem of minimising integral functionals of the 
form
Z{n) =  f  L(x,rj(x),Tj'(x))dx , (2.0.1)
J  a
on the set
A  = {r) G C 2((a , 6)) U C°([a, 6]) : 77(a) =  a, 77(6) =  b, rj(x) > 0}
where L  : [a, b] x J2 x / 3 —> R  is C 2 and where [a, 6], / 2, /3  C R  are intervals. 
W ithout loss of generality we will assume throughout this chapter th a t a — 0 , 
77(0 ) =  0 , 77(b) =  b and that:
(B l) r)(x) € A  and is a minimiser of X  on A  (and so rj(x) is a solution of the 
Euler-Lagrange equation);
(B2) L,3 3 {x,r),-) > 0 (so th a t L(x, 77, •) is strictly convex in rj for each (^ ,77) G 
(0 , 6) x / 2).
The Euler-Lagrange equation for X{rj) is
dL  d ( d L \
5rsU p) { 1
We call 77 G C 2((a, 6)) an e x tre m a l if 77 satisfies (2.0.2) on (a, 6).
We now give the notion of a convex function.
D e fin itio n  2.0.1 Let V  be a real vector space and let f  : V  —► M. T6 e7i /  zs
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convex if  and only if
/(A x +  (1 -  A)y) <  Af ( x )  +  (1 -  A) f ( y ) (2.0.3)
for  all x, y  G V  and A G [0,1]. Further, f  is strictly  convex i f  and only i f  for  
all A G (0,1), (2.0.3) holds with equality i f  and only i f  x  =  y.
We wish to  investigate whether there is a unique minimiser for these type of 
variational problems satisfying the above assumptions, and whether there is a 
systematic method for showing this. This work is motivated by a preprint by 
Troutm an [68] in which he considers integral functionals T(r)) of the form
for three classical problems. Troutm an shows th a t by replacing 77 by a new
The three classical problems are:
(I) the brachistochrone problem: this is the problem of finding the curve joining 
two prescribed points in space by which a bead would slide under gravity 
without friction in the least time. The integral to be minimised is
on the set A  = {r} G Crl([0,b]) : rj(0) — 0 , 77(6) =  6, 77(2;) >  0 on (a, b)}. If
on the set A  =  {77 G O'1 ([0,6]) : 77(0 ) =  0 , 77(6) =  0,r](x) > 0 on (a, 6)}. If
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(III) a Zenodoros problem: this is the problem of finding the maximum vol­
ume enclosed by a surface of revolution of fixed area. The integral to  be
suitably chosen dependent variable g the new integrand F(g,g ')  formed by this 
change of variable is a strictly convex function in (g, g') on its domain D e l 2.
77 is replaced by g =  2772 then the resulting integrand is strictly convex in
C9,9 ')•
(II) Dido’s problem: this is the problem of finding the maximum area enclosed 
by a closed curve of fixed length. The integral to be minimised is
then the resulting integrand is strictly convex in77 is replaced by g




X(rj) =  7r / r](x)y/(l -  {r){x)r)'{x))2) dx  
Jo
on the set A  =  {77 E C 1([0,6]) : 77(0 ) =  0, rj(b) =  0, r](x) >  0 on (a, b)}. If 77
r f
is again replaced by g =  — then the resulting integrand is strictly convex 
in (9 , 9 ').
The last two are examples of isoperimetric problems. See [68 , §3, §4 &; §6]. We 
now give a property of strict convexity th a t will allow us to show uniqueness.
Theorem  2.0.2 Let F  : Q —>• R  be a function defined and differentiable on an 
open convex subset Q C R 2. Then F  is convex i f  and only i f  for  all g =  (gi, Q2 ), 
V = (<PuV2 ) G Q,
ii Q2 ) >  V2 ) +  Fi{<Pi, <P2 )(Qi ~  Ti)  +  T 2 ){Q2  ~  V 2 ), (2.0.4)
and F  is strictly convex provided equality holds in (2.0.4) f f  and only i f  Qi =  (pi 
and 6 2  = <P2 -
(See [25] pp 165-166 or [68].) A consequence of strict convexity lies in the following 
standard type of uniqueness result.
Theorem  2.0.3 ([6 8 ] page 4) Suppose F  =  F(g,g ') is C 2 and strictly convex 
on a convex domain D e l 2. Let g0 E C 2((c, d)) U C l ([c, d\) be a solution of the 
Euler-Lagrange equation
d_ f d F  
dy ( ^ { 9 ( y ) , 9 r{y))J = ^ { g { y ) ,9 ' ( y ) ) ,  c < y  < d  (2 .0 .5 )
such that F}2{go{.), g'0{-)) is bounded. Then gQ minimises K(g) defined by
=  J c F ^ y ^ g,^ dy  (2 ’0 ,6)
uniquely on B  = {g E C l {[c,d)) : g(c) = go(c),g(d) = go{d)}.
P ro o f: For g E B, let k =  g — go. Then by (2.0.4), noting th a t equality occurs
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if and only if g =  g0 and g' =  g'Q, we obtain
=  f  F{g(y),g '(y)) -  F(g0{y),g'0(y)) dy 
> f  F,i(go(y), rk (y ) )H y )  +  F 2{g0{y), g'0(y))k'(y) dy.
(2.0.7)
Now by (2.0.5) we can write
j:Fi{go{y),g'0(y))k(y) +  Ff2{g0{y),g,Q(y))k'(y) dy
F,i{go{y),g'o{y))k{y) -  4:.{Fd9o{y),9o(y))}k(y) dy
i - ~ » - ......................*
+  lim[^,2(So(y),si(2/ ) ) % )]  -  lim [F2(3o(y),ffi(!/))A;(j/)] =  0,
y—>a y—>c
since Fi2(go(y),g'o{y)) is bounded and k is continuous and vanishes a t both  c and 
d. Hence, K,(g) > JC(g0).
If g ^  gQ then (2.0.7) holds with strict inequality, so th a t K{g) > K(g0). □
E x a m p le  2 .0 .4  ([6 8 , §4]) In Dido’s problem the integrand is
L(t7, t / )  =  rjy/l  -  ( t/)2,
which is not convex in (77, 77'). However, i f  we replace 77 by g =  the corre­
sponding integrand becomes
F(g,g ')  =  - y / 2 g - ( g ' ) 2,
which is strictly convex on the convex set D  =  {(g ,g ') G l 2 : 2g > {g')2}.
However, the examples (I)-(III) (as considered in [68]) offer no systematic method 
or explanation for deriving the change of variables required to convexify the 
integrand, and indeed an example is given in which the author is unable to  find 
a change of dependent variable. The approach of this chapter in deriving a 
systematic method is motivated by the following result in [60] which arises from 
a problem in nonlinear elasticity.
E x a m p le  2 .0 .5  In [60] the functional considered is
Z(v) = x 2L ^g'(x), dx,
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where L  is a symmetric function (in the second and third variables) which is 
convex in r j . We suppose that rj G C 2((0, 1]) is a solution of the Euler-Lagrange 
equation
for  which 77(1) =  A > 0, 77(0 ) >  0, rf{x) > 0 for x  G (0,1] and the natural
boundary condition lim x 2L i\  =  0 holds. Under the change of variables
y  =  — and g — x 3
x
the solution rj(x) gives rise to a new function g(y) and the integral becomes 
Z{rj) =  x 2L ( v ' ( x ) ,  dx
f°° g'{y) j ( 3d(y) , \  j
- — L ( m + y ^ y ) d y ^ ic{g)'
(see [60, Proposition 3.5]). Moreover, the new integrand
G(y, 9 > 9 ') = ~ L + y, y, y j
is convex on the convex set
D =  2; g e  (0,oo),g' e  ( -0 0 ,0 ) ,  ^  +  g' < o |
for  each y G (0,00) (see [60, Proposition 3.7]), and hence it can be shown that 
there exists at most one equilibrium solution satisfying the given properties and 
the required boundary conditions (see [60, Theorem 3.8]).
Our aim in this chapter is to show th a t for certain extremal problems we can 
generate a change of variables similar to th a t considered in Example 2.0.5 by a 
systematic method th a t is dependent on symmetry properties of T(rj) and the 
Euler-Lagrange equation under a given group of scaling transformations. W ith 
this change of variables we will show convexity of the integrand in these new 
variables and investigate uniqueness of the solutions.
The approach we will take in the rest of this chapter is the following: §2.1 will 
consist of the required background theory. We will give the definitions of a 
Lie group and a group of transformations, define the notion of invariance and
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show how invariants of a group of transformations can be found. Also, we will 
discuss invariance properties of ordinary differential equations, with a view to 
determining the most general form of invariant ordinary differential equations. 
We will also discuss the idea of a change of coordinates. §2.2 will consider the 
application of the theory presented in §2.1 to minimisation problems. We will 
discuss invariance properties of the integral X(t]) and the conditions required of 
the integrand L  so th a t L  can be written in a form similar to  th a t in Example 
2.0.5. We will relate the invariance properties of X(rj) to  invariance properties 
of the Euler-Lagrange equation. We will then show convexity of the integrand, 
under certain hypotheses, by using the change of variables th a t was derived in 
§2 .1 , and investigate uniqueness of the solution.
2.1 Lie groups and sym metries of ordinary dif­
ferential equations.
2.1.1 Lie groups.
We first give the definitions of a Lie group and a transform ation group acting on 
a manifold M , where M  C Rm. (For the definition of an ra-dimensional manifold 
in Rm see, e.g., [52, Definition 1.1] or [53, Definition 1.1].)
D efinition 2 . 1 . 1  A Lie group is a group consisting o f a set G together with a 
group action m , such that the set G has the structure of a manifold and for  group 
elements g\, g2  € G the group action m  : G  x G —► G, m (pi, £2) =  9 i 9 2 , and the 
inversion i : G G, i(gi) = gf 1 define smooth (as in infinitely differentiable) 
maps.
(See, for example, [52, Definition 1.16] page 15 or [53, Definition 2.1] page 22.)
D efinition 2.1.2 ([53, D efinition 2.7] page 35) A transform ation group 
acting on a manifold M  is determined by a Lie group and a smooth map 
II : G x  M  M  denoted by Il(<7, s), g £ G, s € M , satisfying
(1) Il(e, s) =  s, where e is the identity element o fG ;
(2) U(gu U(g2ls)) = U(gig2is), where glt g2 G G.
Exam ple 2.1.3 A n example of a transformation group is the scaling group con­
sisting of gx : (x, y) —> (Xx,X&y), X > 0 , on M  =  M2. Here, G  =  M+ and the
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group action is multiplication. Thus
n(#A ,(z,y)) =  ( A x ^ y )  
and the identity map occurs when A =  1 .
It is possible th a t the group may act only locally, meaning th a t the group of 
transform ations may not be defined for all points on the manifold or for all ele­
ments of the transform ation group, but only those sufficiently close to  the identity 
element e. W ith this in mind, we now define a local group of transformations. 
(For the definition of a local Lie group see, e.g., [52, Definition 1.20].)
D e fin itio n  2 .1 .4  ([52, D e fin itio n  1.25], p ag e  21) A local group of trans­
form ations acting on a manifold M  is given by a (local) Lie group, an open 
subset U, with {e} x M  C U  C G x M , which is the domain of definition of the 
group action m , and a smooth map II \ U M  with the following properties:
(L I)  I f  (y2 , s )  G U, (#1, 11(02, s ) )  G U and (#i#2,s ) € U, then IL(gu U(g2, s)) =  
n ( # i # 2 , s ) .
(L2) For all s G M ,  II(e, s) =  s.
(L3) I f  (#i, s) G U, then ( y f l , II(#i, s ) )  G U and II(# f \  II(#i, s)) = s.
(Note that, except for  the assumption of the form of the domain l i ,  (L3) follows 
directly from (LI) and (L2).)
D e fin itio n  2 .1 .5  A one-parameter group of transform ations is a local 
group of transformations acting on a manifold M  where the set G is R  and the
operation m  is addition. Thus II =  IT(&, s ) ,  s G M , where e is a continuous
real-valued parameter, with e =  0 corresponding to the identity element, and the 
group action # i#2 =  £i +  £2 where e 1 corresponds to g\ and £ 2  corresponds to g2.
E x a m p le  2 .1 .6  A n example of a one-parameter group of transformations acting 
on M  =  R3 is a group of scalings where U(e, (x ,y ,  z)) =  (eex ,e ^£y , e ^ ~ ^ ez). 
Here, the identity element is e — 0 and it is clear that II(£:i 4- e2, (x ,y ,  z)) =
(1eEl+£2x , e ^ £l+£2^y, e ^ ~ l^ £l+£2iz) =  n (e 1} n (e 2, (z, y, z))).
E x a m p le  2 .1 .7  A second example of a one-parameter group of transformations 
acting on M  =  R3 is a group of translations where n (e , (x , y, z)) =  (x, y  +  e, z). 
It is clear that II(£i +  £2, (x, y , z)) = (x, y +  £ 1  +  e2, z) =  II(ei, I I (e 2, (x, y , 2 ) ) ) .
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As indicated in [52], we will make the assumption th a t all manifolds and Lie 
groups are connected. This restricts our attention to  group transformations 
like rotations which can be continuously connected to the identity element of the 
group, and excludes discrete group transformations such as reflections. We also 
note th a t a group of transformations acting on a manifold M  is connected if
(C l) G  is a connected set and M  is a connected manifold;
(C2) U  C G x M  is a connected open set;
(C3) for each x  E M , Gx := {g E G : (g ,x ) E U} is connected.
Henceforth all groups of transformations satisfy (C l) - (C3).
2.1.2 Invariance under group transformations.
It is im portant to note th a t there may be real-valued functions th a t are unaffected 
by a transform ation group acting on a manifold. These are known as invariants. 
In this section we will first give the formal definition of an invariant of a trans­
formation group acting on a manifold. We will then present a result showing the 
number of functionally independent invariants, dem onstrate a method for their 
derivation, and introduce the concept of relative and absolute invariance.
D efinition 2 .1 . 8  ([53, D efinition 2.29] page 44) Let G be a transformation 
group acting on a manifold M . An invariant of G is a real-valued function  
I  : M  —> R  satisfying I(U (g ,s))  = I(s)  for all transformations g G G and all 
s G M  (where n  defines the transformation group in Definition 2.1.2).
Exam ple 2.1.9 I f  we consider Example 2.1.3 where U (g \ ,(x ,y ))  = (Ax, APy),
yA >  0, then the function A i (x ,y )  =  —  is invariant on M  = {(x, y) G R2 : x >  
XP
0}. Also A 2 (x ,y )  =  —  is invariant on M  = { (x ,y )  E R2 : x >  0 ,y  > 0} and on 
M  =  {(x, y) G M2 : x >  0, y < 0}.
We also introduce the idea of local and global invariants.
D efinition 2.1.10 ([52]) Let G be a Lie group acting on a manifold M . A  
function I  : U —» R where U an open subset of M  is said to be a local invariant  
of G i f  I(H (g ,s))  = I(s)  for all s G U and all transformations g G Vs in some 
neighbourhood V8 C G of the identity element. I f  I  (H(g, s)) = I(s)  for  all s E U  
and all g E G such that n (p , s) E U, then I  is said to be a global invariant of 
G (even though it is only defined on an open subset of M ).
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Next, we give a result showing the number of functionally independent group 
invariants. In order to do this we require the following definition of the orbit of 
a transform ation group.
D efinition 2.1.11 A n orbit of a transformation group is a minimal non-empty 
invariant subset of M .
(See [52] page 22 or [53] page 40.)
For a group of transformations G acting on M , O  C M  is an orbit if it satisfies 
the following:
(1) If x  G O, and g € G then II(p, x) G O.
(2) If O  C  O  and O  satisfies (1), then either O  =  O  or O  is empty.
In general, the orbits of a Lie group of transformations are all sub-manifolds of 
M .  We also require the following definition.
D efinition 2.1.12 ([52, D efinition 1.26] page 23) Let G be a local group of 
transformations acting on M .
(1) G acts semi-regularly i f  all its orbits have the same dimension.
(2) G acts regularly i f  it acts semi-regularly and also for each point x  G M
there exist arbitrarily small neighbourhoods whose intersection with each
orbit is a connected subset thereof.
(See, e.g., [52] pp 23-24 for examples.)
W ith the above definitions we now present the main result which characterises 
the maximum number of functionally independent invariants.
Theorem  2.1.13 ([52, Theorem  2.34] page 46) Let G be a Lie group acting 
semi-regularly on the m-dimensional manifold M (C Mm) with r-dimensional or­
bits. A t  each x  G M  there exist (m  — r) functionally independent local invariants 
>£m-r defined on a neighbourhood V  of x. Further, any other local in­
variant, £, of the group action defined on V  can be written as a function of the 
independent local invariants, that is £ =  (£ i,. . .  ,£m_r ). I f  G acts regularly, then 
the invariants can be taken to be global invariants on V .
Exam ple 2.1.14 As Olver points out in [52], the orbits of the scaling transfor­
mation group acting
(jci, x 2, x 3, . . .  , x m) (Aaixi, Xa2x 2, A"3aj3, ... , Xamx m)
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acting on the manifold M  = { { x i ,x 2, . . .  , x n) G Rm : Xi > 0} (where A G R+ , 
aq 7^  0, a 2, . . .  , a m € R not all zero, ( x i , . . .  , ®m) G Rm) are all one-dimensional 
regular sub-manifolds of  Rm, except for the singular orbit consisting of {0} only. 
Also, the scaling group acts regularly on Rm \  {0}. Hence, there are (m  — 1) 
functionally independent invariants of this group action. For the case a i =  1 
these are given by
X2 X$ Xm
(,X\ ) a2 ’ (^ i)" 3 ’ ’ (^ i)am ’
Hence for  Example 2.1.6 we have two functionally independent invariants, which
are expressible as and .
x p  x p - i
We next introduce the notion of a vector field. From this we will introduce 
the concept of an infinitesimal generator for a one-parameter group of transfor­
mations. It is in using the infinitesimal generator th a t we can determine the 
invariants of a given group action. In the following, T M \S is a section of the 
tangent bundle of M  a t s, a tangent bundle being the collection of all tangent 
spaces.
D e fin itio n  2 .1 .15  A v e c to r  f ie ld  v  assigns a tangent vector v |s G T M \ S to 
each point s G M , with u |5 varying smoothly from point to point.
(See [52] page 26.)
In local coordinates s = ( s i , . . .  , sm) a vector field v  takes the form
d d d
v  =  +  + ' "  +  (2 '1'1)
where </>i(s),. . .  , are smooth functions of s.
An integral curve of the vector field v  is a smooth parametrised curve cr(£,s) = s 
whose tangent vector a t any point coincides with the value of v  a t the same point, 
and so
d a ( \ —  I^£ (e,S ) Vlo-(e,s)
for all e, where v \ ^ £s  ^ is the vector field on the curve o(e ,s) .  In local coordi­
nates S =  <j{e, s) = ((7\{e, s ) , . . .  , <7m(e, s)) must be a solution to  the autonomous 
system of ordinary differential equations
ds  , / x • 1—  = <pi(s), i = l , . . .  ,m
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where the 0i(s) are the coefficients of v at s. From this there exists a unique 
maximal integral curve a : I  x M  —)■ M  passing through a given point s0 =  
cr(s0,0) G M .  We denote the p a r a m e t r i s e d  m a x i m a l  i n t e g r a l  c u r v e  passing 
through s in M  by T(e, s) and we call T  the f lo w  generated by v. Thus for each 
s E M  and e in some interval I s (with 0 G If) T  is a point on the integral curve 
passing through s in M .  T  satisfies the following basic properties:
(F I) T (ei, T (e2, s)) =  Y(ei +  £2> s) for s G M  and all £1, e2 £ R such th a t both 
sides of the equation makes sense;
(F2) T(0, s) =  s;
0
(F3) ^ T (e >s ) =
If we compare (FI) and (F2 ) with (LI) and (L2) we see th a t the flow generated 
by a vector field defines a local group action on the Lie group R on M  (with the 
group operation being addition), and the vector field v  for this is referred to as 
the i n f i n i t e s i m a l  g e n e r a t o r  of the group action (for more details, see [52] pp 
24-31). In local coordinates,
T(e, s) =  s +  e<j)(s) +  0 ( e 2)
where 4>(s) =  (0 i( s ) , . . .  ,0 m(s)) are the coefficients of v. Thus in local coordi­
nates the infinitesimal generator is
dai d da2( , d  d(Tm d
* =  a T (*’e )&T +  a T (a’e )a £  + ' "  +  ^ T (s’eW  (2-L2)
We will dem onstrate this by means of an example.
Exam ple 2.1.16 Consider the following one-parameter group of transforma­
tions
II(£, {x, y, z, w)) = (E(x, y, z, w \e), $ (x , y, z, w; e), r (x ,  y, z, w\ e ) M x * 2bz , w >£))
= : (;x , y , z , w ).
The infinitesimal generator is
We can now determine what the independent invariants are, by means of the 
following result.
Proposition  2.1.17 ([52, Proposition 2 .6 ] page 81) Let G be a connected 
one-parameter group of transformations acting on a manifold M , and let f  : 
M  —»■ R  be an analytic real-valued function. Then f  is an invariant of G i f  and 
only i f  v ( f )  = 0  on M  for every infinitesimal generator v  of G.
Exam ple 2.1.18 Consider the following scaling transformation
n(e:, (x , y, z, w)) =  (e£x , e^£y, e ^ ~ ^ £z, e ^ ~ 2^ £w) (2.1.3)
on the manifold M  =  {(rc, y, z, w) : x , y , z , w  > 0 }. The infinitesimal generator 
for  this transformation is
v = x h + p y Ty + { p ~  1)zi + ( /J  ~  2)WL ’ (2-L4)
and so the invariants of the scaling transformation (2.1.3), say, must satisfy
u(tfi) =  0 (2.1.5)
by Proposition 2.1.17. Now we are considering a transformation on a four­
dimensional manifold M  (with points represented as (x , y , z , w ) G M  C K4) and 
the orbits of a scaling transformation are one-dimensional. Thus by Theorem 
2.1.13 we are looking for  three independent invariants of (2.1.3), that is three 
solutions of (2.1.5). It can be easily verified that
V z  w
^ x{ x ,y ,z ,w )  = V 2{ x ,y ,z ,w )  = and ^ z( x ,y , z ,w )  =
are functionally independent and satisfy (2.1.5), where v is given by (2.1.4)- 
Hence ^_ 1 and -jf_2 are three functionally independent group invariants
for  the scaling transformation (2.1.3).
We now consider relative and absolute invariants of a given group of transform a­
tions. We will give the definitions of a relative and an absolute invariant and state  
a couple of results regarding them. In order to do this we require the following 
definition.
D e fin itio n  2 .1 .19  ([53, D e fin itio n  3.12] p ag e  82) A function p  : G  x M  —»• 
R  is a m ultiplier for a transformation group G acting on a manifold M i f  and
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only i f  g  satisfies g(gh, x)  = g(g, U(h, x))f.i(h, x) and g(e, x) = 1 for  all g, h E G, 
x  E M . (Recall that e is the identity element.)
D efin ition  2.1.20 ([53, D efinition 3.30] page 91) Let g  : G x M  —► R be
a multiplier for  a transformation group G acting on a manifold M . A rela­
tive invariant with multiplier g is a function R(x) satisfying R(Yl(g,x)) = 
g (g ,x )R (x )  fo r  g E G, x  E M .
An invariant of a group action, defined in Definition 2 .1 .8 , is sometimes referred 
to  as an absolute invariant (see, e.g., [53] page 91). We now give two results 
concerning relative and absolute invariants.
Lem m a 2.1.21 I f  K \  and K 2  7  ^ 0 are relative invariants with multiplier g o f a 
transformation group G acting on a manifold M  then
* - §
is an absolute invariant of G.
Proof: Let K \  and K 2 be relative invariants with multiplier g  of g. Then we
can say th a t Ki(U (g, x)) = g (g ,x )K i(x )  and K 2(U(g,x)) = g (g ,x )K 2(x) for any 
g €  G  and any x  G M , and so
K ( n ( g , x ) )  =  = /t ’Xi -M  = K{x) .K 2(U(g, x)) g (g , x ) K 2(x)
Hence K  is an absolute invariant of g. □
Lem m a 2 .1 . 2 2  A ny absolute invariant K  of a group transformation acting on 
a manifold M  can be written as a function K  of the group invariants of that 
transformation, that is K  =  K(group invariants).
This is a consequence of Theorem 2.1.13. These results will be used in §2.2 when 
we consider the behaviour of the integral l ( r /) given by (2 .0 .1) under a group of 
scaling transform ations.
2.1.3 Sym m etries and invariance of ordinary differential 
equations.
Since the Euler-Lagrange equation is a second order differential equation, we now 
consider second order ordinary differential equations of the form
d2r]
dx2
(x) =  /  ( x ,  rj(x), ^ {x)^  , (2 .1 .6 )
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where 77 is a function of x , with a view to determining the most general second 
order ordinary differential equation th a t is invariant under a given one-parameter 
group of transform ations of the form
U(e, (x , 77)) =  (x , fj) = (E(x, 77; e), $ (z , 77; e)). (2.1.7)
In this section, given a group of transformations acting on a manifold, we will 
define the notion of an invariant ordinary differential equation for a given group 
of transform ations, state  a criterion for determining the invariance or otherwise 
of a differential equation and present a canonical form for invariant differential 
equations. The results and observations presented can be extended to n th  order 
ordinary differential equations. For full details, see, e.g., [16, §3],
In order to  consider second order differential equations we need to consider how 
the transform ation group defined by (2.1.7) extends to act on derivatives of 77 in 
a natural way. This is contained in the following result.
Theorem  2.1.23 ([16, Theorem  2.3.1-1 and Theorem  2.3.1-2] page 56)
The group of transformations defined by (2.1.7) acting on a manifold M  extends 
to its f irs t  prolongation , which is the one-parameter group of transformations
n (e , (^ ,77, 7/) )  =  (5 , 77, 77'), 
where x  and fj are given by (2.1.7) and
i7' =  $ i(i,7 7 ,r/;£ ) =  - |§ ------------------------------------ (2.1.8)
The group of transformations defined by (2.1.7) extends further to its second 
prolongation, which is the one-parameter group of transformations
n(e, (x, rj, 77', 77")) =  (x, fj, fj', fj"),
where x  and fj are given by (2.1.7), fj' is given by (2.1.8) and
E xam ple 2 .1 .24  If we consider the scaling group Il(e, (x, 77)) =  (e£x,e^£rj) then
n ' p P e ,  ^ ^ rim1 n  " p ( P - l )£
f j  =  = ------ =  e ^ ~ l E^r)' and rj" = $2  =  —^ -----= ------------- =  e ^ ~ 2>)£r}”.e6 dz, e£
dx
Hence, £/ie first prolongation of the scaling transformation is given by
n(e, (x, r), 77')) =  (e£x , e^ T?, e(/J_1)y ) ,  (2 .1 .1 0 )
and the second prolongation of the scaling transformation is given by
II(e, (x, rj, rj, 77")) =  (e£x , e^Tj, , e^~2^£rj'). (2 .1 .1 1 )
We now remark on the notation used in presenting differential equations both in 
this section and in §2 .2 .2 .
Rem ark 2.1.25 I f  in our expressions for differential equations we use rj(x), 
dfi d2rj
—  (a:) and y ^ { x )  then in that expression we are considering rj as a function
CbJb (JbJb
of x, and thus we have one independent variable. I f  instead we use rj, 77 and 77 
then we are considering x, rj, rj and 77" as independent variables, related by an 
algebraic expression. Thus, i f  we write the second order differential equation as
g ( z )  =  / ( * ,  .?(*), £ ( * ) )  (2.1.12)
then we treat (2.1.12) as a differential equation, with rj being a function of x, and 
i f  we write
V" = f(x,7],7]') (2.1.13)
then we treat (2.1.13) as an algebraic equation, with rj' being a function of 
{x,T],Tf)€  R3.
We next define the notion of an invariant second order ordinary differential equa­
tion.
D efinition 2.1.26 ([16, Definition 3.1.1-1] page 90) The group of transfor­
mations defined by (2.1.7) leaves the second order ordinary differential equa­
tion (2.1.6) invariant i f  and only i f  its second prolongation leaves the surface 
rj' =  f  (x, 77, 77') invariant.
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Rem ark 2.1.27 One consequence of a differential equation being invariant un­
der a transformation group II (e, (x , rj)) acting on M  C R 2 is that fj(x) is a solution 
of the differential equation whenever rj(x) is (see, e.g., [16]).
The next theorem is the infinitesimal criterion for invariance of a second order 
ordinary differential equation. It provides a way of determining whether or not 
an ordinary differential equation is invariant under a given group of transform a­
tions acting on a manifold by making use of the infinitesimal generator for the 
prolongations of the group of transformations. In order to  do this we consider 
the one-param eter group of transformations where
H(x, 77; e) =  x  +  e£(x, r[) +  0 ( e 2) and <b(x, 77; e) =  77 +  eip(x, 77) +  0 ( e 2).
(2.1.14)
This group of transformations has as its infinitesimal generator
v  =  +  (p(x, 77) (2.1.15)
If we write $1  and $2  as
$ i ( x ,77,t / ;£ )  =  77' +  £(fi(x, 77, 77') +  0 ( e 2),
$ 2( ^ 77, t /, 77V )  =  rj" + £ip2{x,r),'n,,ii”) + 0 (£ 2), (2.1.16)
then the first prolonged infinitesimal generator is
d d d
v '  =  ? (x, v ) q ^  + ¥>(e. v ) g -  + V, (2.1.17)
and the second prolonged infinitesimal generator is
$ d $  ^
v" = € ( .x ,V ) fc + v (x < v )Q -  + V>i(x,ri,r/)j£r + <p2 (x,T),t/,Ti'')— . (2.1.18)
We now make use of the following (for the general result see [16, Theorem 2.3.2- 
1]):
Theorem  2.1.28 Let I I (e, (x, 77)) =  (E(x,7j;£),$(x,Tj;e)) be of the form (2 . 1 . 1 4 )  
and let 4>i(x, 77, 77'; e) and (/>2(x1rj1rf1rf,m,e) be given by (2.1.16). Then
<pi(x,n,rf) = n) + *>) -  v) -  ^
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and
¥>2(1 , T), rf, v") = ^ r (x, V, rf) +  n, n')+,n"~^\(x, rj, rf)drf
Upon applying Theorem 2.1.28, explicit forms for <pi and cp2 are 
<pi = <p,x+(<p,v -  €,xW -
{P ‘l  — ip,xz~p(‘2 (fi,xri £,,Xx ) t] “f“ (,P,TITj ~  2£jxtj) (v  ) (2.1.19)
-  -  2?,*K ' -  K vrfv"-
We are now in a position to state  the infinitesimal criterion for invariance of 
a second order ordinary differential equation. (For the case of an n th  order 
differential equation see, e.g., [16, Theorem 3.1.1-1] page 91.)
Theorem  2.1.29 Let v as given by (2.1.15) be the infinitesimal generator of 
(2.1.7), and let v" as given by (2.1.18) be the second prolonged infinitesimal 
generator of (2.1.15), where cpi(x,r],rf) and (f2 (x,r},rf,rf') are given by (2.1.19). 
Then the transformation group acting on M  given by (2.1.7) leaves the ordinary 
differential equation (2.1.6) invariant i f  and only i f
v"  (1" ~  f  (x, V, rf)) =  °
where f  : R3 —» R.
We now consider the problem of finding the most general second order ordinary 
differential equation which is invariant under a given one-parameter group of 
transformations. If
g ( x )  = / ( x lf7(x),g(x))
is invariant under the group of transformations G := {II(e:, (x, 77)) : e G R}, 
where II(s, {x ,r f)  =  (x,fj), then v"(rf' — f{x ,r},rf))  =  0 by Theorem 2.1.29. 
Moreover, by Theorem 2.1.13 and Proposition 2.1.17, if v"(F (x,r] ,rf ,r f '))  =  0 
then F(x,r},rf,rf')  = F (group invariants of G") where G" is the group of second 
prolongations of G. If we let p, q and r be three independent group invariants 
of G", and put F (x ,  77, r f , rf') =  77" -  /  (x, 77, 77') then rf' — f  {x, 77, rf) =  0 implies
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th a t
F(P, Q, r) =  0, (2 .1.20)
and, since the differential equation is of the form (2 .1 .6 ), we can rewrite (2 .1 .20) 
as
is invariant under the scaling group given in Example 2.1.24• Then, putting 
F{x, ri, rf, 7]") =  rj' — f ( x ,  7), 7}'), we have that
Now, by Example 2.1.18 three functionally independent invariants of the second
2.1.4 Change of coordinates.
Suppose we make a change of coordinates from s =  ( s i , . . .  , sm) to  ( t i , . . .  , tm) = 
t  where U =  i'i(s). Then the infinitesimal generators in the original and new 
coordinates are related as follows.
R em ark 2.1.31 The infinitesimal generator for a one-parameter transformation
IT(£, (si, ... , sm)) = (5i, •. • 3 sm)
p = F(q,r).
We will dem onstrate this by means of an example.
E x a m p le  2 .1 .30  Suppose the second order ordinary differential equation
( 2 .1 .21)
prolongation (given by (2.1.11)) are Thus the second order
equation (2.1.21) can be rewritten as
or
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acting on M  C Rm in the local coordinate system s =  ( s i , . . .  , sm) is
E
i dsi
■ i ' de i= e=0
d_
Os-
I f  t  = ( t i j . . .  , t m) = {vi ( s ) , . . .  ,iym(s)) =  v(s) then the infinitesimal generator 
for the transformation in terms of the new coordinates is given by
j =1 \ i = l
\  d t j \  d  ^  . d
e=0/  dsi )  d t3 ~ ^ V d t3
We now present a key result regarding a change of coordinates which has proved 
useful in integrating ordinary differential equations using Lie group theory. We 
will use this in our study of classical variational problems (see §2.2.3).
Proposition  2.1.32 ([52, Proposition 1.29] page 30) Let M  be a smooth m -  
dimensional manifold in Rm. Suppose that a vector field v  does not vanish at a 
point Xo G M . Then there is a local coordinate chart y =  ( j/i ,. . .  , 2/m) at Xo such 
that in terms of these coordinates the vector field is
d
dyi
(See also, e.g., [16, Theorem 2 .2 .5-3] page 45 or [40] page 95.)
Thus it is possible to make a change of variables from x  =  ( ic i,... , x m) to 
y = ( j/ i ,. . .  , ym) such th a t any one-parameter group of transform ations is a 
one-param eter group of translations in terms of these new coordinates, which 
can be w ritten as
2/i =  2/i +  v, Vi = Vi, i =  2 , . .  • , m,
and thus
n (l/ ,  (VU 2/2, , Vm)) =  (2/1 +  I/, 2/2, , 2/m)-
We will dem onstrate this with an example.
E x a m p le  2.1.33 Consider the set of transformations G =  {n(e:, (x t rj, x)) ■ ^ € 
R}, where n (e , (x, 77, x)) =  (eex ,e ^er],e^~1^£x) for  each e G R. By Proposition 
2.1.32 we can choose a change of variables (y , w , z ) with y =  p(x, 77, x ) ; w  =
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and so the set of transformations in this new coordinate system is
G = {U{v, (y ,w ,z ) )  : v G R}
(v is the group parameter of G), where for each i / G l ,
U{v, (y, w , z)) = {y,w + v, z) =  (y, w, z). (2.1.24)
By Remark 2.1.31, we can say that
N d . d  . d „  =  + v ( z ) - .
Now, in order to obtain (2.1.23) we require v ( y ) =  0, v(w ) = 1 and v (z )  =  0. 
As v  is of the form
( 2 - L 2 5 )
these three equations are satisfied by putting
rj x^
y =  —r, w =  logx and z  = -------- — . (2.1.26)
y X?' x X - p r j
Note that z is a function of and ^XP x&~1
2.2 Application to one-dimensional variational 
problems.
2.2.1 Relative invariance of integrals under a scaling 
transformation.
We now return to consider integrals of the form
In (2.2.1) 77 and 77' are functions of x. If we consider the transformation
U(e, (x, rj)) = (E(x, 77; s), $ (x , 77; s)) = : (x, fj)
then as 77 is a function of x  this transformation induces an action 77' -»  77' (see
§2.1.3). Thus, if we replace x , 77(0;) & ?7'(x) by 77(2;) & ^ '(x), as obtained by
this transformation, then as x  is denned on [0 , 6], x is defined on a corresponding 
interval [a, b], and the integral X(rj) given by (2 .2 .1) becomes X(fj) where
L(x,fj(x),7j'(x))dx . (2.2.2)
We recall th a t in §2.1.3 we found the most general form for an ordinary differential 
equation invariant under a given group of transformations. We also remark th a t 
in the examples of [60] and [68] the integral X(rj) can be w ritten in the form
Z(v) =  Jo L{x,ri {x) , r((x))dx =  xrL (^p, ^ 1 )  dx (2'2'3)
77 T)'
and th a t —r  and are invariants under the scaling transform ation 
x p  x p - 1
n(e , (x, 77, V')) = (e£x, e ^ ~ l)Er]').
W ith this in mind we now determine the conditions on L  such th a t X(r]) can be 
rew ritten in the form (2.2.3). In order to do this we consider n(£ , (x, 77)) of the 
form
II(£:, (x, 77)) =  (e£x, e^rj) =  (Ax, A ^ ) = : fl(A, (x, 77)), A =  e£ > 0. (2.2.4)
Henceforth, we will define fl(A, (x,r))) by (2.2.4) and H  to  be the set of scaling 
transform ations H  :=  {n(A, (x,r])) : A G R+ }. Note th a t as A =  e£ the identity 
transform ation occurs when A =  1. Since the integrand in (2.2.1) is a function 
of x, 77 Sz 77', we need to  look at the first prolongation of the group transform a­
tion. From Example 2.1.24, the first prolongation of the scaling transform ation 
n (e , (x,r])) (where A is fixed) is
n (e , (x, 77, 7/) )  =  (Ax, A^ 77, A ^ V )  =: fl(A, (x, 77, 77')), A =  e£ > 0 , (2.2.5)
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and we define H '  :=  {fl(A, (x, 77, rj')) : A £ M+ }. Thus
/*6 /»&
X(fj) = /  L(x,fj(x) ,f j '(x ))dx  =  /  XL(Xx,X^7j(x),X^~1rj'(x))dx. (2 .2 .6 )
Jo Jo
D e fin itio n  2 .2.1 We will say that the integral functional
Zfa) =  £  L{x,rj{x),rj'{x))dx
satisfies the scaling condition (Sn) if, on considering the scaling transformation 
(2.2.4), we have that
X(fj) = XnX(i7) (2.2.7)
for  some fixed n, for  all X > 0 , for  all c > 0 & d > 0 and all 77 and rf (where 
fj =  X^rj).
L e m m a  2 .2 .2  T(r]) satisfies (Sn) (for n  £ R j i f  and only i f  L  is a relative 
invariant with multiplier fi = An-1 of the set of scaling transformations H .
P ro o f: If X{r}) satisfies (S n) then we can write
/d rdXL(Xx, X^r)(x), X^~lr({x))dx =  An J  L(x,rj(x),r}'(x))dx, (2 .2 .8 )
and since (2 .2 .8 ) holds for all values of c >  0 and d > 0 , we have th a t
L(Xx, X^r], Xp~l r}') =  An -1L(rc, 77, rf) (2.2.9)
for some fixed n, for all A > 0, for all x  > 0 and for all 77 h  r f . Thus L  is a 
relative invariant with multiplier fi =  An_1 of the scaling group H.  Conversely, if 
L  is a relative invariant with multiplier fi =  Xp of the scaling group H  then it is
easy to  show th a t X(r}) satisfies (Sn) with n = p  +  1 . □
All the examples (I)-(III) satisfy (2.2.9). We now present the main result in this 
section.
P ro p o s i t io n  2 .2.3 Suppose that L(x,  77, rj') is a relative invariant with multiplier 
Xp (where p is fixed and X >  0)  of the group of first prolongations H ' of the scaling 
transformations H . Then L(x,rj,rj') can be written in the form
L(x, r,, ri) = 3?L ( ^ ,  ^ )  . (2 .2 .10)
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P ro o f: Fix p  and let L  be a relative invariant with multiplier Xp of H '. Then L
is such th a t L(X x , X^rj, X^~lrf) =  XpL(x, rj, rf). Now we observe th a t L'(x, rj, rf) = 
x p is also a relative invariant with multiplier Xp of H ' for the same value of p  (as 
L'(Xx, X^r], X@~lrf) =  Xpxp =  XpL'(x,r],rf)). Hence by Lemma 2.1.21,
L{x,r},rf)
xp
is an absolute invariant of H '  for all A >  0, and hence by Lemma 2.1.22 we can 
write
L {x , ViV) _  ^ (g r0Up invariants of H'). (2.2.11)
xp
We recall from Example 2.1.18 th a t —  and - are two functionally indepen-
x p x P-1
dent group invariants of H '. Hence we can rewrite (2 .2 .11) as
P 2 1 2 )x p \x@ ’ x@~l J  ’
and therefore we can rewrite (2 .2 .12) as (2 .2 .10). □
C o ro lla ry  2 .2 .4  IfX(rj) satisfies (Sn) we can express X{rf) in the form
! ( „ ) - / , - £ ( $ > , ® )  (2-2.13)
R e m a rk  2 .2 .5  We observe that for  77 such that (B l) holds and X{rf) of the form





T)(x) rf (x) \  ( Pv(x) rf (x) \  = / r?(ar) rf(x)
xfi ’ j  I x13 x&~1 )  ’2 \ x@ ’ x&~1
n—1 r I r/(x)= x  n~LL XP ’ XP-1 J  ’
(2.2.14)
and hence
rjjx) r f (x ) \  /  firj(x) _  r f (x ) \  ~ ( rj(x)_ rf(x)
x p ’ x p-l )  I XP x&~1 J ,2 I X13 ’ x&~1
(2.2.15)
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This is as a consequence of relative scale invariance and is related to Green’s 
identity (cf [8], [60]).
2.2.2 Relative invariance and invariance of the Euler- 
Lagrange equation
We will now show th a t relative invariance of the integrand in (2 .2 .1) implies in­
variance of the Euler-Lagrange equation. Let L(x, 77, 77') be a relative invariant 
with multiplier Ap, p  fixed, of H ' . Then, by Proposition 2.2.3, L  can be w ritten as 
in (2.2.10). Since the Euler-Lagrange equation is a second order differential equa­
tion in rj we need to consider the second prolongation of the group action. From 
Example 2.1.24, the second prolongation of the set of scaling transform ations H  
is
II(e, (x, 77, 77', 77")) =  (e£x , e ^ p ,  e(/3_1)e7/ ,  e(/3- 2)y ' )
=  (Ax, Xprjt A/3_1t7/, A/3_2t7//) = : fl(A, (x, 77, 77', 77")), A =  e£ > 0
(2.2.16)
with A >  0 fixed, and we define H"  :=  {fl(A, (x, 77, 77', 77")) : A G R+ }.
Now, the Euler-Lagrange equation for T (tj) given by (2 .2 .1) is
=  0, (2.2.17)L,2 (*,»?(*), £ (* ))  -  £  [l ,s ( x r t x ) ,  f x (z)
which can be rewritten as
L 2(x, 77, 7/)  -  L 31 (x, 77, 77') -  L,32(z, 77, -  A33(®, V, vDo" =  0- (2.2.18)
(See Remark 2.1.25 for an explanation of the notation.) The next result shows 
th a t T ( t]) satisfying (S n) implies invariance of the Euler-Lagrange equation for
m -
P ro p o s i t io n  2 .2 .6  LetT(r}) satisfy (S n). Then the Euler-Lagrange equation for  
T{r[), that is (2.2.17), is invariant under the group of scaling transfornations H .
P ro o f: By Definition 2.1.26, it is enough to show th a t (2.2.18) is invariant
under the group H " . Let L(x, 77, 77') be a relative invariant with multiplier Xp 
under the set of extended scaling transformations H ' . Then, by Proposition
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2.2.3, X(r}) can be rewritten as
(22.19)
The Euler-Lagrange equation (2.2.17) for T{rj) of the form (2.2.19) is
k  ("  M ^ ) )  -  k  ( k  ("  i f -  -»
(2 .2 .20)
and (2.2.18) can be rewritten as
j L - P r \ i  ( v f  v" ( r 11 f  ( ± j L \
xfi-l XP j  '21 P’ xP-1)  {xf1- 2 (l V ” 1/  '2 2 L <9’ ^ - V
=  0 .
(2 .2 .21 )
77 rf n"
Now, from Example 2.1.30, —r, a and _ ■ are all invariants of H "  and hencex p x p - i  x p - t
are invariants of and thus (2 .2 .20) is scale invariant. □
The following example shows th a t the converse to the above is false in general.
E x a m p le  2 .2 .7  Consider the integral
Z(v) = (»?(*) -  y - X^ {X))  + f x {x)~ XdX■
d2rj
The Euler-Lagrange equation ^r}{x)-\-2x2 — 2x 2-j -^ (x ) =  0 is invariant under the
CLJU
scaling transformation n(A, (x,rj)) =  (A#, A2rj) but X{rf) does not satisfy (S n).
The next result shows th a t invariance of the Euler-Lagrange equation implies the 
existence of a t least one relative invariant integrand.
P ro p o s i t io n  2 .2 .8  Let
d2r] r (  . dr]
dx2
(x) = F  ^ x , 77(2;), ^ ( s ) ^  (2.2.22)
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be a second order ordinary differential equation that is invariant under the set of 
scaling transformations H  (as defined in §2.2.1). Then for  n  >  0 there exists an 
integrand L ( x , 77, 77') such that L  is a relative invariant with multiplier Xn of H ' , 
and (2.2.22) is the Euler-Lagrange equation for
f  L(x,r)(x),r}'(x))dx. (2.2.23)
Jo
P ro o f: The proof uses the approach of [17] pp 30-32 and Definition 2.1.26.
The general solution rj(x) of the second order differential equation (2.2.22) is of 
the form
rj{x) = f ( x ,a ,  t ) ,  (2.2.24)
where /  is C 2 and a  and r  are constants of integration. As (2 .2 .22) is scale 
invariant it can be rewritten as
d2r]
dx2
As (2.2.25) is scale invariant,
77(x) = X^ Tj
is also a solution of (2.2.25) whenever 77 is given by (2.2.24). Our aim is to de­
term ine an integrand L(x, 77, 77') such th a t (2.2.25) becomes identical with the 
Euler-Lagrange equation for (2.2.23). Hence we require th a t the algebraic equa­
tion
Lflix , V, v') ~  L 3i(x , t), t)') -  t)'Li32(x, t), rf) =  i ^ " 2r  ( j j ,  \ V, v')
(2.2.26)
holds for any choice of (2 , 77, 77') G R3. Differentiation of (2.2.26) with respect to 
rf and putting M(x,r],rjf) =  L 33(a;,77, 77') gives us th a t
M i(z , 77, 77') + 7 /M 20r,77 ,7 /)-h /-2 r  J L .A  ^ 3^ , 77, 77')
\ x  x  J (2.2.27)
+ I _ l r '2 ( ’ i h - ) M  (x’ n’ ^  =  °-
We proceed as follows: along a solution of (2.2.22) of the form (2.2.24), it follows
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that (2.2.25) holds. Hence, along the solution r}{x) =  f ( x , a , r )  we can rewrite




Now, let us write the integrating factor for (2.2.28) as 
Q ( x , ( 7 , t )  =  exp
=  (2.2.29)
Hence
6(x, a, t ) M  ^x,7](x), =  (2.2.30)
where is an arbitrary function of a  and r .  Now, by Definition 2.1.26, the 
second order differential equation (2.2.22) is an invariant of H  if and only if the 
algebraic equation
77" =  ^ , 77, 77') (2.2.31)
is an invariant of H". Now, we assume th a t the algebraic equations 77 =  f ( x ,  a, t ) 
and 77' =  /,i(a;, a, r)  can be solved to obtain a  =  (j)(x,r},rjr) and r  =  ip(x, 77, 77'). 
(This follows from the existence and uniqueness of solutions to  the initial value 
problem.) Thus we can write
0(z, </)(x, 77, 7/ ) ,  xl)(x, 77, r)'))M(x, 77, 77') =  (0(z, 77, 77'), ij(x,  77, 77')). (2.2.32)
Also we can write
X (x , 77, 77') :=  9(x, 4>{x, 77, r}'),ip{x, 77, 77'))
‘“ I p  f /(^ , <^ (a;, 77, 77"), -0 (a:; 77, 77O) /,i(t, 0 (a;,77, 7/ ) ,  -0 (s, 77, 77'))
t  ’2 V ^  ’ tf3" 1
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Now, from (2.2.30) we have that
M ( x ,  77, 77') =  ——^ 77,77'), ip{x, 77,77')), (2.2.33)
X[ x , 77,77 j
with 4/ being an arbitrary function in </> and t/>. Now, replacing (x, 77,77') by 
(5,77,77') means we can rewrite (2.2.33) as
Af(x,77, 77') =  * ^ ( </>(5 , 77,^ /),t/>(5 , 77, 77/)). (2.2.34)X(z, rj, i )
As cr and r are constants of integration, and as 77 is defined on [0,6], we will 
assume without loss of generality that cr = 77(0) and r = 77'(0). (Note that this 
assumes that a solution to the initial value problem exists for all x in the interval 
under consideration.) Now, as a solution of (2.2.25) is of the form (2.2.24), we 
can write fj(x) in the form 77(5) = /(x, d, f ) (where a  and f  are also constants of 
integration). As we are considering the scaling transformation then a  =  fj(0 ) =  
\Prj(0) = A^ cr and f  =  rj'(0) = A^ -177'(0) = A^ -1r. Also, we can say that
</){x, 77,77') = (j>{Ax, A^ 77, \ P ~ lr]') =  Afy(x, 77,77') (2.2.35)
and
V>(5, V, 77') =  t/>(Ax, A^77, A^_1t7') =  A ^  V (x , 77,77'). (2.2.36)
Also, it is the case that as 5 = Ax and 77(5) = A^?7 then
r fj ' (x)\  =  r fr] {x)  77'(x)
xP ’ xP~l J \  ’ xP~l )
Hence
n,  \ (  f l - l y n  ( , -
0 ( x ,<t , t ) =  exp [ J  t  >21 — p — >— p n — ) *
, - I t ,  ( f { t , a , T )=  e x p ^ y
and so 0 ( x ,a , f )  = 9 ( x ,<t , t ) .  Also x{x,V ,f?) = X ^ t ’Ot7/)- As (x,fj,rjl) —
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(Xx, X r^], A^  1rf), and as x(£, t), 7f) =  x f e  7 7 , 77'), we rewrite (2.2.34) as
M (Xx, Xp77, A ^ 'V )  =  —— —^ - ^ ( ^ ( X x ,  XPr), A ^ V ) ,  ^{X x , Xpp, Xp~xrf))
X{x , V, rf)
1 tt^(AP(f>(x, 77,77#), A V ( ^ ,  77,77'))
x(z , 77, 77')
by (2.2.35) and (2.2.36). As 4/ is an arbitrary function, it is possible to choose 
such that
(Afyfc, 77,77'), X^~1ip(x177,77')) = Aptf (</>(z, 77,7/), ip{x, 77,77'))
for p  G M.
Hence for p G R it is possible to choose M ( x , 77,77') = M(x, 77,77') such that
M(x,fi , f j)  =  —7^-— -r'S{ij>{x,ri,rf),il>{x,rt,Tl)) =  \ vM(x,  f?, tf) (2.2.37) 
X\x i 77,77 j
by (2.2.33). Now,
d 2LM(s, 77,77') = L)33(a;,77,77') = (z, 77,77'). (2.2.38)
Also
d2L 1 d2L
\ rM(x,T],T)') = M(x,ij,rf) = gTjyyi&V.v')  =  A2 /i-2  g ( „ A 2  ( A l ’ A^ ’ ^  V)-9 ( '^)2 A2#J_2 9 (»j')
Hence (2.2.37) gives
9 T a ^ r i )  =
(2.2.39)
5(77/)2 ’ ’ ^ (77')
Now integration of (2.2.38) with respect to 77' results in
V r r* .
L( x ,  77,77') = P(x, 77)77' + Q(z, 77) + M ( x ,  77, s) ds  |  dt (2.2.40)
where P  and Q  are “constants” of integration. The Euler-Lagrange equation for
*b 
r0
f b1 (77) =  /  L(x, r j (x) , r] , (x)) dx  
Jo
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for L  of the form (2.2.40) is
/ ' { /  M (x,r],s) dt 
n '  ~








dr] T)' - M (x, V), rf)rf +  t]) -  v) =  0,
(2.2.41)
where 77" = x 13 2V J , and, as P ( x , 77) and Q(x, 77) are arbitrary, P ( x , 77)
and Q(x, 77) are chosen such that L(x, 77,77') satisfies
L , 2 { x , r ) , r ] ' )  -  LsiOr^,?/) -  t / L 32( x , 77,77') -  77"L 33(x, 77,77') = 0, (2.2.42)
where 77" = ^ ~ 2r and such that the Euler-Lagrange equation
(2.2.41) is invariant under the set of scaling transformations H  (as defined in 
§2.2.1), since that was our assumption. (Note that our choice of P  and Q  de­
pends on the value of p.) Hence, P  and Q  must satisfy
P{ x , f j )  =  Ap+2/?_1P(x, 77) and Q{x, f j )  = Ap+3/3_2Q(x, 77).
Hence, we have that L(x, 77,77') =  Xp+2^ ~ ^ L ( x ,  77,77'), and so L  is a relative in­
variant of H  with multiplier An (where n =  p  +  2((3 — 1)) as required. □
Exam ple 2.2.9 Consider the second order differential equation
d2p
dx2
(x) +  1 =  0 . (2.2.43)
This is invariant under the scaling transformation fl(A, (x, 77)) =  (Xx , X2r]). Hence
77" +  1 =  0 (2.2.44)
is invariant under n(A, (x, 77,77', 77")) = (Ax, X2r], Xff, 77") and thus (2.2.44) can be 
rewritten as
" '  =  - 1 =  r  ( ? ■ : ; ) •  < « • « >




/  X  /  V77 =  —x  4- r  and 77 = ------- \-t x  + a  (2.2.46)
2
which we can rearrange to get
,2OC / _ / - .
<7 =  77 — — +  77 £ and r  =  77 +  x. (2.2.47)
z
77ms we /mue
m M (x ,  77,77') =  ^  7^7 — +  t?'#, 77' +  . (2.2.48)
77ms «/ we put 4/(<7, r )  = r p, p ^  0, ±1 , then we have that L 33 =  771(77' +  ^)p and 
771(77' +  2;)p+2
£/ms L =  7------- 77----- - 7-  and the Euler-Lagrange equation becomes
\P +  l)(p +  2)
(77' +  x )p{rf +  1) =  0, (2.2.49)
( (77' ^  x(n^')2\with P  =  0 , Q =  0. 7/ ^(<7, r )  =  r ,  then L = m \  — -1----- -—  J and the Euler-
Lagrange equation becomes 771(77' +  x )rl" +  — P,x +  Q )T7 =  0 which becomes
771(77' +  a;) (77" +  1) =  0, (2.2.50)
9TTLX
on putting P  = 0, Q = rnxg or P  —  Q = 0, for  example. (TVotfe again
that the choice of P  and Q does depend on the value of p .) Note that possible 
solutions of (2.2.49) and (2.2.50) are
x 2
T](x) =  — — +TX-\-(7 (2.2.51)
z
„2X
and r](x) =  —— +  <7. (2.2.52)z
i4s we have defined a  =  77(0 ) and r  =  77'(0 ), rj(x) given by (2.2.52) is an admissible 
solution i f  77'(0) =  0 (and is the same as (2.2.51)), and is not otherwise.
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2.2.3 Investigation of convexity following a change of co­
ordinate system .
We assume throughout the rest of this chapter th a t L  >  0 and th a t X(r)) satisfies 
(<Sn) as defined by Definition 2 .2 .1. Hence, by Proposition 2.2.3 we can write
L(™ ' )  = ^  '
From (B2) we can say th a t
<2-2-53)
is also strictly convex in rf and convex in its second argument.
We are now in a position to  determine the conditions under which convexity of 
the integrand under a change of coordinates occurs. Our approach will be using 
elements of Lie group theory. As mentioned in [52] Lie group theory has been used 
in considering the problem of integrating ordinary differential equations. Lie’s 
“m ethod” involves finding a symmetry group of an ordinary differential equation 
or a system of ordinary differential equations, with the observation th a t when 
an equation is invariant under a known group th a t equation can be integrated 
by a quadrature and the order of th a t equation is reduced by one. This is done 
by investigating the invariance properties of the differential equation (or system) 
concerned. Lie’s fundamental observation was th a t if a sufficiently large group 
of symmetries is known the equation or system can be integrated by quadratures 
completely and a general solution can be found (see [16], [40] or [52]). This was by 
use of the invariance and infinitesimal generator results in §2.1. In this section 
we will make a change of variables, through applying some of those results in 
§2.1 to  the case of a scaling transformation, and we will show tha t, under relative 
invariance of the integrand in the original coordinates, the integrand as expressed 
in the new coordinates is convex. We have noted already (see Proposition 2.1.32) 
th a t a change of variables can be made so th a t the original transform ation in 
the original coordinates corresponds to a translation in the new coordinates. 
(In §2.2.4 we will investigate the uniqueness or otherwise of the solution to the 
variational problem of minimising X(rj) as given by (2.2.13).)
The main result in this section is the following:
P r o p o s i t io n  2 .2 .10  LetX{rf) satisfy (Sn) and consider the set of scaling trans­
formations H  :=  {ft(A, (x, r])) : A € R+ } where fl(A, (a;, 77)) =  (Arc, A^ 77) and let
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Y](x)
r](x) satisfy (B l) and be such that — — is invertible and strictly monotonic in
xP
[0,5], and let L satisfy (B2 ).
(1) Then there is a change of variables from (x,rj) to (y,g) (with y > 0 and 
g > 0, g being the dependent variable with g(d) = d for  all possible g) such 
that the integral can be rewritten as
T{rj) = T{g) =  £  g'(y)L ^y, n ^ 7 ^ j  +  P v}  dV' (2.2.54)
(2) Further, the integrand in T(g) is convex in (g,gr) where g' ^  0.
P ro o f: The approach we will take in showing this result is the following:
1 . We will derive the change of variables from (x, rj) to  (y , w ) using Proposition 
2.1.32 and derive the derivative term  w'.
2. We will rewrite the integral in terms of the new coordinate system (y , w ).
3. By making a second change of dependent variable from w  to g, we will then 
show th a t under the hypotheses of relative invariance and strict convexity 
in rf of the original integrand th a t the resultant integrand is convex.
Step 1. We first derive the change of variables. We note th a t we can put x  = rf
and z =  w' in Example 2.1.33 and from there we have th a t the coordinates
(x, r/, 7 / )  are related to (y, w, w') by
» =  £ , «  =  l o g z a a d « / = i { ^ - g }  =  (2.2.55)
Step 2. Now, on returning to our integral (2 .2 .1), upon making a change of 
variables from (x, 77,7/) to (y, w, w ') we can write
i { i ' ^ ) = L { y ' w ' w ') - (2-2-56)
As L  is a function of the group invariants of H '  for all A >  0, v '(L) =  0, and thus 
dL
v '(L )  =  —  =  0, and thus L  is independent of w. As w = log# we can write 
ow
X"~1L ( £ -  p = r ) =  ein~1)wL^  “ ')■ (2-2-57)
Note th a t e^n~1^wL ( y ,w l) is not necessarily convex in (w,w').
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Now, in considering the integral, we need to trea t rj as a function of x. Thus, we 
can write y  as
y = y~- (2-2.58)
and hence y is a function of x  (and is strictly monotonic on [0 , &]).
Also, if we assume th a t y given by (2.2.58) is an invertible function in [0 , b], then 
we can obtain a; as a function of y. Hence as w is a function of x, we can obtain 
w as a function of y.
Now both
y = T^ j f -  and w{y) = log x
are functions of x  and so we can consider y(x)  and w(y(x)). From the second 
equation we have
dw dy _  1 
dy dx x
which results in
dx ,„dw . v ' M  1 ^ ^
T y = E Ty and - M  =  ^ y ) + P y - ^
Integration of (2.2.57) with respect to  x  gives us th a t
(  dw
f 0 xn~l ~L ( i r >  S 3 ) dx = j f
1
y^ ’ dy  ' dx (2-2.60)
Tx{x)
which can be rewritten as
/  *  -  j f  ' " “ i  ( « . ^  + K v )  W M *  (2 2.61)
due to  (2.2.59). Therefore, we have th a t
J  ^ L(x, ri(x),r)'{x))dx = enw{y)L  ^?/, +  fiy'j w'{y)dy. (2.2.62)
Step 3. Now if we put ng(y) = enw(<y\  then g'{y) =  w'(y)enw^  and (2.2.62)
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becomes
I ( n )  =  j (  L{x,t)(x),ri'{x))dx = j f  g'(y)L  (? /,n ^ | y  +  P v \  dy =■ 1(g)
(2.2.63)
which is (2.2.54). We have now shown (1) of Proposition 2 .2 .10 .
n(x)
In order to  show (2) of Proposition 2.2.10, we note tha t, as y =  —^  is a strictly 
monotonic function of x  in [0, b], g' ^  0 in [c, d]. If s f >  o, then we can write T{g) 
in the form in (2.2.63). If, on the other hand, g' <  0, then as d < c we can write 
1(g)  as
i ( g )  = -g ' ( y )L  ( y > +  P v )  dy- (2.2.64)
We now consider
P(g, 9 r) :=  g'L (y ,  +  Py^  (2.2.65)
where g' > 0 .
In order to show th a t P(g,g ')  is convex in {g,g') we require by Theorem 2.0.2 to 
show th a t
P{9,9') ~  P(h, h') > Ptl(h, h')(g - h )  + Pt2{h, ti)(g ' -  hi) (2 .2 .66 ) 
Now P i( /i , hi) =  n L }2 (y ,  n ^ j  +  fiy'j and
P >2(/i, hi) = L  ^ / ,  n ^ j  +  py^j -  n ^ fL a ^y , n ^  +  fiy'j .
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Thus for (2.2.66) to hold we must have
(2.2.67)
However, using Theorem 2 .0 .2 , and considering P (g , g ') as given by (2.2.65) with
(2 .2 .68)
Thus P(g,g ')  is convex on the set {(g ,g ‘) G M2 • s f >  0}. Similarly if we consider
where g1 <  0, it can be shown th a t Q(g , g') is convex on the set {(g, g') G M2 : g' < 
0}. Hence, as L  >  0 the integrand in X{g) as given by (2.2.63) is the maximum of 
the two convex functions P  and Q and is therefore convex in {g,gr), with g' ^  0, 
as required. □
Now, we recall th a t the motivation behind considering a change of variables was 
to  see what can be said regarding uniqueness of solutions to  classical minimi­
sation problems. W ith this in mind, we now need to say something about the 
monotonicity of y as given by (2.2.58) in the case where rj satisfies (B l). The 
next definition introduces Jacobi’s notion of conjugate points.
g' > 0 , and L  convex in its second argument, we find th a t
? + PV)  I 5^ + PV ~  ^  ” PV]  + ^  ~ k ' )L  O'*U&  + PV)
+  Py^j j™ ( 9  -  j j r 'j  |  +  (9 ' -  h ')L  ^ / , n ^ j  +  Py'j .
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D e fin itio n  2.2.11 ([18, D e fin itio n  5.7]) Letr)Q E C 3([0, 6]) be an extremal for  
the variational problem of minimising T(rj). I f  there is a function  £ E C 2([0, c]) 
which is a solution of
d_
dx L,23 (x,i)o(x), ^ r ( z ) )  C ( l )  +  L 33 ( x ,T]o ( x ) ,  ^ ( z ) )  ^ ( x )
L 22 ( x ,Vo(x ), ^ ( * ) )  CO*) -  Am (x,rto(x), ^ r ( x ) )  ^ ( x )  =  0
(2.2.69)
where £(0 ) =  f  (c) =  0 and £(x) is not identically zero on any subinterval of [0 , c], 
then c is a co n ju g a te  p o in t  of 0 corresponding to t}q.
We refer to  (2.2.69) as J a c o b i’s e q u a tio n  corresponding to 770.
We note th a t as X(r]) satisfies (<Sn), by Remark 2.1.27 and Proposition 2.2.6 
X^tj is a solution of the Euler-Lagrange equation whenever r](x) is.
Let us therefore define the family of functions
tl(x, A) := , (2.2.70)
where A is a constant (and A0 =  1). Clearly r](x, 1) =  rj(x) and 77(0 , A) =  0 for all
=  0 determines points on the curve
A=1
dn
A. Note also th a t the condition —  (x, A)
aA
C(A) =  {(1 , 2 ) : 2 =  fj(x, A), 1  €  [0 , 6]} which are conjugate to  0 (see [33], page 
287).
n(x)L e m m a  2 .2 .12  Let y =
x 13
with 7](x) satisfying (B l) and define r](x, A) by
(2.2.70). Then y is strictly monotonic in [0 , 6].
771X)
P ro o f: Consider y(x) =  and suppose th a t y(x)  is not strictly monotonic
x?
in [0,6]. Then, there exists x 0 E (0,6) such th a t
X = X Q =i  (f x <*>_  _  Q5 an(J so Xq^IL(Xq} _  pr)(x0) =  0 .xq J dx
However,
§ ( * .  l)  =  ^ ( x o ) - » » £ ( * « )  =  0 , and so A  ( ^ =  0 ,
A=1
and so there exists a conjugate point x  =  xq to x  =  0 , which we cannot have, as 
r](x) is a minimiser of Z(t7) (see [33]). Thus it follows th a t
y(x) = r}(x)x@
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m ust be strictly monotonic in [0 , 6]. □
2.2.4 Investigation of the uniqueness of the solution.
We now consider the question of uniqueness of solutions. Here we will show 
uniqueness in certain cases (such as the brachistochrone problem and Dido’s 
problem), as well as highlighting the problems in showing uniqueness in other 
cases (such as Zenodoros’ problem). The approach we will take in attem pting to  
do this is based on the proof of [60, Theorem 3.8].
Suppose th a t there exist two solutions 77; € C 2((0,6))UC'°([0,6]), z =  1 ,2 ,771 (a:) ^  
772(0;), satisfying 771(0 ) =  772(0 ) =  0 , 771(6) =  772(6), and let i = 1 , 2 , be the
corresponding function after the change of dependent and independent variables
(77(0;) x n \—  J 5 9 being a function of y.
n(x)
As y =  — and as 771 and 772 must both satisfy 771(0 ) =  772(0 ) =  0 , then it is 
x*5
possible th a t and — could tend to different values as x  tends to zero,
xP xP
and thus different solutions could give rise to different intervals on which y is 
defined.
As a consequence, we will consider the problem for two solutions 771 and 772 which 
satisfy
Um I * M  =  lim (2.2.71)
z->-0 xP x->0 xP
and so the interval for y  is fixed. (The above equation is true for the brachis­
tochrone problem and Dido’s problem.)
As shown already, the integral th a t we are considering is
l { ni) = l ( g i) = £  g [ ( y ) L ( y , n ^  + 0 y ) d y ,  i  =  1,2. (2.2.72)
P u t P(g,g ')  as in (2.2.65). Then, as the right-hand side of (2.2.65) is strictly
convex in (gi,g[), we can use the argument of the proof of Theorem 2.0.3 to  say
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th a t
f  p (9i(y),9'i(y))dy 
>  J  P(92(y),92( y ) ) d y + { ( g i ~  g2)P,2(g2,g'2)}fc
+  Jc [ p , i M y ) , g ' 2(y)) -  ^ ( P , 2(92(9 ) , 3 2 (2/))) j  (9i(y) - 92(y))dy
(2.2.73)
with equality if and only if gi (y)  =  g2{y), since we are dealing with functions 
th a t are equal on the boundary. As we are assuming th a t r]i(x) ^  772(x) then 
gi (y )  ^  £2(2/)? and so we have th a t (2.2.73) must hold strictly.
Since we are assuming th a t f]i{x) is a solution of the Euler-Lagrange equation for 
T(r]), then gi(y) is a solution of the Euler-Lagrange equations for X(g) .  (See [20, 
§2.4 B] for details about the invariant nature of the Euler-Lagrange equations.) 
Thus, as
£  [ p , 1(92(9) ,9 ' 2(y)) -  ^  (P,2(92(9) ,g'2( y ) ) ) }  (9 i ( y ) -  92(y) )dy  = o, 
then (2.2.73) becomes
£  P { g i ( y ) , g [ ( y ) ) d y  >  P{ g2 ( y ) , g2{ y ) ) d y + [ ( g i - g 2)P,2(g2,g'2)]\dc . (2.2.74)
Now in order to continue with showing uniqueness, we need to  know something 
about the behaviour of P )2(gi,g'i) (i = 1, 2) a t the end-points y  — c, y  =  d. In 
particular we want to see if P l2{gi, g ’i) is finite a t c and d, since if it is then we 
can relate T(rji) and X ^ )  by an inequality.
At this point we will consider examples (I) and (II). For the brachistochrone 
problem ([68, §3]: here (3 = 1 and n  = |)  and Dido’s problem ([68, §4]: here 
P =  1 and n  =  1), it can be shown, by considering the first integral (since the 
integrand in each case is explicitly independent of x), th a t P^ 2(g,g') is finite as 
y tends to  each of the end-points y = c (corresponding to  x  =  0 ) and y  =  d 
(corresponding to x  =  b: in fact, since 77(6) =  0 in both  these examples, d =  0 ). 
Hence, in these two cases
{ ( 9 j - 9 i ) P ,2 ( 9 i ,g 'M  = 0> i , j  = 1,2, i ? j ,  (2.2.75)
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and so we have that
»d
P{m) =  i ( g i )  =  J  P(9i(y) ,g[(y))dy > J  P{gi{y),g'2(y)) =  K g i )  =  X(%),
(2.2.76)
and we can interchange g\ and g2, and thus we have uniqueness for these two 
cases, and for any case where (2.2.71) and (2.2.75) hold. We note also th a t
P,2(g, g') =  L (y, + Py'j ~ y  L 2 (y, n j f + Py j
•  ^ * M § - ^ M ^ ) - < 22">
Hence, we can say the following:
P ro p o s i t io n  2 .2 .13  LetX(r}) be of the form
*b
r0
and A  be the set of admissible functions where
Z (rl ) = [  L(x,T](x),r],(x)) dx  
Jo
A = { r j e  C 2({0, b)) U C 0([0,6]) : rj{0) =  0, rj{b) =  5, rj(x) > 0} 
and suppose that > 0 and that X{rj) satisfies (Sn)-
r]{x)
Suppose also that for  any solution rj(x) of the Euler-Lagrange equation, — — is
n(x)
monotonic in [0,51, lim — — is the same for all solutions and 
1 1 x-*0 xP
f  ( rfap r f (x ) \  ( Pg{x) _  7]'{x)\  ~ ( rj(pc)_ rfjx)
\  xP ’ xP~l )  \  xP xP~l )  ’2 \  xP X p ~ l
is finite in [0,5]. Then there exists at most one minimiser ofX(r)) on A .
We can also determine the value of X{rf) explicitly for the cases where Pi2(g,g') 
is finite a t c and d. As (2.2.77) holds, then the behaviour of Pi2(g,g') a t the 
end-points will also determine what we can say about the value of X(r]) a t a
minimiser, by (2.2.15). If Pi2(g,g') is finite as y  tends to the end-points then
lim —x-+o n
J  / 5(5) rf(x)\  / 0rj(x) _ rf(x)\  =  ( g(x)_ rf(x)
XP ’ xp-i ) I x p XP- 1 j  ,2 I XP ’ xP~l =  0 .
By Remark 2.2.5, we can write X(rj) in the form (2.2.15), and so, for these two
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cases, we can write
(2.2.78)
Thus we have an explicit form for X(rj).
D iscussion.
In trying to show uniqueness in a more general setting, problems still remain. In 
particular, as already mentioned, two different solutions could result in different 
intervals for the independent variable y, the example of Zenodoros’ problem being 
one such case. In the examples of the brachistochrone problem and Dido’s prob­
lem, the scaling transformation is fl(A, (x, 77)) =  (Ax,Arj), and it can be shown 
th a t the interval for y is fixed. Also, for these two examples, the first integral 
of the Euler-Lagrange equation is used to show various properties th a t are re­
quired, such as Pa (g,g') being finite a t c and d. It is not clear how this could be 
shown in general, particularly for integrals where there is explicit dependence in 
x. Another example where the relative invariance of the integrand for a scaling 
transform ation is considered is given by Ball k. Mizel ([12, §3]). In th a t example 
they consider the problem of minimising
X ( v ) =  /V  - T?3)V) 14 + K(V)2 dz
Jo
subject to 77(0 ) =  0, 77(1) =  k. There, the integrand is relative invariant under
A, 2 1
the extended scaling transform ation n(A, (:r, 77,77')) =  (Ax, A377, A- ^ ' ) .  How­
ever, depending on the value of k, there can be two, one or no solutions of the 
Euler-Lagrange equations, and for k  sufficiently small and k sufficiently large the 
minimiser does not satisfy the Euler-Lagrange equation.
Another example is th a t of determining the minimum area of revolution. There, 
the integral is
M x )  =  ~  [  X { x ) \ / { 1  ~  (x'(z))2) d x  
Jo
and the boundary conditions are x (0) =  1 , x ( l)  =  k. We can satisfy the condition 
77(0 ) =  0 by putting r](x) = x ( x ) ~  1 but the integral becomes
Zfa) =  ~ f  (v(x) ~  !)>/(! -  fa'fa))2) dx Jo
bn1  „ = -
n
________________ v(b)_ g' jb)
V  ’ b?-1 bP bP- 1 I ^ ’2 I  bP ’ bP~l
L  j W )  ] +  ( Pri(b) _  t / ( 6)
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i
and thus T(rj) does not satisfy the condition (S n), since the integrand is not 
relative invariant under the scaling transformation
n(e, (x, 77,7/)) = (e£x , epsr), e(/3-1)e7/)
for any value of (5. We note th a t a solution of the Euler-Lagrange equation is of 
the form x(^) =  (cosh- 1(d) ) -1 cosh (2; cosh-1 (d) +  d), and there can be either no, 
one or two possible values of d, depending on k, and if there are two, it can be 
the case th a t there exists t  £ [0 , 1] such th a t
rj'(x) -  / 3 ^  = 0 (2.2.79)
X




In the rest of this work we will be considering variational problems in two- 
dimensional nonlinear elasticity. In order to consider these type of variational 
problems we will require key results and concepts from the theory of Sobolev 
spaces, which in turn  require key results from functional analysis. These will be 
presented in §3.1, along with a brief discussion of direct methods in the calculus 
of variations. In §3.2 we give a basic introduction to  nonlinear elasticity.
3.1 Basic analytic results.
In order to study higher-dimensional variational problems we need some basic 
concepts and results from functional analysis. For more details and proofs, see 
any basic introduction to functional analysis, such as [15], [43] or [71]. We refer 
to [2] or [27] for results on L9 and Sobolev spaces. Throughout this section we 
will let J] be a open (but not necessarily bounded) set in Rn unless otherwise 
stated.
We first introduce the concept of weak convergence in the following definition.
D e fin itio n  3.1.1 ([15] p ag e  31 o r  [71] p ag e  49) Let X  be a normed vector 
space and let X* be its dual space (the space of all linear continuous functionals 
on X ) .  A sequence (x n) C X  converges weakly to x  £ X ,  denoted by x n —*■ x, 
i f  $ (x n) —>■ $ (x )  for  every £ X* as n —> oo.
In order to  avoid any confusion convergence in norm will be referred to  henceforth 
as s t ro n g  convergence .
We note the following properties of weakly convergent sequences.
T h e o re m  3 .1 .2  Any weakly convergent sequence in a normed vector space is 
bounded.
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In order to present the next property we require the following notion of a uni­
formly convex space.
D e fin itio n  3 .1 .3  ([2 ] p ag e  7) A norm on a space X  is said to be uniform ly  
convex i f  for  every number e satisfying 0 <  e <  2 there exists a number 6 (e) >  0 
such that i f  x, y G X  satisfy || x  ||x= |l V | | x =  1 and || x  — y | |x >  e, then
x  + y
< 1 -  <5(e).
x
The normed space X  is said to be uniformly convex i f  its norm is uniformly 
convex.
T h e o re m  3 .1 .4  ([15] p ag e  31) Let X  be a uniformly convex Banach space 
with norm  || • ||x- I f  x n x  in X  and || x n ||x -> || x  \\x then x n -*  x  in 
X .
The dual space of X *, denoted X **, is called the second dual of X .
D e fin itio n  3 .1 .5  ([43] p p  107-8) The mapping x  —> x  from X  to X** where 
x  is defined by x ($ )  =  4>(a;) for all $  G X* is called the canonical embedding 
of X  in X **.
The canonical embedding of X  in X** is a norm-preserving, linear, one-to-one 
mapping of X  into X** and the image of X  is denoted by X .  It is also isometric.
D e fin itio n  3 .1 .6  I f  X  = X** then X  is a reflexive space.
One im portant property of reflexive spaces is the following result on bounded 
sequences.
T h e o re m  3 .1 .7  (Banach) Every bounded sequence in a reflexive space has a 
weakly convergent subsequence.
(See, e.g., [71, §2 .8 , Proposition 6] page 64.)
We also introduce the concept of sequential weak compactness, which will be 
useful in considering variational problems in infinite-dimensional spaces.
D e fin itio n  3 .1 .8  ([31, D e fin itio n  4.10.2] p ag e  161) Let X  be a normed vec­
tor space. A set M  C X  is sequentially weakly compact i f  every sequence 
(xn) in M  contains a subsequence that converges weakly to a point in M .
We now introduce the concept of coercivity, which will be useful in obtaining 
boundedness of minimising sequences. (Here E  =  R U  {—oo,oo}.)
6 8
D e fin itio n  3 .1 .9  Let X  be a normed vector space with norm  || • \\x- A function  
f  : X  —> R  25 said to be coercive  i f  and only i f  f ( x )  —> oo as || x \\x~* oo.
We next introduce the notions of lower semicontinuity and sequential weak lower 
semicontinuity.
D e fin itio n  3 .1 .10  Let X  be a normed vector space.
(i) A function f  : X  —>• M is said to be lo w er  s e m ic o n t in u o u s  i f  and only i f  
the set {x  E X  : f ( x )  <  a:} is closed for each a;
(ii) A function f  : X  —»• R  is said to be s e q u e n t ia l ly  w ea k ly  lo w er  s e m i ­
c o n t in u o u s  i f  for  every sequence (xn) C X  converging weakly to x  E X  
we have f ( x )  <  lim inf f ( x n).
n—>oo
We now present a key minimisation result which is applied in the direct method 
of the calculus of variations.
T h e o re m  3.1.11 Let X  be a reflexive Banach space and let f  : X  —)• R  be coer­
cive and sequentially weakly lower semicontinuous. Then f  attains a minimum  
on X .
P ro o f: Let m  = inf f ( x )  and without loss of generality assume m  /  oo
x £X
(since if m  =  oo then /  =  oo and the result follows trivially). Choose M  > m. 
By coercivity of /  there exists d > 0 such th a t f ( x )  > M  for all || x  ||* >  d. 
Now let (x n) E X  be a minimising sequence for /  on X , th a t is f ( x n) m  
as n  —> oo. Hence, f ( x n) < M  for all sufficiently large n  and so || x  | |x <  d 
for all n  sufficiently large. Since X  is reflexive, there exists a weakly convergent 
subsequence (x nj) € X  converging weakly to x 0 E X  as j  -»  oo by Theorem 
3.1.7. Hence, as /  is sequentially weakly lower semicontinuous
f ( x 0) <  lim inf f ( x n .) = m  =  inf f ( x )
j —yoo J x£ X
and thus f ( x o) =  inf f ( x )  as required. □
We now give sufficient conditions for /  to be sequentially weakly lower semicon­
tinuous. This will prove useful in the context of variational problems in nonlinear 
elasticity.
L e m m a  3 .1 .12  Let X  be a real normed vector space and let f  : X  —> R  be lower 
semicontinuous and convex. Then f  is sequentially weakly lower semicontinuous.
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T h e o re m  3.1 .13 Let X  be a reflexive Banach space and let f  : X  —> R be a 
convex, lower semicontinuous and coercive function. Then f  attains a minimum  
on X .
P ro o f: This is a consequence of Theorem 3.1.11 and Lemma 3 .1 .12 . □
Z A spaces a n d  S o b o lev  spaces.
We now introduce the Lebesgue spaces Z/(Q) (1 <  p  <  oo).
D e fin itio n  3 .1 .14  ([27] p ag e  17) Let 1 <  p  <  oo. A measurable function 
f  : —>• R  is said to be in Z /(fl) i f
I f  p  =  oo, then f  is said to be in L°°(Q) i f  || /  11^= ess sup \f(x)\  <  oo where 
e ss su p \ f(x)\  =  inf{ K  : \f(x)\ < K  a.e. in f2}.
T h e o re m  3.1 .15  ([2, T h e o re m  2.35] p ag e  31) For 1 <  p < oo the space 
LFifA) is reflexive.
We next introduce the notion of local integrability. In the following, we say th a t 
A c c f i i f A c f i  and A  is compact.
D e fin itio n  3 .1 .16  ([2 ] p ag e  19) A measurable function f  on Q is said to be 
locally  in tegrable  i f  f  is Lebesgue integrable on every set A  CC fh We denote 
this by f  e  Lloc(n).
As noted in [2], corresponding to every /  G Lfoc(fi) there is a distribution in 
the dual space of CJ°(f2) defined by
^(4>) = [  f{x)(i){x) dx 
Jn
for (j) G where is the set of infinitely differentiable functions with
compact support in Q.
Also, as noted in [2], a sequence (</>n) of functions in C J^f)) converges in the 
sense of the space of test functions T>(Q,) to (j) G Cq°(Q) provided th a t there 
exists i f  CC such th a t the support of (<fin — (f)) is a subset of K  for every n, 
and lim Da(f>n(x) — Da(f){x) uniformly on K  for each multi-index a , where
n—► oo
and where \a\ =  E OLj.
j = 1
The dual space V f(0)  of T)(0) is called the space of distributions, and it is given 
the weak-* topology as dual of V (0 ) .  For a more detailed discussion on the space 
of test functions and the space of distributions, see [59],
We now define the conjugate exponent of p. This will be useful in expressing the
dual space of 1/(0,). For p = oo, we put -  =  0 .
P
D e fin itio n  3 .1 .17  For 1 <  p < oo we denote the co n ju g a te  e x p o n e n t  of p by
p' where p' is such that — I— - =  1. For p = 1, we put p' =  oo and vice versa.
V P'
Let 1 <  p <  oo and let p ' denote the conjugate exponent of p. For each element 
g G I / '  (0)  we can define a linear functional <£ on 1 / ( 0 )  by
$ ( / )  =  [  f (x )g (x )  dx  (3.1.1)
Jn
for /  G 1 / ( 0 )  (see, e.g., [2, 2.30] page 38). We now present the Riesz represen­
ta tion  theorem for 1 / ( 0 )  spaces where 1 <  p <  oo. This shows how elements in 
the dual space of 1 / (0 )  correspond to functions in I / '  (O). One consequence of 
this is th a t every continuous linear functional on 1 / ( 0 )  is of the form $  given by 
(3.1.1) for some g G I / '  (0).
T h e o re m  3.1 .18 (Riesz representation theorem) Let 1 <  p < oo and let $  be a 
bounded linear functional on 1 / (0 ) .  Then there exists g G I / '  (0) such that for  
all f  G 1 / ( 0 )
$ ( / )  =  [  f ( x )9(x) dx.
Jn
(See, e.g., [2, Theorem 2.33].)
We now give two weak convergence results, both following as consequences of the 
Riesz representation theorem. The first is the notion of weak convergence in 1 /  
spaces.
C o ro lla ry  3 .1 .19  ([27] p ag e  17) For 1 <  p < oo, f n f  in 1 / ( 0 )  if
/  f n(x)g(x) d x -+  f (x )g (x )  dx 
*/ n «/ n
for  every g G I / '  (0).
The second convergence result will be used in proving weak continuity results 
later in this thesis.
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P ro p o s i t io n  3 .1 .20  For 1 <  p < oo let f n ->• /  in 1/(0.) and gn g in I/'(Cl). 
Then f ngn f g  in L l (Cl).
P ro o f: Let </> G L°°(Cl). Then we have
/  (j>(x)fn(x)gn(x) d x =  /  (j)(x)(fn(x) -  f (x ) )g n(x) d x +  /  (j)(x)f(x)gn(x) dx. 
Jn
Since there exists m  such th a t \4>(x)\ < m  for a.e. x  in Cl, by Holder’s inequality 
we can say th a t
[  I</>(%)( fn(x) -  f ( x ) )g n(x )I dx < m  f  \fn(x) -  /(a ;) ||^n(a:)| dx 
J n Jn
—  II f n  f  | |p 11 gn ||p'  ^ 0
as 7i —y oo, since the sequence (gn) is bounded in I / '  (Cl) by Theorem 3.1.2. Also 
<f)f € 1^ (0 )  so th a t
/  <f)(x)f(x)gn(x) d x -+  (f>(x)f(x)g(x) dx 
Jn Jn
as n  —> oo and thus
/  (f>(x)fn(x)gn(x) d x -+  (j>(x)f(x)g(x) dx
v n */ n
as n  —>■ oo. □
We now state  the following result on sequential weak lower semicontinuity, which 
will be useful in showing the existence of minimisers in nonlinear elasticity.
T h e o re m  3.1.21 ([11, T h e o re m  5.4]) Let <£ : Cl x R9 x R0- —>■ R satisfy the 
following properties:
1. § ( - ,y ,z )  :C l-> R  is measurable for every (y ,z )  x l ff,
2. 4>(a;, *, •) : R9 x l ff —>■ R is continuous for  almost all x  e  Cl,
3. $ ( x ,y , - )  : R0- —>• R  is convex for  almost all x  € Cl and all y G R9.
Let yn, y : R9 —> R be measurable functions such that yn —► y almost everywhere, 
and let zn z  in (L1(f2))tr as n  —> oo. Suppose further that there exists £ G L 1(f2) 
such that <&(x, yn(x), zn(x)) > ((x ) and $ (x ,y ( x ) ,z ( x ) )  > ((x ) for  all n  and
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almost all x  E f2. Then
/ $ (x ,y ( x ) ,z ( x ) )  dx <  lim inf /  $ ( x ,y n(x ) ,zn(x)) dx 
n n^°° Jn
We now present the fundamental lemma of the calculus of variations. This is 
used in obtaining the Euler-Lagrange equations satisfied by a minimiser of an 
integral functional.
for  all (f) E C£°(fl). Then f  = 0 a.e. in
The proof of this uses modifiers: see [2 , Lemma 3.26] page 59.
We now introduce the concept of Sobolev spaces. Sobolev spaces have become a 
useful tool in the study of partial differential equations and variational problems. 
In order to  introduce these spaces, we require the notion of a weak derivative.
D e fin itio n  3 .1 .23 Let f  be locally integrable in Q  C Rn and a  =  ( aq , . . .  , a n) E 
N71 be any multi-index. A locally integrable function g is the a th-w eak  d e r iv a t iv e  
° f  f  */ it satisfies
L e m m a  3 .1 .22  (Fundamental lemma of the calculus of variations) Let f  E 
Lfoc(fi) be such that
f  <j>(x)g(x) dx =  (—l)lal f  f ( x ) D a<j)(x) dx
for  all (j> €  Cq°(Q).
D e fin itio n  3 .1 .24 Let s G N and 1 <  p < oo. Then we define
W S’P{Q,) : = { / : /  G Lp(Tl),Daf  G Lp{n) for  \a\ < s}
where D af  denotes the a th-weak derivative of f .  To this space W s,p(f2) is asso­
ciated the norm
Essentially the Sobolev space W s,p(Cl) consists of functions in !?(£},) for which 
all weak partial derivatives of order less than or equal to  s also belong to  ^ ( Q ) .  
We now present some fundamental properties of Sobolev spaces.
Theorem  3.1.25 ([2, Theorem  3.2 & Theorem  3.5]) W S'P(Q) is a Banach 
space for  all 1 < p  < oo. I f  1 <  p < oo then W s,p(r2) is also reflexive.
We also note the following density result, which will be of use later.
Theorem  3.1.26 C00^ )  is dense in W5,P(Q) for all 1 <  p < oo.
The proof of this uses modifiers: see [2] pp 51-56.
The next result we present is the Rellich-Kondrachov theorem for Sobolev spaces 
W l,p(Q). This result will prove useful in showing sequential weak lower semi­
continuity of integral functionals. The Rellich-Kondrachov theorem is concerned 
with compact embeddings of into L q(£l). Since we are mainly consid­
ering Sobolev spaces W 1,P(Q) throughout the rest of this work, we will present 
this theorem for such spaces only. In order to do this we require the definition 
of a embedding. (In the three definitions th a t follow we are considering general 
normed vector spaces.)
D efinition 3.1.27 ([2] page 9) The normed vector space X  with norm  || • ||x 
is em b ed d ed  in the normed vector space Y  with norm  || • ||y, denoted by X  *-> K, 
provided that X  is a vector subspace of Y  and the operator l  defined on X  into 
Y  by t(x) =  x  for  all x  € X  is continuous.
Alternatively, X  is embedded in Y  if X  is a vector subspace of Y  and (strong) 
convergence of a sequence (xn) in X  implies (strong) convergence of (xn) in Y  
(see [15] page 26). We also introduce the notion of a compact linear operator.
D efinition 3.1.28 ([43, D efinition 8.1-1] p p  405-6) L e t X  a n d Y  be normed 
vector spaces. A n  operator T  : X  —> Y  is called a compact linear operator i f  
T  is linear and i f  for  every bounded subset M  of X ,  T ( M )  is relatively compact, 
that is T ( M )  is compact.
Thus, we now define a compact embedding.
D efinition 3.1.29 A normed vector space X  with norm  || • \\x is compactly  
embedded in a normed vector space Y  with norm  || • ||y i f  X  is embedded in Y  
and i f  the continuous injection t : X  —> Y  is a compact linear operator.
Alternatively, X  is compactly embedded in Y  if t maps each bounded sequence 
(xn) in X  (with norm || • \\x) into a sequence (i(xn)) th a t contains a subsequence
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converging to some limit in Y  (with norm || • \\Y ). We also require the notion of 
a Lipschitz boundary for a bounded open set.
D e fin itio n  3 .1 .30  Let 17 be a bounded open set. Then 17 has a Lipschitz
boundary i f  the boundary of 17 is locally the graph o f a Lipschitz function.
T h e o re m  3.1.31 (Rellich-Kondrachov theorem) Let 17 C Rn be a bounded open
set with Lipschitz boundary and let 1 <  p <  oo.
1. I f  1 <  p < n, then W 1,p(17) <—Y L q(fl) for  every 1 <  q <  —— and the
n  — p
Tip
embedding is compact for every 1 <  q < --------.
n — p
2. I f  p = n, then W lj,(17) L q({7) for every 1 <  q < oo and the embedding 
is compact.
3. I f  p  > n, then W 1,p(17) «->■ C(17) and the embedding is compact.
Prom the above we can say the following.
C o ro lla ry  3 .1 .32  ([27] p ag e  26) Let f k —^ f  in W 1,p(17).
1. I f  1 <  p < n, then f k ~ > f i n  L q(i7) for  1 <  q <
n — p
2. I f p  = n, then f k f  in L q(Q) for  1 <  q < oo.
3. I f  p > n, then f k ~ > f  in C(Cl).
R e m a rk  3 .1 .33  Note in particular that for n  =  2 (or 3) weak convergence 
in W 1,2(17) implies strong convergence in L2(!7). Thus i f  we can show that a 
sequence is bounded in W 1,2(!7) then there exists a subsequence that is weakly 
convergent in W1 ,2(fi) by Banach’s result (Theorem 3.1.7) and strongly conver­
gent in L 2( 17) by the Rellich-Kondrachov Theorem (Theorem 3.1.31). (This will 
prove useful when considering sequences in W 1,1(17), as W 1,1(Q) is not a reflexive 
space.)
T h e  q u e s tio n  o f  e x is ten c e  o f so lu tio n s  to  th e  p ro b le m  o f  m in im is in g  a  
g iv en  fu n c tio n a l.
A central problem in the calculus of variations is to prove the existence of func­
tions which minimise a given integral functional on a given admissible set subject
to  prescribed boundary conditions. Consider functionals of the form
J ( f ) =  [  G{x t f ( x ) , Xf f ( x ) )  dx 
Jn
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on the set of admissible functions A  =  { /  G W 1,1^ )  : f  = f 0 on where 
/o is given and the boundary conditions are understood in terms of trace. Here 
C Mn is an open bounded set and /  : Q -*  Rm. We associate V /  with the 
m  x n  Jacobian m atrix of its partial derivatives, and so V /  : Q —> M mxn. We 
will also assume th a t G : Q, x Rm x M mxn —)> R  is a continuous function. For 
brevity we will refer to this type of problem as a minimisation problem.
One approach in showing the existence of minimisers is by what are known as 
d ire c t  m e th o d s , th a t is we work with the functional J  directly. It is known th a t 
in a finite-dimensional space any continuous function on a compact set attains 
its minimum; the basic idea in showing this is to find a minimising sequence 
belonging to a closed, bounded set and to extract a convergent subsequence and 
use continuity to prove th a t the limit is a minimiser. However, we are working 
in the Sobolev space W 1,1(fi), and as this is an infinite-dimensional space it is 
not enough th a t the sequence belongs to a closed, bounded set, since closed, 
bounded sets are not necessarily compact in the norm topology. Instead we 
require the weaker notions of sequential weak compactness (Definition 3.1.8) and 
sequential weak lower semicontinuity (Definition 3.1.10 (ii)). Thus in order to 
show the existence of minimisers we require G to satisfy suitable coercivity, lower 
semicontinuity and convexity conditions. The coercivity conditions ensure th a t 
the minimising sequence ( f n) is bounded in W 1,P(Q)1 p  >  1 , and thus contains a 
weakly convergent subsequence converging to some weak limit / .  The convexity 
and lower semicontinuity conditions then ensure th a t J ( f )  is sequentially weakly 
lower semicontinuous, by using results such as Theorem 3.1.13 or Theorem 3.1.21. 
Thus, in order to show existence, it remains to  show th a t /  is an admissible 
function (tha t is /  E A ) . It may well be the case th a t the minimisers are smoother 
functions than  W 1,p (p >  1), but this requires further analysis in each particular 
case.
3.2 M athematical elasticity.
In this section we will introduce the terminology, notation and key results used 
in nonlinear elasticity. More detailed accounts of the development of the theory 
can be found in, for example, [25] and [51], as well as in some texts on continuum 
mechanics such as [36] and [65]. A brief account can be found in [35]. In [25] 
the approach is more analytic than applied, and a detailed description of the key 
results and ideas concerning the problem of minimising the to ta l stored energy 
by variational techniques, as presented in [6], can also be found there.
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D eform ations.
Throughout we will let Q be a bounded open subset of Rn (n =  2,3). We consider 
an elastic body occupying this region Q in the absence of applied forces, and so we 
refer to £1 as the reference configuration. Upon applying these forces the body 
occupies a region u(Q)  referred to as the deformed configuration and the map 
u  : Q —y Rn is referred to  as a deformation. We require u  to  be injective in order 
th a t interpenetration of the material does not occur. Let x  :=  ( x i , . . .  , x n)T be 
a point in Cl C Rn . Given a deformation
u ( x )  :=
 ^ ul (x)  ^
 ^um(x) j
we define the Jacobian m atrix
V u  :=
( u \  • • )1 u \  \in
' i>n /
, * du* . .where Uj = —— , i =  1, . . .  , m,  j  =  1, . . .  , n.
j
The m atrix Vw is referred to  as the deform ation gradient. We require the 
deformation gradient to satisfy
d et(V u) > 0 a.e. in £2. (3.2.1)
This is an orientation-preserving condition. For u  £ C 1(fi) this condition 
ensures local invertibility of u  by the implicit function theorem. If the m aterial 
is such th a t the only restriction on the deformations is (3.2.1) then the material 
is said to  be com pressible.
Throughout the rest of this section we will assume th a t m  = n. We will also 
introduce the following notation: M nxn is the set of all n  x n  matrices, M ”XTl 
is the set o f n x n  matrices with positive determ inant, M ” xn is the set o f n x n  
matrices with determ inant 1 , S nXn is the set of all n  x n  symmetric matrices, and 
SO (n)  is the set of all proper orthogonal n  x n  matrices.
The Cauchy stress tensor and the equilibrium  equations.
We will assume throughout th a t we are considering a pure displacement boundary 
value problem, th a t is we define prescribed boundary conditions on the whole 
boundary. Now a body in the deformed configuration is subject to  forces of two
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types:
1 . applied body forces 6 : u (ft) -»  Mn with y  »->• b(y)  continuous; b(y)  is a 
measure of the force per unit volume exerted a t y ;
2 . surface forces t : {unit vectors} x u(Q) —> with y  t(n , y)  smooth; 
t(n , y)  is a measure of the force per unit area a t y  on any oriented surface 
with normal n  through y, and is sometimes referred to  as the Cauchy 
stress vector.
The applied body forces b and the Cauchy stress vector t  are assumed to be 
consistent with the laws of force and m om ent balance: for any subdomain 
D  of u(Q)  we have
[  t ( n ( y ) , y )  dS +  [  b{y)  dy =  0 ,
J d D  J D
/  y  x t(n (y ),y ) dS +  /  y  x b(y)  dy =  0 
J d D  J d
where n(y) is an outward unit normal to D at y. In our work we will assume 
th a t 6 =  0 . A consequence of these laws is Cauchy’s theorem , which shows 
the existence of a smooth, symmetric, spatial tensor field T  such th a t t ( n ,  y) = 
T ( y ) n , for every normal unit vector n  and every y  G u(Q).  We call T  the 
Cauchy stress tensor. Thus, the Cauchy stress tensor gives a measure of the 
surface force per unit area in the deformed configuration. (For details and a proof 
see, e.g., [36, Chapter V].)
As a consequence of Cauchy’s theorem, in the absence of body forces, the equi­
librium  equations are of the form
div(T) =  0 (3.2.2)
and a deformation u  satisfying (3.2.2) will be referred to  as an equilibrium  
solution. We note th a t the Piola-K irchhoff stress tensor T r  is a measure 
of the force per unit area in the reference configuration and is often used, since 
in some problems involving solids it is not convenient to work directly with T  as 
this requires knowledge of the deformed configuration in advance. The relation 
between the two is th a t
T ( u )  =  (det(Vu(a;)))- 1TR(a;)(Vu(a;))r .
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H y p e re la s t ic  m a te r ia ls .
A m aterial is called h y p e r  e la s tic  if there exists a function W  : Cl x M+Xn -> R  
such th a t for each u  the to tal energy stored in the body is
E ( u )  = j  W ( x ,  V u ( x ) )  dx. (3.2.3)
Jn
The function W ( x , F )  is commonly referred to as the s to re d  e n e rg y  fu n c tio n . 
If W  is independent of x  then we say th a t the m aterial is h o m o g en eo u s. For 
a compressible material the relation between the stored energy function and the 
Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor is
d W
T r (x ) =  - Q p ( x , Vu ( x ) ) .
Also the equilibrium equations in the case of a compressible hyperelastic material 
(under zero body forces) can be written as
d ( d W  \
f o r  \ d F l ( x ' V u (x ')'>) = 0 ’ » =  (3.2.4)
which are the Euler-Lagrange equations for (3.2.3).
We say th a t the stored energy function of a hyperelastic m aterial is fram e- 
in d if fe re n t if and only if a t all points x  E f2, W ( x , Q F )  =  W ( x , F )  for all 
F  E M "xn and Q € SO(n)  (this corresponds to invariance under a change of 
observer). We say th a t the stored energy function of a hyperelastic m aterial is 
iso tro p ic  a t x  E if and only if W ( x , F Q )  =  W ( x , F )  for all F  E M +Xn and 
Q E SO(n)  (this corresponds to the response of the material having no preferred 
direction). We assume th a t our stored energy function is both frame-indifferent 
and isotropic.
In c o m p re s s ib le  m a te r ia ls .
We say th a t a material is in c o m p re ss ib le  if it only adm its deformations u  
satisfying the constraint
det(V u) =  1 a.e. in Q. (3.2.5)
This is an example of an in te rn a l  c o n s tra in t , and any deformations satisfying 
this particular constraint must be locally volume preserving. For an incompress­
ible hyperelastic material the to tal energy stored in the body is still of the form
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(3.2.3) but the stored energy function W  is only defined for those deformations 
u  satisfying (3.2.5) (and thus W  : Q x M ”xn -»  R). The Piola-Kirchhoff stress 
tensor for an incompressible hyperelastic material is now given by
T r ( x )  = - P ( x ) ( V u ( x ) ) T + ^ r ( x ,  V u ( x ) )
where P( x) is a  Lagrange multiplier due to (3.2.5) and is often referred to  as a 




g p - { x ,  V tt(x )) -  P (x )(a d j(V u (x )))f =  0, i =  1 , . . .  , n, (3.2.6)
where ad j(F ) is the adjugate m atrix of F,  which is the transpose of the m atrix 
of cofactors of F.  (For details see, for example, [51] pp 198-201, [58] or [69] pp 
71-72.) We note th a t (3.2.6) are the Euler-Lagrange equations for
E ( u )  = [  W ( x ,  V u (* )) -  P(x) (d e t(V u (a ))  -  1} dx. (3.2.7)
Jn
We also note th a t for u  G C 2(f2) satisfying (3.2.6) P( x) is unique up to  a constant. 
To show this, we use an argument from the proof of Theorem 4.3 of [8]. If Pi(x)  
and P2 {x) are two possible pressure terms and Q(x)  = P\{x)  — P2 (x)  then
f  Q(a:)(adj(V ii(a;))):r.V</>(aj) dx = 0 
Jn
for all cf> G C J°(n). Now u  is a C 2 measure preserving diffeomorphism from Q 
onto u(Q ). Hence, in index notation
JU(Q)
for all <f> G C S ° ( t i ( f t ) ) ,  which implies th a t Q is constant.
A  n o te  o n  co n v ex ity  c o n d itio n s .
A key condition in showing the existence of minimisers in one-dimensional elas­
ticity (n =  1) is th a t the stored energy function W  is convex in its dependence on 
V u . As stated in §3.1 convexity, along with lower semicontinuity and coercivity 
of a function E,  is sufficient to  ensure th a t E  attained a minimum. However, 
in higher dimensional problems (n > 1), as indicated in [7], this condition is 
unrealistic to apply as a general constitutive hypothesis, as convexity of W  con­
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flicts with the requirement th a t the stored energy function is frame-indifferent, 
and strict convexity rules out multiple solutions th a t can occur, for example in 
buckling. A more realistic assumption to make is th a t W  is quasiconvex. This 
concept was introduced by Morrey [48]. We say th a t W  is quasiconvex at a 
point (®, F)  G ft x M+Xn if
/  W ( x ,  F  +  V u(y)) dy >  meas(D) x W ( x ,  F)
J d
for every bounded open subset D e l "  and for every v  G Wq’°°(D) satisfying 
F  +  V u G M+Xn for all y  G fi. W  is quasiconvex if it is quasiconvex a t every 
( x , F )  G n  x M $ xn.
Under suitable growth and continuity conditions quasiconvexity is a  necessary 
and sufficient condition for weak lower semicontinuity. For details, see [48, The­
orem 4.5.5] page 117 or [1] under weaker growth hypotheses. However, since 
quasiconvexity is not a pointwise condition, it is not easy to  verify. Also, the 
growth hypotheses assumed in both of these results are too stringent to  apply to 
elasticity since they prohibit singular behaviour of the stored energy function.
A weaker condition than  quasiconvexity is th a t of rank-one convexity. This 
condition is more straightforward to verify. W  is rank-one convex if
W { x ,  F  +  (1 -  X)a ® 6) <  XW (x ,  F)  +  (1 — A) W ( x ,  F  +  a  <g> 6)
for all F  G M nxn, A G [0,1], a , 6 G Rn with F  +  A(a <g> b) G M nxn.
A stronger condition than  quasiconvexity is th a t of poly convexity. This was 
introduced by Ball (cf [6], [7]). The stored energy function W  is poly convex if:
1. (n =  2) there exists a function g : Q, x M 2x2 x (0, oo) —> E  with g(x ,  •, •)
convex for each x  G such th a t W ( x , F )  = g (x ,F ,d e t (F ) )  for all x  G 
and F  G M 2x2 with de t(F ) >  0;
2. (n  =  3) there exists a function g : Q, x M 3x3 x M 3x3 x (0, oo) —> E  with
<7(a v , •, •) convex for each x  G such tha t
W ( x ,  F) = g(x,  F, ad j(F ), de t(F ))
for all x  G £1 and F  G M 3x3 with det(F ) >  0.
Examples of polyconvex stored energy functions are W  (F ) 
where h is a convex function.
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The four convexity conditions are related in the following way:
W  convex => W  polyconvex W  quasiconvex => W  rank-one convex.
All of these implications are one-way only. W  (x , F) =  det (F) is a simple example 
of a function th a t is polyconvex but not convex. It has been known for some time 
th a t quasiconvexity does not imply poly convexity, and examples can be found 
for all cases n > 2 (see, e.g., [73]), although Ball points out in [6] th a t there 
are few known examples of quasiconvex functions th a t are not polyconvex and 
applicable to  elasticity. An example of a function th a t is rank-one convex but 
not quasiconvex is given in [66], for the case n >  3. The case n =  2 is still open, 
and has recently been investigated (see, e.g., [54] or [55] - these seem to make the 
suggestion th a t rank-one convexity is equivalent to quasiconvexity for the case 
n  — 2). A further discussion on special conditions under which equivalence of 
these convexity conditions can be established can be found in [27, C hapter 4]. 
W ith regards to  quasiconvexity, we briefly consider the functional
defined on A  = { u  G W 1,2(Q) : u  =  u  on dfi}. Following [29] we say th a t W  is 
u n ifo rm ly  s t r ic t ly  q u asico n v ex  provided
for some constant 7  >  0 and all F  G M mxn, v  G Co°(f2). One consequence of 
this is the following result due to Evans.
P ro p o s i t io n  3.2 .1  ([29], p ag e  27) Suppose W  is uniformly strictly quasicon­
vex, and suppose that W ( F )  is such that W ( F )  < C(  1 +  |F |2). I f  u n —1 u  in 
W'1,2(fi) and E ( u n) -*  E (u ) ,  then u n —»■ u  in W’1,2(fl).
Throughout the remainder of this work, we will work with stored energy functions 
th a t are polyconvex.
T h e  p ro b le m  o f show ing  ex is ten c e  o f  e n e rg y  m in im ise rs  in  n o n lin e a r  
e la s tic ity .
The basic problem in nonlinear elasticity is to determine the existence (or other­
wise) of deformations u  : ft —>■ Rn th a t minimise the to ta l energy E  among those 
deformations th a t are one-to-one almost everywhere and, in the case of the pure
[  W { F ) +  7 |V v |2 d x <  [  W { F  +  V u) dx (3.2.8)
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displacement boundary value problem, are equal to some given function u 0 on 
the boundary dQ. In the case of a hyperelastic m aterial the energy is given by
(3.2.3) and we will assume
(i) th a t the stored energy function W(x,F)  is n o t  n e c e s s a r i l y  c o n v e x  with 
respect to F,
(ii) th a t W( x , F ) —» oo as de t(F ) —>■ 0, oo.
We briefly mention th a t there is an approach in showing the existence of minimis­
ers to the boundary value problem th a t is based on the implicit function theorem. 
This method was developed by Stoppelli and is discussed and extended in detail 
by Valent in [70]. (A brief discussion appears in [25, Chapter 6].) The basic 
idea is to s ta rt from one known solution and use the implicit function theorem 
to obtain solutions in a neighbourhood of the known solution. Valent [70] shows 
this to  be the case for nonlinear boundary value problems. However, this method 
is not applicable to  the nonlinear problems we are considering since our problem 
is to  minimise functionals th a t are coercive over nonconvex subsets of Sobolev 
spaces, where W  must satisfy (i) and (ii).
The m ethod th a t is applicable and takes these conditions into account was devised 
by Ball. For full details see [6]. (This is also discussed in [25, C hapter 7].) 
The m ethod he developed considers a minimising sequence of functions (u n) 
on a appropriate set of admissible deformations A  in W 1,p(f2) satisfying (3.2.1) 
and prescribed boundary conditions. Ball shows th a t this sequence is bounded 
as a consequence of coercivity, extracts a weakly convergent subsequence (uj)  
converging weakly to some limit u , shows th a t u  G A  and th a t
[  W(x, Vu(x) )  dx <  lim inf [  W(x, Vuj (x) )  dx (3.2.9)
Jn Jn
in order to show the existence of minimisers. He achieved this by replacing 
convexity with the weaker assumptions of polyconvexity and (for the case n  =  3) 
and by assuming th a t the stored energy function satisfies the coercivity condition
W(x,  F) >  C i( |F |p +  |ad j(F ) |9 +  (d e t(F ))r ) +  C2 (3.2.10)
where
P >  2, q > —^— and r > 1. (3.2.11)
p - 1
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Also, the set of admissible deformations is of the form
A  =  { u  G W'1’p(fl) : ad j(V u) G L q(Q), de t(V u) G L r ( f i ) ,
u  = u 0 a.e. on dQ,, det(Vtx) >  0 a.e. in £7}
where p , q and r  satisfy (3.2.11).
As W  is polyconvex it can be treated as a convex function of nineteen independent 
variables if n  =  3 (or five if n = 2). Ball showed th a t the sequence
where p , q and r satisfy (3.2.11), is bounded. Thus by Theorem 3.1.7 there exists 
a weakly convergent subsequence ((uj,  ad j(V itj), de t(V iij))) converging weakly 
to  ( u ,H ,d )  in W 1,p(f2) x L g(Q,) x L r(f2), where p , q and r satisfy (3.2.11), and 
Ball showed th a t in fact H  =  adj(V ii) and d =  det(V ti). From here sequential 
weak lower semicontinuity of E  can be shown. (Also in [6] are existence results 
for mixed displacement-traction problems.)
Throughout the rest of this work we assume th a t the m aterial is homogeneous. 
We now give an existence result due to Ball & M urat (cf [13]). This result is a 
refinement of the existence results found in [6] as the growth condition on W  is 
independent of de t(F ). We will consider a pure displacement problem such th a t 
the deformation must satisfy u ( x )  =  tfco(*) on dVL (although the result in [13] 
also holds for mixed displacement-zero traction boundary value problems). For 
a body of homogeneous material, the energy functional is given by
and we seek to minimise on the set
A  = { u  G W 1,p( f 2) : u ( x )  = u 0(x)  on dQ and E ( u )  < oo}.
This is achieved by the following result. We will present the result for the case 
n = 3 as given in [13].
T h e o re m  3.2 .2  ([13, T h e o re m  6.1]) Let W  satisfy the following hypotheses:
(A) W  is continuous in F  i f  det(F) > 0, W ( F )  =  oo i f  and only i f  det(F) < 0 
and W ( F )  -»  oo as d e t(F ) —» 0+,
((tin, ad j(V n„), d e t(V u n))) C W lj,{to) x L9(ft) x Lr (Q)
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(B) W  is polyconvex, that is there exists a convex function g : M 3x3 x M 3x3 x 
(0, oo) —y K. such that W ( F )  = g(F , ad j(F ), de t(F )) for all F  e  M 3x3,
(C) W { F )  > C  +  K (\F \p +  |ad j(F ) |9) for all F  e  M 3x3 where C  > 0, K  are
Pconstants, p > 2 and q > ------- .
p -  1
Let A  be nonempty. Then E  attains an absolute minimum on A  and the min­
imiser satisfies det(V u(® )) >  0 a.e. on Q.
R e m a rk  3 .2 .3  We note that for n  =  2 hypotheses (B) and (C) can be replaced 
by
(B;) W  is polyconvex, that is there exists a convex function g : M 2x2 x (0, oo) —> 
R  such that W ( F )  = g(F,det{F)) for all F  e  M 2*2,
(C7) W ( F )  > C + K \ F \ p for  all F  £ M 2x2 where C  > 0, K  are constants, p >  2,
and Theorem 3.2.2 remains valid. (See the note following [13, Theorem 6.1].)
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Chapter 4
R otationally sym m etric 
deformations of a 
two-dim ensional annulus.
The work presented in the rest of this thesis is motivated by the paper of Post 
& Sivaloganathan [57], in particular the example of §4. There they consider a 
nonlinear elastic body which occupies the annular region
A =  { ® 6 R 2; a <  |®| <  b} (4.0.1)
in its reference state, and deformations u  : A-»R2 satisfying the boundary con­
dition u ( x )  = x  for all x  € dA.  They require u  to  satisfy the local invertibility 
condition
det(V u) > 0 a.e. in A.  (4.0.2)
They assume th a t the material is hyperelastic (under zero body forces) and ho­
mogeneous, so th a t the stored energy E  associated with the deformation u  is 
given by
E ( u )  = [  W XVu(*)) dx, (4.0.3)
J a
where W  : M 2x2—>-R is the stored energy function. They require W  to  satisfy 
hypotheses (A), (B') and (C') as given in Theorem 3.2.2 and Remark 3.2.3, and
W ( F )  —>• oo as de t(F ) —► 0, oo. (4.0.4)
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In [57] it is shown th a t under these conditions multiple equilibria exist and th a t 
they are local minimisers (see [57, Theorem 3.1 and Remark 3.2]). Now the 
example of [57, §4] restricts attention to rotationally symmetric deformations 
u  : A —>A of the form
u(*) = p(R) (  C0S(^  + ^{'R)) I , (4.0.5)
^  J \  s in (0 +  </;(£)) J  V '
where R  =  |s |  G [a, 6], 9 G [0,27r), and p : [a, b]—>[a, b], ip : [a, b]—>R, and
polyconvex stored energy functions of the form
W ( F )  = \  |F |2 +  h(det(F))  (4.0.6)
for all F  € M 2x2, where h : (0, oo)—>-R is convex, C 2 and h(d ) — > 0 0  as d—>0 ,0 0 . 
Note th a t W  is both frame-indifferent and isotropic. As noted in [57] we can 
write
p' cos(9 +  ip) — pip' sin(0 + ip) \ x  
p' sin(0 -I-ip) + P'P'cos(9 +  ip) J  R
1 /  - p s m { 9  + ip) \  _1_ /  - x 2 \
R  I pcos(9-\-ip) )  R \ x i )
(4.0.7)
Also
|V u |2 =  (p'Y +  ( ^ ) 2 +  {p<p')2 and d e t(V «) =  p ' ^ .  (4.0.8)
Thus, the to ta l stored energy E ( u )  corresponding to  such a deformation is given
by
E ( u )  =  27ri(p,tp) =  27t R  [^  j ( p ') 2 +  ( ^ )  +  ( p ^ ' f )  +  h ( p '^ ) dR,
(4.0.9)
and it is shown in [57] th a t for each N  G N U {0} a minimiser exists for I  on the 
set
=  {(p, ip) G W h l ({a, b)) : p(a) = a, p{b) =  b, p'{R) >  0 a.e. on (a, b),
ip(a) = 0,ip(b) = 2iWr}.
(4.0.10)
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They state th a t a minimiser (p, ip) is in C 2((a,b)), satisfies the Euler-Lagrange 
equations for I(p, ip) and th a t a smooth solution of those equations gives rise to 
a corresponding solution u  of the full Euler-Lagrange equations for E,  th a t is
d \ d W
(V u (* )) = 0 ,  x  G A, i =  1,2. (4.0.11)
(See [57, Remark 4.3].) It is also shown th a t the angle of twist ip for a symmetric
minimiser is monotonic in R.
In this chapter we will discuss two modifications to the example of [57, §4]. In
for a more general class of polyconvex stored energy functions. We will also 
give a proof showing th a t the minimisers in this general case satisfy the Euler- 
Lagrange equations in the symmetric variables, and we show th a t the rotationally 
symmetric minimisers also give rise to a solution of the full two-dimensional Euler-
h =  0 into (4.0.6). In this case the formal Euler-Lagrange equations are the 
vector Laplace equations and can be solved explicitly, and an explicit form of a 
potential minimiser is constructed. Since W ( F )  -/* oo as d e t(F ) —> 0 in this case 
there is the possibility th a t minimising sequences and potential minimisers may
in C hapter 6 th a t this construction minimises the energy functional in a more 
general class of deformations.
4.1 An existence result for a general class of 
stored energy functions.
As in [57, §4] we restrict our attention to deformations u  as given by (4.0.5), but 
we consider a more general class of polyconvex stored energy functions W  of the 
form
where g : R2 —>• R  is convex. Due to  (4.0.8), we can write W(Vtx) in the form
§4.1 we will extend the results of [57, §4] by proving the existence of minimisers
Lagrange equations. In §4.2 we will consider a model problem in which we put
be degenerate in th a t det(V it) =  0 on a set of non-zero measure. It will be shown
W { V u )  = g(\Vu\,  det(Vtx)) (4.1.1)
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and hence the to tal stored energy corresponding to  a rotationally symmetric 
deformation of the form (4.0.5) is
E ( u )  = 27rl(p,i>) =  25r^  r 9 ^ { ( p,)2 +  ( f t )  + ( ^ ) 2} ’ p' ^ \ d R - C4 -1-3)
In order to  show the existence of minimisers we require the following preliminary 
result.
L e m m a  4 .1 .1  Let g be of the form given by (4-1.2), and let g (•, •) be convex and 
gti >  0. Then g is convex in (p',ip')-
P ro o f: For sufficiently smooth deformations u  of the type (4.0.5) we have V tt
of the form (4.0.7). Now, put p' =  A/c +  (1 — A)£ and ip1 =  X(p +  (1 — A)x- Then 
we can write
A  =  A
+(1 -  A)
k c o s ( 0  + ip) — pipsin(0 + ip) \  x
k  sin(0 +  ip) +  pip cos(6 +  ip) J  R
1 (  —psin(0 + ip) \  1 /  - x 2
R  pcos{0 + ip) J  R  y xi
£ cos (9 +  ip) — px  sin(0 4- ip) \  x
<g> —
£ sin(0 +  ip) + px  cos(0 + ip) J  R
l (  —psin(9 + ip) \  1_ (  - x 2
R  I pcos(0 + VO /  R  I  £i
Thus A  = XFi +  (1 — A)F2, say, and hence |;4| =  |AFi +  (1 — A)F2| <  A|Fi| +  (1 
A)|F2| by the triangle inequality. Evaluating \A\, |F i| and |F2| gives us th a t
/ 0 \  2
12 - / 0X2
<  A * + Gr )  + ( w ) +  (1 -  A) ? + Gr )  + (px)
Now, as g,i > 0, we have th a t
9 f { ( ^  )2 +  ( # )  j P ^ I ^ p I A “2 + (s )2+(w):
+  (1 -  A) S2 + ( | ) 2 +  (px ):
(4.1.4)
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and, as g : R2 —> R  is convex, it follows tha t
and so g is convex in (p', ip'). □
We now prove the generalisation of the result in [57, §4].
P ro p o s it io n  4 .1 .2  Let W  be of the form
W ( F )  = g(\F\,det(F)) (4.1.5)
where g : R2 —> R is C 2, convex and such that gti > 0 for  all F ,  g{\F\, de t(F )) —> 
oo as det (F) —> 0, oo and
where C\ > 0 and C2 are constants, p > 2. Then there exists a minimiser for  
J (p , ip) on for  each N  G NU {0}, where /(p , ip) is given by (4-1-3) and 
is given by (4-0.10).
P ro o f: The proof of this uses the direct method of the calculus of variations.
Let (pn,ipn) G A%m be a minimising sequence for I  on A s^ m, th a t is
fiKI-^1,det(F)) >  Ci\F\p +  C2 (4.1.6)
—► inf /  as n  —> 00 .
It follows from (4.0.8) and (4.1.6) th a t
W ( V u )  > c, l(p ')2 + ( I ) 2 +  (p4>‘)2 V  + c 2
where C\ and C2 are constants, and so
Also, by Holder’s inequality
£
|  J  (Pn)2 + (^ jr) + (PnV’J,)2 j
- (/ { (i°" ) 2 + ® 2 + m - )2}  2 d n )  Of 2 •
Hence we now have th a t
I (P n ,  4>n) >  C i  |  ^  ( /5 „ )2^  +  j \ p ' n f d R  +  0? j \ i , ’n f d R \  ’ +  C 2
for all n  G N. Since 0 (a ) =  0 we can say
a2 « ) 2<i-R >  y  j f  ( ^ ) 2^  +  21^ - a)2 /  ^ f dR'
due to  Poincare’s inequality (see, e.g., [3, page 4]), and from this it follows th a t
- f ( p n > 0 n )  >  C i  {£> 1  || pn | | f  2 + - ^ 2  || 0 n  | | l , 2 }  2 +  C ^ ,
where Z>i, D 2 are positive constants. Hence, /(p , 0 ) is coercive in W 1,2((a, 6)), 
and hence ( ( P n ^ n ) ) ^  is a bounded sequence in W 1,2((a, b)). Hence it has a 
weakly convergent subsequence still labelled (pn,0n) converging weakly to  (p, 0) 
in W 1,2((a, b)), where (p, 0 ) satisfies the boundary conditions. We assume th a t g 
is continuous, as W  is continuous. Now, for u  of the form (4.0.5) we define
$ ( # ,  (p, 0 ), (p', 0 ')) :=  ^ P (lV u |, de t(V u)).
It can be shown th a t 4> is continuous in R  and th a t $ ( R , .,.) is continuous in 
(p, 0) and (p', 0') for all R  in [a, b\. As g is such th a t g?i >  0 and #(•, •) is convex, 
then by Lemma 4.1.1, 4>(i?, (p, 0), •) is convex. Hence, using Theorem 3.1.21 
with yn =  (p„ ,0„), =  { p n , ^ ) ,  y = (p ,0 ) and z =  (p ',0 ') , it; follows th a t J  is
sequentially weakly lower semicontinuous on (pn, 0 n) and it follows th a t
inf /  =  lim inf 7(p„,0„) > / ( p ,0 )AVrm n-t ooN
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so th a t in particular I ( p , ip) <  oo. By the properties of g , it follows th a t p'(R) > 0 
for a.e. R  e  (a, b) and so (p, ip) G A s^ m. Hence
I(p, ip) =  inf 7,
•*-N
and thus there exists a minimiser for I(p,ip) on □
We next define
£3) :=  9 ({ (^ i)2 +  f e ) 2 +  (^2^3)2} 2 , ( 4 - 1 . 7 )
where ti  corresponds to  p', 12 to and t3 to ipf. W ith this, we now show th a t 
any minimiser is C  and satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equations in term s of p and 
ip.
P ro p o s it io n  4 .1 .3  Let W ( F )  = g{\F\, det(F)) be such that g satisfies the same  
hypotheses as for Proposition 4-1-2, and in addition that g(\F\, de t(F )) is strictly 
convex in (p1, ip’) and satisfies the following:
(R l) I f S  is bounded, then g^{S ,T )  -*  —00 as T  0 uniformly in S  in some 
compact set;
(R2) g ^ ( S ,T )  is bounded i f  and only i f  S  and T  are bounded.
Suppose also that there exist S > 0, M  such that
|^,2(£ij <^2,£3)^2! <  t2 ,h )  +  1) i f \ a  — l \ < 5 ,  (4.1.8)
where 4/ is given by (4-1-7). I f  (p, ip) is a minimiser of I  on A t h e n  (p,ip) G 
C 2((a,b)) and (p,ip) satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equations
_d_
dR r { ^ , i  +  | 3 , 2} - | { |  +  W ) *  } 3,1 -  p'9 , 2  =  0 (4.1.9)
and
_d_
dR ^ 3 , i l = 0  (4.1.10)
for  all R  in [a,b\, where S  =  |V u | =  | ( p ') 2 +  +  (/o^7)2^ •
P ro o f : The proof follows a similar pattern  to the proof of [60, Proposition 0.3]
(see [60, §7]) and is in four steps. We first show th a t p and ip satisfy the weak form
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of the Euler-Lagrange equations (Steps 1 & 2), then show th a t (p, %ji) G C 1((a, b)) 
(Step 3) and from there th a t (p,ip) G C 2((a, b)), so th a t p and satisfy the 
Euler-Lagrange equations (Step 4).
Step 1. Let k G (l,o o ), I G (0, oo) and define S k, Si by
S k :=  | R  G (a, b) ; ^  <  p'{R) <  j  and Si :=  j i ?  G (a, b) ; V>'(i?) <  i J  •
Let v G L°°(a,b) satisfy




pe(fl) =  p(fl) +  e j  v(r )xk{r )dr , 
J  a
(4.1.12)
where Xfc is the characteristic function of S k- Then using (4.1.11) and (4.1.12) it 
can be shown th a t pE satisfies pe(a) =  a, p£(b) =  b. Also
p'e(R) = p'(R) if p'(K) t  ( p * )  ■ (4.1.13)
Now p(a) =  a > 0, and so pe(R) >  0 for R e  (a,b) provided e is sufficiently 
small, and from (4.1.13) we can say th a t p'e(R) >  0 for a.e. R  G (a, b) provided
£ <  7T7~7i fi-> and so (pe,^ )  G A s^ m for e sufficiently small. Now, as
2 k V no
S \  { ( p T + ( | Y  +  ( ^ t } \ p ' £ ]  =  (4.1.14)







for R  G (a, b). Now if p'(R) G i  k
k ’ k
then the right-hand side of (4.1.15) is 
then the first term-  kbounded by a constant independent of e. If p'(R) 0
on the right-hand side of (4.1.15) is zero. We apply the mean value theorem to 
the second term  on the right-hand side to get
’M p', P{R, v{R),e),  $ ) \ v { T ) x k { r ) d , T ,
where
0(R , i>(R), e) =  v{T)xk(r)dT
and v(R)  G (0,1). Note th a t P(R ,v{R) ,e )  can also be w ritten as
P(R, v(R) ,e )  =  j (p{R) + ev{R)  j f  v(r)xk(r)dT )  )  .
Now for e sufficiently small we can say
i  [p  + ev{R) J  w(r)xfc(r)dr^ -  1 <  6.
Hence by (4.1.8) we can say th a t




Y r [ v{t)x>
(4.1.16)
:(r)dr,
and, since p(R) > a for R  G (a, b) and I ( p , ^ ) <  oo, we see th a t the right-hand 
side of (4.1.16) lies in L 1 (a, 6).
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Hence by the dominated convergence theorem,
>b
£
0 =  lim [
^ ° J a
f.R (*■' 1
- (  - 9  ) d R  =
P Jj \  . .  / m . v m  . 1 . t .  I -J PR  ( ®,1 ( p', V-' ) Xk(R)v(R)  +  ^  ( / . ^ V ' '
R
v ( T) X k ( r ) d T j )  dR,
(4.1.17)
since (p, ?/>) is the minimiser of / .  Next observe th a t by (4.1.8), it follows th a t 
^ ’2 ^  ^  -*-n^eSrabi°n of (4.1.17) by parts gives us th a t
J  ^ ! (p ', Vi'j +  £  ,2 (p ', Vi') <*r) =  0. (4.1.18)
Now as (4.1.18) holds for all v G L°°(a,b) with v satisfying (4.1.11), it follows 
th a t
R * , i  (p ', % , $ ) +  j  ^,2 (p ', J ,  dr = ck (4.1.19)
for a.e. R  G S k , where Ck is constant, and as the sets Sit, k  G (l,o o ), are nested, 
all the Cfc’s are equal (to c, say). Thus (4.1.19) holds a.e. in [a, b].
Step 2 . Now, for t/>, let w G L°°{a, 6) satisfy




4(-R ) =  </>(#) +  e /  w Cr)xj(r)dr,
i/ a
(4.1.21)
where x* is the characteristic function of <Sj. From (4.1.20) and (4.1.21), (a) =  0
and ^ e(6) =  2N7T (with N  G N). Hence (p, t/^) € A s£ m. Now, consider the term
(4.1.22)
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If 4>'(R) ^  I 5 then ^4.1.22j is bounded by & constant independent of s. If 
ip'{R) I then (4.1.22) is zero. Again,
“-Si/
= J s R V ,3 [ p ' , ^ , ^ w ( R ) d R
(4.1.23)
as (p, 0 ) is a minimiser of I .  As (4.1.23) holds for all w G L°°(a,b) satisfying 
(4.1.20), and as the sets Si, Z G (0, oo), are nested, it follows th a t
R 9 t [ 0 , £ # ) = d (4.1.24)
holds a.e. in [a, b].
Step 3. We now want to show th a t (p, ip) G C'1((a, &)). We proceed in three parts: 
Part (a). Pu tting  $ (R ,  v , v7) =  ^(i2 , (p, 0 ), (p' , 0 7)) where
$ (i2 ,v , v ') :=
(and v =  (p, ip), v '  =  (p7,ip') G R2) and putting v =  (p, 0 ) and v'  =  (p7, 0 7) we 
have
R ^ , i  ^






~  J r ^ P ^
/*6 d $  -d~ JR (a ))dt
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and so we have
E> Cb
- ( R , v ( R ) , v ' ( R ) )  = -  J  — (t ,v ( t ) , v ' ( t ) )d t  + C  
for a.e. R  G [a, b] where C  is a constant vector of integration and
d§_
dv ' (4.1.25)
dv ( R , v , v ‘) :=
Thus, by (4.1.25), — - is absolutely continuous on [a, b\.
Now as (4.1.25) holds for a.e. R  G [a, b], we let J  C [a, b] be the subset of [a,b] 
where (4.1.25) holds.
Now let R  G [a, b] \  J  and choose a sequence (Rn) C J  such th a t Rn —>• R  as 
n  —y oo. Then we can write
f  ^ ( t , v ( t ) , v ' ( t ) ) d t  + C - J  — (t, v( t ) ,v ' ( t ) )d t  + C  = P ,  say.
(4.1.26)
Also, v(Rn)  —> u(i£). We next show th a t (v ^ i^ ) )  is bounded. 
Part (b). We do this by showing th a t
dv'
oo as |t / |  —> oo. Recalling th a t
$ ( i J ,v ,» ')  =  Rg  ( j ( p ') 2 +  ( - 0  +  W ) 2)  . P' £
and putting  S  =  j  (p1)2 +  ( ^ )  +  (pip')2 I and T  =  p '-^, we can write
R P2V - ( q T ,





( y . g ^ S . T )  + pg,2( S , T ) ) 2 + ( p & L g ^ s . T ) (4.1.28)
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Now, we have gti (S ,T )  > 0, and g ( S , T ) -» oo as T  —> oo.
Also, by (R l) and (R2), gti(S,  T)  —> oo if and only if either S  -> oo or T  -»  oo, 
and gi2{S jT)  —> —oo if and only if T  —> 0. Also, by convexity of g , we have 
9,u (S ,T )  > 0 and ^ 22(5 ,T ) >  0.
Thus we can say th a t as -*  oo,
R p t .9,i(S,T)  +  pg,2(S,T)j + f -y ^ s ,i(S ,r ) oo
and so
d v 1 > oo as |v '| -> oo uniformly. Thus (^'(Rn))™^  is a bounded
sequence, and hence contains a convergent subsequence, still labelled v^R n ) ,  
converging to  w,  say.
Therefore, we have th a t
Q<5>
^ ; ( R n M R n ) , * ( R n ) )  “ ► ^ ( R , v ( R ) , A ) .dv ' (4.1.29)
Hence, in [a, b] \  J  we have
l> f b d<3>
~ ( R , v ( R ) , w )  = — J  —  (£, v(t) ,  v '( t))dt  +  C  =  P ,  say. (4.1.30)
Also, the limit w  is unique, th a t is there is a unique value of w  such th a t (4.1.30) 
holds, since $  is in C 2(R5) and is such tha t
/ /  d2$  _  d2$  d2$  (  d2$  V
\ \^(v/) / / d(p' )2 d(i/j' )2 \ d p ,d'tpl) > 0. (4.1.31)
Part (c). Now, the set [a, b] \  J  has zero measure and in this set we define v '(R)  
such th a t (4.1.25) holds. Thus, for R  E [a, b] \  J ,  we define w  = v '(R)  and show 
th a t v ( R n )  —> v ( R ) .
Suppose (for a contradiction) th a t there exists a subsequence, still labelled (Rn), 
and £q > 0 such th a t || v'(Rn) — v \ R )  ||>  £q for all n. Thus, we now want to 
show th a t
^(RnMRnW Rn)) ~ ^(R ,v(R ),0'(R))dv' > C > 0 (4.1.32)
in order to force a contradiction.
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Suppose (for a further contradiction) th a t there exists a further subsequence, still 
labelled (Bn), such th a t
—  ( R n M R n W R n ) )  ~  *(*)■ * '(* ))dv'
as n  —> oo. Now, in index notation
|ioRn,*(iU*'CR»)) -  §§(R,v{K>,&m
=  ^ ( R n, v ( R n),v '(Rn)) -  — (Rn'ViRnlvXR))
a $  . a #
+  —  (Rn, v ( R n ) , * ' m  -  0j ( R , v ( R ) , v ' ( R ) )
a2$
= g-rg jr (RnM Rn),Pn#(R*)  + (1 -  d‘J i > ' ( m t j ( R " )  -
1 3
+ ~ ( R nM R n) , v im  -  ^ ( R M R ) , * ' m ,
where 6ln is such th a t 0 <  9%n <  1.
d $  d $
As n -¥  oo, —  (Rn,i3(Rn),i3,(R)) -  — ( R , v ( R ) , v  (R)) -> 0. Hence 
ov  ov
<92a>
H Rn) ,  0> ' (Rn)  +  (1 ~  £ )« '(* ) ) (« } (* .)  -  6}(B)) -► 0
i  3
as n  —>■ oo, and thus
d2&
(v'i(Rn) -  m ) ) - Q ^ r  ( R n M ^ ) , d ' nv'(Rn) +  (1 -  (£)«'(£))(«'(fl„) -  a}(B))
t j
• /  d2® \  .converges to 0 as n  —>• oo - a contradiction as the m atrix <NO is positive
\ d { v ' ) 2)
definite.
Thus (4.1.32) holds - a contradiction as
6(B), «'(*)).
Thus, t>'(i?n) —► ^(-ft) as n  —> oo.
An argum ent similar to [8, Proposition 6.1] can be used to  show th a t p' > 0.
A
Step 4- We now show th a t (p, ip) G C 2((a,b)) The technique in showing this 
is based on the proof of [33, §1 Section 3.1 Proposition 3] pp 41-42. P u tting
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(p ,0 ) ,(p ',0 ') )  where v  =  (p,VO, v'  =  (p ',0 ')  G 
putting t> =  (p, V>) and v  =  (p', 0 ') as before we have th a t
and
d $
dv 7 ( R , v , v ’)
/  * \  
1 ' f b d $
-  J k ~ ^ ( t , { p ^ ) A p ^ ) ) dt
d
r b d $  A - -





and thus we have
dv
Now we define a mapping G  : (a, 6) x R2 —> R2 by
G(fl,t>') -Il(fl).
Then G  G C 1((a, 6) x (0, oo) x R). Also, we define
—  ( R v ' ) - =  (  ^ . / ^ 'C M a ^ M p ^ ') )
Hence, G  satisfies det v ')^  ^  0 for all i? G (a, 6). Also from the
definition of G  we can say th a t G ( R , v )  =  0 for all i? G (a, 6). Hence, by 
the implicit function theorem, we can say th a t (p ',0 ')  G C 1( ( a ,6)), and hence 
(p, 0 ) G C 2((a,b)). Also, (p, 0 ) satisfy the Euler-Lagrange equations
A JW ,! (*/, | , ^ ) ]  -  * 2  0 ' ,  V-') =  0 (4.1.33)
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and
<4 X 3 4 >
and, using (4.1.14), (4.1.33) and (4.1.34) can be rewritten in the form (4.1.9) and 
(4.1.10) respectively. □
R e m a rk  4 .1 .4  One example of a function g (S ,T )  satisfying (4-1-8) is g (S ,T )  =  
| S 2 H- h(T),  as considered in [57].
Examples of functions g (S , T) satisfying (R l) and (R2) are those of the form  
g(S, T )  =  f ( S )  -f- h(T) or g (S , T) =  (S  +  T )2 +  h(T) (with f  and h satisfying the 
conditions of Proposition 4-1-3).
Finally, we state the relationship between solutions (p,ip) of (4.1.9) and (4.1.10) 
and the solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equations for E.
P ro p o s i t io n  4 .1 .5  Any smooth solution (p, VO of (4-1-9) and (4-1-10) gives rise 
to a corresponding solution u  (given by (4-0.5)) of the full Euler-Lagrange equa­
tions for  E  (given by (4-0.3)), that is
d
dxa
d w . ,r(Vu(*))
dFi
=  0, x e  A,  * =  1,2, (4.1.35)
for  stored energy functions of the form (4-1-1)-
P ro o f: We will first show th a t the weak form of the equilibrium equations,
th a t is
f  d W
j A -^r(V ti(*)).V <£(® ) dx =  0, (4.1.36)
hold for all G Cq(A). As W ( F )  =  g{\F\, de t(F )) we have
^ ( F )  = gtl( \ F \ , d e t ( F ) ) - ^  + 5 ,2( |F |,d e t(F )) (a d j(F ))T.
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Now put F  = V u  where Vw is as given by (4.0.7). Then
F l  =  u \  = {p1 cos(6 + ip) — pip' sin(0 + ip)} cos(6) +  sin(0 +  ip) sin(0),
Ji
F l  =  v}2 = {p' cos(0 + tp) — pip' sin(9 + ip)} sin(0) -  sin(0 +  ip) cos(0),
R
F l  =  u \  =  {p1 sin(0 -\-ip) + pip' cos(6 + ip)} cos(6) — ~  cos(0 +  ip) sin(0),
’ R
F l  — v?2 =  {p1 sin(0 +  ip) +  pip' cos(0 + ip)} sin(0) +  cos(0 +  ip) cos(9).
R
(4.1.37)
Also pu tting  W (V ti) =  W  (/>', jr,  pip') gives
d W  d W  d u \  d W  . d u \  d W  d u \  3 W  sdu% 
d(/  ~  d F p  U^ d t f + d F p  d p  + d F ^  + d F i
d W  d W  x d u \  d W  . d u \  
d ( i ) - d F } { U)d ( i ) + d F ^ { U)d ( i )
a w  , d u \  a w  . d u \
+ d F i { u ) a ( i ) + d F ! ( a ( i ) ’
a w  _ d w  d u \  a w  du)2
d(pip') ~  d F p  u ‘ d{p4>') + d F ^  u )  d(tnp')
a w  , 9 u \  a w  _  . d u \
d F 2 (V u ) +  qF 2 ( U^d(p^>)+
(4.1.38)
and so from (4.1.37) and (4.1.38) we have
d W  d W  d W— = —r cos((9 + ip) cos(0) + cos(0 + ip) sin(0)
d W  d W
+  ~ryp2 sin(0 +  C0S(d) +  s[n(° +  sin(0) ’
d W  d W  d W
= d F l  Sin^  +  ^  Sin^^  ”  dF l  Sin^  +  ^  C°S^
d W  d W- ^ 2  cos(0 + V>) sin(0) + ~Qp2  s[n(e + VO sin(0),
d W  d W  d W
d & j f )  =  ~dF±  Sin(0 + ^  COs(0) "  d F i  Sin(0 +  ^  SinW
+ ~Qjp2 cos(0 + VO cos(0) + ^ 2  C08!19 + ^ ) Sin((9),
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d W  d W
\  9{f»P') 9 ( i )  J
cos (9 +  ip) sin(0 +  ip)
— sin(9 +  ip) cos (9 +  ip)












cos(0) — sin(0) 
sin(0) cos(0)
= p T w Q ’ s a y -
(4.1.39)
Also, putting
,/  x I /r , m / cos(6 + ip(R)) \  m / - s i n ( 9  + ip(R)) \ /
^ (* )  =  ^  ^  I + h ( R , e ) {  cos{e + m )  J .  (4-1-40)
where ip(R) is such th a t I{p,ip) =  inf I  and (pi(R, 9), (p2(R,9) are continuous
•Ax
in R  and 9 with continuous derivatives and satisfy <pi(a,9) =  (pi(b,9) = 0 and 
</>2(a, 6) =  (p2 {b, 0) = 0 for all 6 G [0,2ir) (since <f>(x) =  0 on 8 A)  and (pi(R, 0) =  
<pi(R, 2ir) and (p2 (R, 0) =  (p2 (R, 2tt) for all R  G [a, b], we obtain
/  d(pi 1 d<pi \
V 0  =
cos(0 +  ip) — sin(0 +  ip) 
sin(0 +  ip) cos (9 +  ip)
+  | - s i n (9 + ifi) 
cos (9 +  ip)
=  (P B  +  M C ) Q t ,
— cos (9 +  ip)
— sin (9 +  ip)
say.
d R  R  89
/  d(p2 1 d(p2 \
/











Now -—=■ is of the form P V Q T and V 0  is of the form (P B  +  M C ) Q T . Also
o r
d W  ( d W .
V<j> = t r  ( -7777 (V</>)
d F d F
vZWDT DT , riT m T\\  _  \ i m T  , I 0 1 X V C T=  t r {P V Q 1 Q ( B 1P 1 +  C L M 1 )) =  tr  V B  +
- 1  0
since P P T =  Id =  QTQ and
M t P  =
— sin(0 +  VO cos (9 Ftp)
— cos {9 + ip) — sin(0 +  VO
cos(0 +  VO — sin(0 +  VO 
sin(0 +  ip) cos (9 +  VO
0 1
- 1  0
Also, for W ( F )  =  ^ ( |F |,d e t(F ) )  we have th a t
d W  _  (/_„ p_ d W  _  _  l d W
d{ft) S 9^   ^ R 9’2  ^ ’ -1’ d(pijj') S  9'^  ’  ^ pdip'
8 W =  |g ,x (S ,T )  { - ^  +  p(4,')2}  +  ^ g ,2( S ,T )  =
1 8 W
d p  ir ?  j ■ r ua(f)’
where S  =  |  (p' ) 2 +  +  (p0 ' ) 21 and T  = p'j^- Now, by direct calculation
we have th a t
aw
d F V<£ =  i o9,i +  - 5 hR 9'2}  H  +  { M ^  +  P(V,' )21 9'* +  I 9'2} 01
+ fp# \ ^ 2 _ P V ~  , _ m,/^2 , , j \ =  ftyl\  5  9,1 J a j j  5  9' ^ 2 ^  86 \ i l 2S  P ) 9,1 86 '
Hence the first variation is
f  d W  . d(j)i .
/ 7 7 7  V it - — (x)  dx =
J A d F ^  }d x a K }
L . L R { i l i + ^ h } ^ + { ^
+ { ^ 9 , X}  J |  -  . A. -  Bn,//*** 4. / - £ -  4. Ro'1  S, ^
(4.1.42)
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and, as p{R) and ip(R) are independent of 0, by integration by parts with respect 
to  9 (4.1.42) becomes
A ^ (VuW(a:)dx=
f *  r n $ p ' ~  J .  P -  \ 9 ^
L a L 0 R { s 9-i + R 9p \ d R  + 1 s l r  +  R p W )7)2] 9,i + p'9 ,2^
+ f Rpip1 _ 1 50-2 -RpV' ~
\  s  3,1 j  ai? s
g,i(j>2 dR  d6. (4.1.43)
As (p, -0) £ C 2((a, &)) by integrating by parts with respect to  R  we can write 
(4.1.43) as
f  d W  dfr
J A d F i i V u ) d ^ ( x ) d X
pb p2n f
JR=aJ0=0 I
27r r d_ 




+ ^  { R  + R p ^ 2}  P'1 + P'P'2]  ^  
~ 9 , i j (4.1.44)
Now on noting th a t
d Rpip' _ i W ~  1 d Rt?i>',  I
dR s  9,^ 1 S  9’L ~  p d R S  9,\
it follows th a t
f  d w  d<t>i
A ^ {VuW(a:)dx= 
S J M r  +^ +Rp^2]pp+p'pp}^
fo d R d O .  (4.1.45)f l p V -_ J l A
\ p d R
However, the coefficients of 0 1 and 02 in (4.1.45) are the expressions on the left- 
hand side of the Euler-Lagrange equations (4.1.9) and (4.1.10) respectively, and 
so a solution (p, 0 ) satisfying (4.1.9) and (4.1.10) gives rise to  a corresponding
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solution u  of the form (4.0.5) which satisfies
(4.1.46)
As (4.1.46) holds for all <f>, then by the fundamental lemma of the calculus of
solution of the full equilibrium equations, then (p, ip) satisfy (4.1.9) and (4.1.10). 
We also note the following.
C o ro lla ry  4 .1 .6  I f  (p, ip) is a minimiser of I  on A s^ m, then ip is monotonic on
P ro o f: By Proposition 4.1.3, a minimiser (p, ip) of I  on A s^ m must satisfy the
second Euler-Lagrange equation
where S  =  |V u |. Hence, we can write
and as g}i >  0 we have th a t ip is monotonic on [a, h]. □
G ra p h ic a l r e p re s e n ta t io n  o f  so lu tio n s  fo r c e r ta in  s to re d  e n e rg y  fu n c ­
tio n s .
The software package AUTO can be used to give a graphical representation of 
solutions p(R)  and ip(R) to the rotationally symmetric Euler-Lagrange equations 
for E  of the form (4.0.9), the equations being
variations (Lemma 3.1.22), integration of (4.1.45) by parts results in u  satisfying 
the equation (4.1.35) as required. □
It can also be shown, by a similar argument, th a t if u  (given by (4.0.5)) is a
[a, 6].
dR  S  ^  ° ’
d [Rp2ip' _
+  Rp(R)(iP'(R))2 + p'(R)h' p/{R)
(4.1.47)
and
[Rp2(R)i,'(R)}  =  0 (4.1.48)
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for specified functions h(d). AUTO was developed, initially by Doedel, to  perform 
limited numerical bifurcation analysis on algebraic systems and systems of first 
order ordinary differential equations of the form u'(t) = f{u(t) ,p) where /(*,•)> 
u(-) G Mn and p denotes one or more free parameters.
W ith this in mind, we must rewrite the two Euler-Lagrange equations as a system 
of four first order differential equations. In order to  do this we require an explicit 
form for W (F ) .  We will pu t W (F )  = ^ \F \2 +  /i(det(F )), and the examples we
Li
will consider have h of the form
(i) h(d) = d -  log(d),
(ii) h(d) = d + ^ >
(iii) h(d) =  d+-g-p .
Now in the case where F  =  Vw, where u (x )  is given by (4.0.5), and
W lV u )  =  i|Vu|2 + det(Vu) + ..v ' 2 1 1 v n(n  + l)(det(Vu))n
(with n  >  0) the two Euler-Lagrange equations are
p\ R)  +  Rp"(R) -  -  R p{ R) W{ R ) )2
( ( f / ( R ) )2 p(R)f/'(R) p ( R M R ) \ (  R  \ n+2
+ ^ ) ( — r - + — r ------------------------------------------------------ °
(4.1.49)
and
p2(R)ip'(R) +  2Rp(R)p'(R)ip'{R) +  Rp2 {R)ipu (R) =  0. (4.1.50)
(A similar form occurs for when h(d) = d — \og(d) and in th a t case n  =  0.) Hence 
(4.1.49) and (4.1.50) can be rewritten as





n R ) = {<L1JS2)
Rp(R)
Now (4.1.51) can be rearranged as
f - n ---------------------------- — 2--------------------------------------->• < 4X 53)






(pa)n+1 , XB+1 2 pnan+2 R no  ™ ,
pn{a)n+1 + R n 
(pr +  2 R ar)
Rp
(where a  and r  are functions of i2). Using AUTO plots can be obtained for
particular solutions p and ip of this system of equations for each of the stored
energy function W (F )  = - \ F \ 2 +  fi(det(F)) for h given by (i)-(iii) for twists of
z____________________________
27r to  87r, and using Matlab, with the data  from AUTO, the radial line of the
annulus for twists of 27r and 47r of the boundary can be plotted. These are as




Figure 4.1: Graphs of p and iJj for h(d) = d — log(d) for one to four twists.




Figure 4.3: Graphs of p and iJj for h(d) =  d +  — for one to four twists.
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Figure 4.5: Graphs of p and for h(d) = d +  — z for one to four twists.
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Figure 4.6: The radial line of the annulus for the case hid) =  d -\— — for one and
6 c r
two twists.
4.2 The degenerate case: explicit determ ination  
of a potential minimiser.
In this section we consider a model annulus problem in which the energy func­
tional is such th a t the Euler-Lagrange equations can be integrated to obtain an 
explicit solution. For our model problem we consider W  of the form (4.0.6) and 
put h =  0. As a consequence the stored energy function is W (F )  — - \ F \ 2, and so
we are minimising the Dirichlet integral: we refer to  this case as the degenerate
case as the stored energy function no longer satisfies W  (F) —> oo as det (F) —> 0+ . 
Restricting ourselves to deformations u  of the form (4.0.5) the energy functional 
is
E (u )  = J ^ \ V u \ 2dx. = ir i j j ( /9 ') 2 +  ( - 0  +{pip')2\d R = :2 ir I { p , ip )
(4.2.1)
and the Euler-Lagrange equations for I(p, ijj) given by (4.2.1) are formally
- ^ [ R p '(R )]  = ^ -  + R p ( R W ( R ) ) \  (4.2.2)
=  0. (4.2.3)
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We will define a suitable set of admissible deformations for the model problem of 
minimising E (u )  as given by (4.2.1) and we will obtain a candidate for a minimiser 
(p, ip) on th a t set. It will be shown later (Chapter 6) th a t this candidate minimises 
the Dirichlet integral in a more general class of admissible variations.
We first determine an admissible set of deformations on which to  minimise E. 
As W (F )  is strictly convex there is only one solution of the Euler-Lagrange 
equations throughout A  satisfying the boundary conditions u ( x )  =  x  on d A  and 
det(Vw) > 0 and this is the identity map u (x )  = x  in A. Hence if AT >  0 there 
will not be a minimiser (p, ip) of I(p,ip) on the set
=  {(/°> ^0 e  W 1,]-((a, b)) : p(a) =  a, p(b) =  b, p'(R) >  0 a.e. on (a, b),
ip(a) — 0 ,ip(b) =  2Nir}.
However, the technique of [64] can be adapted to show the existence of minimisers 
(p, ip) of 7(p, ip) on the set
A x m =  {(p, ip) E W 1,1((a, b)) : p(a) =  a, p(b) = b, p'(R) > 0 a.e. on (a, 6),
ip(a) =
Hence we will consider ^4^m as our set of admissible deformations. Thus we are 
allowing deformations u  such th a t on part of the annulus det(V u) can equal 0. 
(Note th a t we are not allowed to take two-sided variations a t those points of a 
minimiser where det(V u(a;)) =  0.)
Now a minimiser for 7(p, ip) can only satisfy both Euler-Lagrange equations in the 
region where det(V u) >  0. Hence the function p corresponding to the minimiser 
(p, ip) will not satisfy the Euler-Lagrange equation for p, th a t is (4.2.2), through­
out [a, b], since on part of the annulus we must have p’(R) =  0 as de t(V u) =  p'-^. 
However, the condition det(V u) >  0 does not prevent us from taking two-sided 
variations of ip around a minimiser. Thus the Euler-Lagrange equation for ip, 
th a t is (4.2.3), is satisfied throughout [a,b].
Now we can rewrite (4.2.3) as
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where A; is a constant of integration, and hence (4.2.2) becomes
+  ,4.2 5 )
A possible candidate for p(R) can be constructed by smoothly piecing together 
a solution p of the equation (4.2.5) on [Rq, b] with a  constant function on [a, R q], 
where Ro is chosen so th a t p'(Ro) =  0 and p'{R) >  0 for R  > Rq. Hence, our 
candidate for p(R) is
* * > = { • , » >  <4 M »[ p{R) on[i20,5J.
Also, our candidate for ip(R) is
“ l ^ , 1 <*">[ ip2{R) on [R{),b].
where ipi(R) is such th a t (4.2.4) holds on [a,i?o] and ip2{R ) is such th a t (4.2.4) 
holds on [Ro,b].
The main result in this section is the following.
P ro p o s i t io n  4.2 .1  Let (p, ip) G ^4^m with p(R) defined by (4-2,6) and ip(R) 
defined by (4-2.7) be the form for the minimiser of I(p, ip) on A s^ m, with p(R) 
satisfying (4-2.5) andip(R) satisfying (4 .2 .4 ), and where Ro is such that p’{Ro) =
0, p{Ro) =  a and p(R) > 0 for R >  R 0. Then our candidate for  an explicit form
of a solution to the problem of minimsing I(p,ip) on A sf(m is
a on [a, i?o]
1 f '->2 B  Al *  (4-2.8)
V 2 \ A R + I r > ~ c * on[R<hb]
and
(M!) on [a, flo]




\ ( b 2 -  a2)(a2b2 +  k 2) 
a 1
^  u - 1 ( 2  k 2\ 2
’ B - 4 \ a + ^ j
k 2
and C  =  — — a , and where k is a constant of integration determined by solving
a
W - )aL \  a J
t t _l (2 A b 2 - C 2\  OAr
=  tan  (  2k ) “ tan  ( 2k 1 +  2NW-
In order to  show this we need some preliminary results. We will proceed as 
follows:
1. We will determine the general solution of the Euler-Lagrange equations 
(4.2.2) and (4.2.3).
2. We will then determine the constants in order th a t the above candidate 
satisfies the boundary conditions and is C 1 a t R  =  Ro.
3. Then we will show th a t the constants are determined uniquely. In showing 
this an explicit form for the candidate for the minimiser is obtained.
In order to determine the solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equations (4.2.2) and
(4.2.3) we put t  =  —, T  = pit) =  ^ 5 1  an(j — ip(R). Then p'it) =  p 'iR ),
a „ a a
p"{t) =  ap"{R) and ^ '( t)  =  a'ijj'(R). Hence the second Euler-Lagrange equation
(4.2.3) becomes
tp2(t)^ '( t)  =  K , (4.2.10)
where K  is a constant of integration. Also the first Euler-Lagrange equation
(4.2.2) becomes
tp"(t) + p \ t )  tp(t){i>'{t)Y =  0, (4.2.11)
and substitution of (4.2.10) into (4.2.11) gives us th a t
tp"{t) +  m - m - :^ r r  0. (4.2.12)
We now show the following.
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L em m a 4 .2 .2
m  =  ^ 2  { M 2  +  ^ - C Y '  (42'13)
where
A  = ^ ( r 2 + ^ + [ L T 2 + T 4 - K 2] i \ ,  B  = K 2 +  ^  and C  = L,
(4.2.14)
satisfies (4-2.12) and the boundary condition p(T) =  T , where K  and L  are 
constants of integration.
P ro o f: Upon making the change of variables t  =  es and putting p(s) =  p(t),
if we multiply (4.2.12) by p'(s) and integrate with respect to s, (4.2.12) becomes
+  =  i  ( 4 ,2 J 5 )
ds J  p2(s)
where L  is another constant of integration. In order to obtain an explicit form of 
p(s) satisfying (4.2.15) and p(logT) =  T  where T  =  and hence a form of p(t)
  CL
satisfying (4.2.12) and p{T) =  T, we can rewrite (4.2.15) as
Pu tting  v = v2 it can be shown from (4.2.16) th a t
PW =  ^ { ^ 2 +  | J - C } 5 , (4.2.17)
where
A  =  j r 2 +  ^  +  [LT2 +  T* -  K 2] * j  , B  = K 2 +
(4.2.18)
L 2
—  and C  = L, 
4
and p(t) satisfies p{T) = T .  □
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Hence, our candidate for p(t) is
L on [Mo]
Ptt) =  { 1 f  „ 2 B  £ r (4.2.19)
V 2 \ A t + A f i ~ C j  ° n [ t o , T l
since p( 1) =  1 is a boundary condition, with A, B  and C  as given in (4.2.18). 
Note th a t B  > 0 and C 2 — AB <  0. (This will be useful in obtaining an expression 
for \j>(t ).)
We have yet to  show th a t p is C 1 a t t  = to and th a t
/5(to)= ' U 2 { A^ + ^ ~ C \  =1, ( 4 2 ' 2 0 )
( a - b °
p '(to)=  -1 ----------------   = 0 .  (4.2.21)
V 2  { A t 2 ° + ~  c }
We now determine the constants A, B  and C  so th a t these conditions hold and, 
in particular, we want to  show th a t these constants can be uniquely determined, 
so th a t we can say th a t there exists a solution where p(t) of the form (4.2.19) 
satisfying the boundary conditions. We also wish to  show th a t there is only one 
possible value of t0 in [a, b]. In order to do this, we first show th a t A, B , C  and 
t 0 can all be w ritten in terms of T  and K  only.
L e m m a  4 .2 .3  Let p(t) of the form (4-2.19) satisfy the conditions p(T) = T ,  
p'(to) =  0 and p(to) =  1, and ip(t) satisfy (4-2.10). Then
(1) the constants A, B , C  and to can all be written in terms o f T  and K ;
(2) K  must satisfy
2Nir = K  ln(<0) -  tan ” 1 ( - t )  +  ta n -1 (  ^ — ~  ) • (4.2.22)
P ro o f:
Part (1). From (4.2.21) we get th a t
to = ( § ) * ■  (4.2.23)
Substitution of (4.2.23) into (4.2.20) gives th a t 2 =  2B% — C , which results in
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K 2 =  1 +  L. Hence B  = \ ( K 2 + l ) 2, C  =  K 2 -  1 and
4
A = h { T 2 + ^ r 1
+ [(r2- i ) ( r 2 + i<r2)]U.
Hence the constants A , B  and C  can all be written in terms of T  and the constant
of integration K ,  and thus to can be written in terms of T  and K .
Part (2). From the Euler-Lagrange equation (4.2.10) we have th a t
( 4 2 2 4 )
and so as ^(1) =  0 we have
2Nn = j{T) = £_£_dtj (4.2.25)
which we can rearrange to get
K  =  ,  (4.2.26)
{/„ m  4
Substitution of p(t) given by (4.2.19) into (4.2.26) gives th a t
2Nir
K  =
{ / > + / : -  ( A t 2 +  - ^ r  -  C ]  dt
and so we have
2 Nir =  K \n ( t0) ------------------r tan
- t o  t  V A t*
2K  - i  (  2A tl -  C
( 4 B - C 2)s W 4 B - C 2)5
2 K  /  2 A T 2 -  C
— tan
( 4 £ - C 2)5 \ ( 4 B - C 2) t
t _i / 2Atl  — C \  / 2 A T 2 — C \
=  K ln ( t0) — tan "  (  2/ f ~ ) + t a n  (  2iT~ )
=  K ln(f0) -  t a n - 1 ( 1 )  +  ta n " 1 ( ^  ^ )  (4.2.27)
as required. □
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We can also determine t ).
L e m m a  4 .2 .4  Let ij)(t) be a solution of (4.2.24) satisfying ^>(1) =  0 and V>(T) =  
2Nir.  Then
K\n(t)  o n [ l , t 0]
= { . - i  { 2 A t2 ~  L \  - i  ( 2 A T 2 -  L
tan  V— —  )  ~  tan  V 2 ^  )  + 2Nir Gn ^ ° ’
(4.2.28)
with L  =  K 2 — 1 and
j T 2 +  1 +  [(AT2 -  i )T 2 + T i - K 2] * \ .
P ro o f: We integrate (4.2.24) for the two cases where t  G [1, to] and where
t  G [*0,21. For t G [1, to] integration of (4.2.24) between 1 and t gives
=  f  — dr = K \n ( t) .  (4.2.29)
7r=i r
For * G [*0)2"] integration of (4.2.24) between t and T  gives
•r o /  ^  \  - i
A r 2
2Ntt — ,ip(t) =  J  -  ( A r 2 +  — C  ) dr
! ( 2 A T 2 +  1 -  K 2\  , /2 A t2 +  1 -  i f 2
=  tan -1 ----------    -  ta n -1 I ----------------------
V 2 K  )  tan  V 2 i f
Thus
. . .  _l ( 2 A t 2 + l - K 2\  _ x ( 2 A T 2 + l - K 2\  ,tf>(t) = 2iV7r + tan -^---—----J - tan -^--- —---- J (4.2.30)
and thus ^ ( t ) is given by (4.2.28) as required. □
Now recall th a t we must have t 0 G (1 ,T ), th a t is
1 <  ( | ? ) 4 < T.  (4.2.31)
As we would like to show th a t for all T  >  1 there exists a unique value of to such 
th a t (4.2.27) holds, and as t0 can be written in terms of T  and K,  it now remains 
to  show th a t there is a unique value of K.
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It can be shown that for (4.2.31) to hold either
( 1  +  3T2\ *  / l  + ZT2 \% „
-o o  < K  < — y T 2 _ 1 J  or ^ J 2 _ 1 J  < K <  oo.
Let
/  1 \  /  2 >4T 2 4 - 1  — 2 \
Q(K)  := ta n -1 ( — J -  tan -1 f  — ------------j +  2A^ 7r -  K  ln (t0) (4.2.32)
with t0 given by (4.2.23). We want Q(K)  = 0. Note th a t £l(K) =  ^ ( t j ) — ^(tg  )•
Lem m a 4.2.5 There is a unique value of K  in the region
< « *
satisfying Q,(K) =  0.
P ro o f: We proceed in the following way:
(a) We differentiate ft (If) with respect to K ,  with a view to  showing th a t for
K  in the region (4.2.33) Q,'(K) is one-signed. If this is the case then there
must be a t most one value of K  in each of the two regions
(  / l  + 3T2\ ^ \  , /  / 1  + 3T2\  *J and ’°°
such th a t f t(K )  =  0.
(b) We then consider the behaviour of f t( lf )  as K  —> ±oo  and as
1 + 3T2\ s
K
T 2 — 1
(1 +  3T 2\— — — J 1 and ^lim  ft ( if )  are both  posi- 
1 +  3T2\
tive, and also th a t ft ( ( — — — J j is positive but ^lim f t ( i f ) is negative,
and thus th a t there is only one value of K  such th a t K  is in (4.2.33) and 
f t ( i f ) =  0.
(See Figure 4.7.)
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Figure 4.7: A possible graph for £l(K) for K  in the region (4.2.33).
For (a), since £l(K) is a very complicated-looking expression, the computer al­
gebra system Maple V can be used to help establish the sign of Q!(K) in the 
required region. It can be shown, upon using Maple V, putting
where n > 0, and after some very involved algebraic manipulation, th a t Q!(K) < 
0 for all possible T  >  1, and thus Q'(K) < 0 when K  lies in the region given in 
(4.2.33).
For (b), it can be seen th a t as K  —> oo, £l(K) —>■ —oo and as K  —»■ —oo, 
t i (K )  —> oo. Also
K  = ±  ( ^ y )  2 (4-2.34)
corresponds to  to =  1. Hence putting K q and K q to be the two values of K  as 
given by (4.2.34) we see th a t
,  _ lm-. (ixi'-H-iKtrQ(Kj-) =  tan  ( -------------- J ~  tan  ( ----------------  ) +  2 N v
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and
Q ( K 0 ) =  tan + 2Ntt.
P utting
we see th a t ^ (A o-) =  2 N tt +  V  and =  2N7T — V. If we assume th a t
then —7r < V  < i r and hence (2N  — l)7r <  <  (2N  +  l)7r and (2 N  — l)7r <
<  (2iV+l)7r. In any case we have th a t >  0 and Q (K0 ) >  0. Hence
as Q(Kq)  > 0, Q(K)  -> oo as K  —»■ —oo and £V(K)  <  0 for K  G (—oo, K q )  it 
follows th a t there are no values of K  in (—oo, K q )  such th a t Q(K)  =  0. Also as 
fi(A'o') >  0, Q(K)  —► —oo as K  —► oo and Q'(K)  <  0 for K  G (Kq,  oo) it follows 
th a t there is only one value of K  in (Ag^oo) such th a t Sl(K) =  0. Hence there 
is a unique K  such th a t fi(K ) =  0, given th a t 10 G (1 ,T ). □
We are now in a position to prove Proposition 4.2.1.
P r o o f  o f  P ro p o s it io n  4.2 .1: By Lemma 4.2.3 and Lemma 4.2.5, the constants
A, B  and C  in p(t) given by (4.2.19) can be uniquely determined, and so by 
Lemma 4.2.2 we can write down a candidate for p(t) satisfying the necessary 
conditions.




with K  being uniquely determined, L = K 2 — 1 and
A = h  ( r 2 + ^ 2  1 +  [(K 2 - l )T 2 + T i - K 2 ] * ]
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Hence our candidate for p(R)  and ip(R) are
P ( K )  =  ^
a on [a, Rq]





H R )  =
, ( 2 A R 2 — C \  x ( 2 Ab2 - C  . Ar r„  tl
tan  I ----- —------I — tan  I ------ —-----  I +  2 N n  on [i?0, 6],
2k 2k
(4.2.37)
where k = a2 K ,
A  = — < b + -
1 ( k 2
b2 2 \  a
+ — (b2 — a2)(a2b2 +  k 2) or
A 1 (  2 k 2' 2
' 4 \
k2
and C  =  a2L  =  — — a2, and where Ro is such th a t p'(i?o) =  0? p(Ro) =  a> and 
p(R) > 0 for R  > Ro. □
This is our candidate for the minimiser. As already noted, it will be shown in 
C hapter 6 th a t this candidate, which is rotationally symmetric, minimises the 
energy functional in a more general class of deformations.
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Chapter 5 
R otationally sym m etric  
deform ations of an 
incom pressible annulus.
In this chapter we consider rotationally symmetric deformations of the form 
(4.0.5) of an incompressible annulus in which the deformations are subject to 
the additional constraint
det(Vtx) =  1 a.e. in A. (5.0.1)
Thus we are considering a more restrictive class of deformations. Recall th a t for 
deformations of the form (4.0.5) we have (4.0.8). Hence, de t(V u) =  p'— =  1 
from (5.0.1), and so p(R) = (R 2 +  c)s. The boundary conditions p(a) =  a, 
p(b) = b result in c =  0, and so for incompressible deformations u  of the form 
(4.0.5) we must have
p(R) =  R  a.e. in [a,b]. (5.0.2)
Thus from (4.0.8) we have |V ti |2 =  2 +  (R'tp')2.
We will consider polyconvex stored energy functions of the form W ( V u )  = 
g(\V u \)  and, as before, if we also assume th a t <f(|.F|) >  0 then g is convex 
in i/y. Hence we now wish to show th a t there exist minimisers for E ( u )  given by
rb




A™  =  {v> e  w l,l((a, b)) : ip(a) =  0, V'(f’) =  2N n}.  (5.0.4)
This is achieved by means of the following result.
P ro p o s it io n  5.0.1 Let W  be of the form W ( F )  =  <j(|F|). Let g : R  —» R  be a 
C 2 convex function such that g'(\F\) > 0 and
g(\F\) > 0 ^  + 01
for  all F  G M 2x2 where p  > 2; C\ >  0 and C 2  are constants. Then there exists a 
minimiser for  7 (^) on A™  for each N  G NU {0}, where I  (ip) is given by (5.0.3) 
and A 1™ is given by (5.0.4)-
Further, i f  g is a strictly convex function and fp is a minimiser of I(ip) in A™  
then ip G C 2((a,b)) and ip satisfies the equation
J L
dR =  0 (5.0.5)S'
for  R  G [a, b], where S  =  |V u | =  {1 +  1 +  (Rip’)2}^.
The m ethod of proving this result is analogous to th a t of Propositions 4.1.2 & 
4.1.3 and is omitted.
The next result is one in which we show the relationship between solutions ip of 
(5.0.5) and solutions of the equilibrium equations for E.  In order to show this we 
will consider the weak form of the equilibrium equations for an incompressible 
body. As noted in [8], the equilibrium equations for an incompressible two- 




t (V u (®)) -  P (as)(a4j(V u(® )))f =  0, x  € A , i =  1,2, (5.0.6)
9Ft
are the Euler-Lagrange equations for the functional
E( u )  =  [  W (V u (* )) -  P (* ){ d e t(V u (* )))  -  1} dx,
JA
and thus in the proof of the following result we will consider the weak form of 
the equilibrium equations, th a t is
/  “  ^ ( aj)(adj(V u (a;)))T|  ’ V 0 (* ) dx =  0 (5.0.7)
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for <p G Cl(A) .




=  0 (5.0.8)
where S  =  |V it| =  {2 -\-(Rip1)2} 2 , then there exists a hydrostatic pressure P ( x )  
P ( R)  (unique up to a constant) where
=  L j L
d R ( 1 R d R § m
s '( s )  r w y _,
R S
such that a solution ip of (5.0.8) gives rise to a corresponding solution u  of the 
full Euler-Lagrange equations for E , that is (5.0.6).
P ro o f : We will first show th a t (5.0.7) is satisfied for all <p G Cq(A),  since if this
is the case then as ip G C 2((a, b)) it follows th a t (5.0.6) holds. As W ( F )  =  g(\F\) 
we have
m  =  ! ^ F | ) K
d F |F|
- /  p \  d W
Now putting W (V it) =  W  ( pr, —, pip' ), we have —— such th a t the set of equa-
\ R  /  or
tions (4.1.38) holds.
Also we consider variations <p{x) of the form (4.1.40) satisfying the same con­
ditions as in the proof of Proposition 4.1.5, except th a t now ip(R) is such th a t 
I(ip) =  inf I  and obtain V<p to be of the form (4.1.41).
Ainc
N
Now for this case we have th a t
d(f / )  S 9 (  ’’ dp S  I R? ) R d ( f )
d W  p t / / .  1 d W




(ad j(V u))T.V 0  =  tr((ad j(V u ))T(V 0 )T) =  
/
tr
—  —P'lp' R  ^
0 p'
_  p f 50i
(  **
d R
1 d(t> 1 0 iV 50 /
, r 1 5 0 i  02
0 - p '
+ l  - l  ^
(  ~a s  v v
1 d<j) 2 <f> 2
V S lf tT  ~R 1 1
(5.0.9)
Hence we have
r f a w
J A \ d F
(Vw(a:)) — P (a;)(ad j(V it(« )))T > .V0>(a;) dx =
/•fe /»27r f  d j
J R = a J 0 =0 I ,e)p}^  + { I  +  W ) 2 S'(S) P ( P d1!
+  ^ s ' ( 5 ) f |  -  + ?h-p>P(R,e) -  ^ p,p'P(R,e) d R  d6
(5.0.10)
and as p(i?) = R  we have 
5VEJA f e ( V u ( x ) )  “ •P(x)(adKVu(a:))):r } -V*.) dx =
L I X t T  -  **»>} M  + {[■ + * « '«  ®  -  f(A»)} A
(5.0.11)
and S  is now {2 +  (Rip1)2} 2 .
Let 'ip(R) be a solution of the Euler-Lagrange equation
d_
dR
=  0 .
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Then we can say that
nb /*2ir
J  R—d J  0=0
J I A
9_o R  dR  [ S  
Hence the first variation is now 
d W
4>2 d R  dO — 0.
JA d F (Vu(® )) — P (*)(ad j(V u(a;))) >V<f>(x) dx =
L £ R ( t t  - #)} { I1 + ®  -  H r , ' » ) [ *
+ ^ P ( R ,  9) -  R ^ iP'P(R, 6) d R  dB.
(5.0.12)
Now we can choose P (R , 9) =  P( R)  where
^ . ( R )  =  1 - 1
d R ( ’ R d R |  m
g'(S) R t f ) 2*
R S m -
Then, upon integration by parts of (5.0.12), it can be shown th a t (5.0.7) holds. 
As ip(R) 6 C 2((a, b)) it can further be shown th a t (5.0.6) holds as required. □ 
We note th a t the stored energy function defined in (5.0.3) is strictly convex in 
and hence for each N  € N there exists a t most one smooth solution xp of the 
Euler-Lagrange equation satisfying the corresponding boundary conditions.
E x a m p le  5 .0 .3  We now consider the case where the stored energy function is 
W ( F )  = Thus the total energy (5.0.3) takes the form
E ( u )  = 7 T f  R{2 +  {Rip')2) dR.
J  a
This satisfies the conditions of Propositions 5.0.1 and 5.0.2. Thus xp satisfies
d
^ [ * V ( * ) ]  =  °.
In this case the associated hydrostatic pressure term P ( R)  is such that
(5.0.13)
P '(P )  =  - R ( n R ) ) 2. (5.0.14)
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Hence using the boundary conditions ip(a) =  0, ip(b) =  2 N it we find that
T/„. 2NTra2b2 I  1 1 \  , 4jV27T2a464
^ R ) =  { - 2 ~  i p )  and P (R ) =  ( i2 _  a2)2jR4 (5'°-15)
satisfy (5.0.13) and (5.0.14)- (Note that ip(R) is monotonic.)
It will be shown in Chapter 6 th a t the rotationally symmetric incompressible 
equilibrium solution constructed in the above example is a weak local minimiser 
in a general class of deformations.
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Chapter 6
M inim ising properties of 
rotationally sym m etric equilibria.
In this chapter we will consider the minimisation properties of the explicit ro ta­
tionally symmetric equilibrium solutions obtained for the energy functional
in both  the degenerate case (§4.2) and the incompressible case (Example 5.0.3) 
with respect to more general, not necessarily rotationally symmetric deforma­
tions.
We will show in §6.1 (the degenerate compressible case) th a t the rotationally 
symmetric candidate constructed in §4.2 minimises the energy functional in a 
class of non-rotationally symmetric admissible variations, and hence rotationally 
symmetric equilibria are minimisers in this class of admissible deformations. We 
will also show in §6.2 (the incompressible case) th a t the rotationally symmetric 
equilibria obtained in Example 5.0.3 are weak local minimisers in a  general class 
of admissible incompressible deformations. In §6.3 we will tu rn  our attention to 
extending the analysis of §6.2 to  the case of deformations of an annulus composed 
of slightly compressible elastic material, where the energy functional Eg{u) is th a t 
for an annulus composed of compressible neo-Hookean material and is of the form
(6.0.1)
|V u |2 +  - /i(d e t(V u )) dx. (6 .0 .2)
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6.1 The degenerate case: minimisation of the  
Dirichlet integral.
Recall th a t in §4.2 the candidate for p(R)  and ip(R) th a t we obtained was given 
by
x on [a, i?o]
m  ^ 7 2  | i f l 2  + “c on[R o’b]
and
=
k , ( R
77 loS a on [a, R 0]
A _1 ( 2 A r 2 - C 2 \  _ J 2 A b 2 - C 2 . r„  tl




A - b v + \ { ^ ] +
—  (b2 — a2)(a2b2 +  k 2) 
a 1
k 2 2
and C  =  — — a , and where R 0 was such th a t p'{Rq) =  0, p (R q) = a and
a
p'{R) > 0 for R  > Ro. We now want to show th a t this choice of (p, ijj) minimises 
E  given by (6.0.1). The approach we take is based on a method used in [64]. 
Consider the map u ( x )  +  e<}>(x) where u ( x )  is of the form
u ( x )  =  p(R)
cos (6 +  4>{R)) 
sin(0 +  ip{R))
(6.1.3)
where p(R) given by (6.1.1) and ip(R) given by (6.1.2) are our candidate for the 
minimiser. We first introduce the concept of an admissible variation.
D efinition 6.1.1 ([64, D efinition 2.1] page 671) Given any deformation u  
of A, we say that (j> 6 Wq’p(A), p  > 2, is an a d m is s ib le  v a r ia t io n  of u  i f  
for  almost all x  6 A  and for all e > 0 sufficiently small we have d e t(V u (* ) +  
eV<f>(x)) > 0 and u  +  e<j> : A  —► A.
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The reason why we have to consider admissible variations is due to the fact th a t 
we do not want det(V ti(a;) +  eV<f>(x)) <  0 on a set of positive measure and so 
as we are considering deformations where det(V u) >  0 we are not allowed to 
consider two-sided variations around an equilibrium solution throughout A.
We write <p{x) in the form
4>{x) = m ,  e) ( cos{e + m )  )  +  A(R, e) (  - sin{e + )  , (6.1.4)
v J \ s i n ( 9  + iP(R)) J  \  cos(0 +  ip{R)) ) '  V '
where ip(R) is as in (6.1.2). We now determine the conditions on H(R,  9) and
A (R, 9) such th a t <p(x) is an admissible variation.
P r o p o s i t io n  6.1 .2  For (f) of the form (6.1.4) to be an admissible variation o f u  
given by (6.1.3) we must have
(Al) n > 0,
/ a \ dU k d li  ^
 ^  ^ d R  ~  a W d e  -
for  R  G [a, J?o]. (Note that there is no restriction on A .)
P ro o f: If we write
u \  u \  \  (  <b\ d>\-1 »2 1 V7 sh — [ “ 1 »2
we require th a t (uji +  c<p\)(u% +  e(t>%) ~  (^,2 +  +  e(f?i) >  and hence
th a t u\v?2 -  +  e(u\(p% + 4>)\u*2 “  ^ 2 ^ 1  ~  ^ 1^,2) +  e2((p\<l?2 “  ^ 2 ^ 1 ) > 0.
Now d e t(V n ) =  1 =  0 on B ro \  B a since p '(R ) =  0 for R  G [a, i?0],
and so for e >  0 sufficiently small we require u\4?2 +  2 — — ^ 1^2  — 0-
It can be shown th a t
-1 12 -1 -2 -1 ±2 - 2 /i a (  dip dU. d U \u ^  + ^ u 2 -  ^  —  + d R )
and so we require
th a t is
dU dU dtp r D 1
M - m a R - °  S » S 6 | a . R .  ],
for R  6  [a, Ro], (6.1.5)
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for <[> to  be an admissible variation.
Now we consider u  + e<j>. We require u  + c4>: A —> A  for e > 0 sufficiently small. 
For this to  be true we must have |w-f e</>| >  a. Now, |u  4- e<f>|2 =  (a +  eII)2+ e 2A2, 
and so we want (a +  ell)2 +  e2A2 >  a2, and so we require II >  0 for R  on [a, i?0] 
in order th a t u  +  e</>: A —> A  for e >  0 sufficiently small. □
R e m a rk  6 .1 .3  It is possible to have variations 0  of the form  (6.1.4) such that 
(A l) holds but (A2) does not necessarily hold throughout [a, Ro], one example
being U(R,  6) = —— ^  rr- sin ( | , A(R, 6) =  0, where 0 < ( i < l .
R  — [a — o) \  b — a J
The main result in this section is the following.
P ro p o s i t io n  6 .1 .4  Let u(x) be the rotationally symmetric deformation defined 
by (6.1.3) where p(R) is defined by (6.1.1) and ip(R) is defined by (6.1.2). Then
E ( u  + e<t>) > E{u)  +  ^  f  |V 0 |2dx
2 J a
for  all admissible variations <f> G W q’2(A).
P ro o f: For deformations of the form u  +  ecf> the energy is given by
E ( u  + e(f>) =  f  ^ |V (ti +  e(/))\2 dx 
J a 2
=  [  i |V u |2 dx +  e2 /" i|V</>|2 dx +  e f  Vu.S7<j> dx 
J a 2 J a 2 J a
and hence we require to  show th a t
Vu.V<£ dx >  0 (6.1.6)
L
for all admissible <f> /  0. The proof proceeds in two stages: 
Step 1. Using index notation, where
i dvl 
v* =
’a d x a ’ 
we can write
J  Vu.V<t> dx =  J A ^ a f , a dx 
J a
= f  dx
J B b\ B RQ J BRQ\Ba
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(as A  = Bi, \  B a =  Bi, \  U \  B„ where B c denotes a  disc of radius c)
=  [  <t>%na ds -  /  4>%na ds -  f  < f> % a  dx
J d B b  J O B r q J B b \ B n 0
+  [  4>lu]ana ds -  [  (f)lu1OLna ds -  [  <f)lu]aa dx (6.1.7)
J d B R 0 J d B a  J  BR0 \ B a
by use of the divergence theorem (where n  =  (nQ) is the outward unit normal). 
Now
f  dx =  0 (6.1.8)
since in this region u  satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equation A ii =  0.
Also, as the outward unit normal to the region B i)\ B rq on d B ^  is in the opposite 
direction to  th a t to the region B rq \  B a on OBrq and u is C 1 across d B ^  (since 
p(R)  and 'ip(R) are C 1 a t Ro) we can say tha t
[  na ds +  [  (f)lu%olna ds =  0, (6.1.9)
J d B bU dB RQ ’ J d B RQUdBa
since ^  =  0 on 8 A. Hence putting (6.1.8) and (6.1.9) into (6.1.7) we have th a t
j  Vu.V</> dx =  — /  <f>.Au dx.
J a  J B R 0 \B a
Hence to  prove (6.1.6) it is sufficient to show th a t —<j>.Au >  0 for R e  [a, .Ro]- 
Step 2. Using the fact th a t u {x )  is of the form (6.1.3), th a t
^ (R )  =  \  log ( —\  for R  e  [a, R 0}
az \  a J
and th a t
• ( 8ul d R  8ul 89
u n n — ( ttvt   h ~— < ,8 R  dxa 89 8 x a 
it can be shown th a t for R  G [a, R q]
Afl “ ( *  +  f W  c° f  +  * (* ) )  | . ( 6 .^ 0 )
R  \ a 4 /  I sin(0 +  ^(i?))
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Hence for <fi(x) of the form (6.1.4) we have
-4> .Au  =  |  - n  { - ^  (< ?  +  * ) } for R  e  ^  ^
(  0 for R  e  (Ro,b\.
By Proposition 6.1.2, n  >  0 holds for R  6 [a, R0] since <f)(x) is an admissible
variation. Thus > 0 on Bb \  B a, and so
|V(w +  e</>)|2 dx >  J  i |V u |2 dx + e2 J  ^ |V</>|2 dx.
Hence u  of the form (6.1.3) where p(R) is given by (6.1.1) and 'ip(R) is given by
(6.1.2) minimises E in this more general class of admissible variations. □
6.2 The incompressible case: positivity of the  
second variation.
We now return  to  the case in Example 5.0.3 of an incompressible nonlinear elastic 
body occupying the annular region A. We consider the energy functional
E(u) := (  i |V w |2 dx (6.2.1)
J a 2
defined for incompressible deformations u  : A  —»> A, th a t is those deformations 
satisfying the internal constraint
det(V u) =  1 a.e. in A. (6.2.2)
Recall th a t if u  is rotationally symmetric and of the form (4.0.5) then the con­
strain t (6.2.2) implies th a t p(R) = (R 2 +  c)^ and the boundary conditions ensure 
th a t p(R) = R. In Chapter 5 we showed the existence of a unique rotationally 
symmetric minimiser in A 1™ for each N  and th a t each minimiser satisfied the 
equilibrium equations with a corresponding pressure term  P ( R ). In this section 
we show th a t each of the rotationally symmetric minimisers is a weak local min­
imiser in a class of general deformations. In order to  show this we require the 
second variation of E  around a rotationally symmetric deformation.
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6.2.1 Derivation of the second variation around an equi­
librium solution.
For p > 2, let A mc be of the form
A mc :=  { u  G W 1,P(A) : de t(V u) =  1 a.e. in A, u ( x )  = x  on d A }. (6.2.3)
Let u  G A mc be a solution of the equilibrium equations
d  f d W
~(S7u{x)) -  P (* )(a d j(V ti(* )))f  = 0 ,  x  G A, * =  1,2, (6.2.4)
and consider a one-parameter family of incompressible deformations u £, e G 
( — C>C)> satisfying uq =  u  and u £\qa =  so th a t it is embedded in a one- 
param eter family of incompressible deformations satisfying the same boundary 
conditions. We note th a t if (6.2.2) holds then
We first give two results on the properties of the first and second derivatives of 
u £ with respect to  e.
L e m m a  6.2 .1  Let u  be embedded in a one-parameter family of incompressible 
deformations and let
Then (p is in T ( u )  where
and by (6.2.5) the result follows. □
P ro p o s it io n  6 .2 .2  Let u  be embedded in a one-parameter family of incompress­
ible deformations and let
adj(V it) =  (V u )” 1. (6.2.5)
T ( u )  = { f  e  C l {A\ R2) : V / .( ( V t t)_1)T =  0 a.e. in A , f  = 0 on dA}.
P ro o f: Differentiating d e t(V ite) =  1 with respect to  e gives us th a t
Then r  is in S {u \ p )  where
S(u;<p) =  { g e  :
V<7.((Vw)-1 )t  — V<p.((Vii)_1Vy>(Vti)_1)T =  0 in A ,g  = 0 on dA}.
P ro o f: Differentiating d e t(V u e) =  1 twice with respect to e gives us th a t
d2u e
| ( a d j(V U£) f . v ( ^ +  (adj(V tt£)) .V
e=0





=  0 . (6 .2.6)
e=0
=  0. (6.2.7)
e=0
Now V u e(V ite)_1 =  Id. Thus Vwe(V ite)_1H-Vite(V u e)-1 =  0, where im denotes 
differentiation with respect to  e. Thus, —(V u e)_1V iie(Vwe)_1 =  (V u £)_1 so th a t 
in particular — (V tt)-1Vy>(Vii)-1 =  ((V it)-1) and so we can rewrite (6.2.7) as
- ( ( V tz ) - 1V y>(V u)-1)7' .V ^ +  { ( (V tie C 'f '.V
{
i - 1  \ T d2u t
de2





=  0 (6 .2 .8)
e=0
e=0
The results th a t ip E T {u )  and r  € S ( u \ p )  can be found in [30]. We now recall 
the forms of the first and second variations of E  around u .  The first variation of 
E  around u  is
d r dW
= S E ( u ) ( p ) =  /  —— (Vii).V^? dx, (6.2.9)
r=o J a o r
or in index notation
f  d W
6E(u)(<p) =  ^  ^ r ( V « ) ^ „  dx, (6 .2 .10)
and the second variation of E  around u  is
*L
de2
E ( u c)
e=0
d2W  \  d W
= S*E(0)(V , V) =  I ( a p 5 -(V O )V v j .V v +  —  (V u ) .V r  dx,
(6 .2.11)
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or in index notation
r d2W  d W
52E(u)((p, <p) =  /  ---- : — r(V u )T la dx. (6.2.12)V AV.TT/ J A d F . d F ] '  ) ,a  V /
We next show th a t the second variation of E (u )  around u  can be w ritten in a 
form th a t is independent of r .  In order to do this we require the following results.
L e m m a  6 .2 .3  For V u ,  Vv? G M 2x2 such that
((V u )_1)T.V v  =  0 (6.2.13)
and det(Vix) = 1, we can write
tr((V u ) v<p) =  —2det(Vy>).
P ro o f: For V it, Vy> G M 2x2,
tr f tV t i ) - 1^ ) 2
=  ~  “!2<P2i)2 +  2(«22V>,2 -  « , -  U2 ¥>Jl) +  ( u ^  -  «?iv‘2)2
=  (“ ?2<^i -  uJjV’2 -  « 2 V?2 +  “ V ^ ) 2 -  2 (u ?2u )i -  u 2“ 2 -  vJ iV 2 )•
Now, we have th a t “  u )2 ^ i  ~  u \P #  +  =  0 an<  ^ u %u \  ~  u *2w?i ~  1-
Thus
-  uJjV2 )2 +  2(uf2<^2 -  -  “ ? i^ l ) + ( « ? l¥ ,f2 -  “ f i^ 2 ) 2
=  -2 (v f2v ’i -  <^ 2</>2 )
and so tr((V u ) 1V<^)2 =  -2det(V y?) as required. □ 
P r o p o s i t io n  6 .2 .4  Suppose that u  G A  is a C 2 solution of
V</? dx =  0 (6.2.14)





=  ((V u)_1)TV P (6.2.15)
(For a  proof see [30].)
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The next result shows th a t the second variation can be rewritten in a form inde­
pendent of r .
P ro p o s i t io n  6.2 .5  Let u  be a solution of the equilibrium equations (6.2.15) and 
let ip be in T (u ). Then the second variation can be expressed as
82E(u)((p,<p) = J  .Vp — 2P(a;)det(Vy>) dx. (6.2.16)
P ro o f : The proof follows the argument of [30] pp 281-82. From (6.2.15) we
have Div — ■P((^*)_1)T^ =  0. Now V5 € T ( u )  and r  G S(u- ,p ) ,
and so we have, on integrating by parts, th a t
t . (D iv  ( ^ ( V u )  - P ( ® ) ( ( V u ) _1)T) )  dx
=  /  ? F - ( V “ )-V r  -  P (® )V v5.((V u)-1V v ( V u ) - l )T dx =  0.
J a  oF
Hence for u  satisfying the equilibrium equations (6.2.15) and ip G T { u )  we have 
th a t
f  dx =  /  P (x )V v j.( (V u )-1V v>(V u)-1)t  dx. (6.2.17)
J a J a
Hence we can rewrite the second variation (6.2.11) using (6.2.17) to obtain
62E(u)(<p,<fi) = J  ( ^ r ( V fi)v ¥’)  - V y +  .?(*) t r ( (V u )-1Vv>)2 dx.
(6.2.18)
By Lemma 6.2.3 we can rewrite (6.2.18) as
S2E (u )(V> <p) = J  ( | ^ ( V u ) V * > )  -Vv» -  2 P (x)  det(V<yo) dx (6.2.19)
as required. □
E x a m p le  6 .2 .6  For E  of the form (6.2.1) the second variation of E  around u  
is
62E(u)(tp , tp) =  [  \V<p\2 -  2P{x)det(V(p)  dx. (6.2.20)
J a
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6.2.2 The second variation around a rotationally sym m et­
ric solution.
We now return  to  the example of Chapter 5 where E (u )  is given by (6.2.1) for 
deformations u  in A mc (and thus the second variation is given by (6.2.20)). 
Throughout the rest of this section we will consider u  to  be rotationally symmetric 
and of the form
^  (  cos (0 +  $ (# ) )  . 
y sin(Q + yj(R))
where
T, „ ,  2 iW a262 (  1 1 \
^  b2 - a ?  \ a 2 R 2)  ( • • )
w ith N  G N being the number of twists of the deformation. We write any 
variation ip G T { u )  in the form
* (* )  =  H R ,  0) (  cos{e + t [R)) )  +  H R ,  0) (  ~  si“ (0 + f R l ] | (6.2.23)
y sin(6 + ,ip(R)) J  y cos(9 + tp(R))
where <fi{R,9) and a(R ,9 )  satisfy 4>{a,9) =  (f){b,9) =  0, a(a,9) =  a(b,9) =  0 
for all 9 and </>(#, 0) =  <f)(R, 2tt), a (R ,0 )  =  <j (R ,2 tt) for all R  G [a, b\. We first 
rewrite the condition for (p to be in T {u )  for the case where u  is of the form 
(6.2.21) and ip is of the form (6.2.23).
L e m m a  6 .2 .7  Let u  be of the form (6.2.21). I f  (p of the form (6.2.23) is in 
T ( u )  then
da  _ 86  dfp d(j)
* * m + R  5 5 - B S B S - a  ( < m 4 >
We also note th a t
- .  4iV27r2a4&4 , _r \
=  P (R )  =  (62 _ a2)2^4- ( • ' )
We now present the second variation of E  around u  of the form (6.2.21) for <f of
the form (6.2.23).
P ro p o s i t io n  6 .2 .8  Let u  be of the form (6.2.21) and let (p G T ( u )  be of the
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form  (6.2.23). Then the second variation of E  around u  is
e e m r ,  * ) - / _ . £ , * { ( ! )  +  W > I + ( § )  + W )
2 d(j> 2 d o ]  32N 2ir2a4b4 f </>2 a 2 do  1
B ?a dB + R ^ d B  J  (ft2 -  a2)2R? ( l f  +  T  +  ^ d 0 J
(6.2.26)
P ro o f: Substitution of (6.2.21) and (6.2.23) into (6.2.20) gives
<S2E ( i i )  (<p,<p)
=L a L  R  { ( i s )  + {^ ')2+©  + (<T,?')2 “ 2i r ^ '+ 2 m ^
( 1  d<f)\2 ( <j)\2 ( 1  <9a\2 / o ’N2 2 d<f 2 d a \
+ \ R d e )  + \ r )  + \ R d e )  + V S /  ~  w ° d ( j + W ' t ’ae f
- /  / . . .  ( dd) -  da dd) da da dd) - dd> da  1
-  2P ( x ( R ,  6)) -  V o Te  +  o —  j  dd dR.
(6.2.27)
To obtain (6.2.26) note th a t as P (x )  given by (6.2.25) is independent of 6  by 
integrating by parts, noting the boundary conditions on (j) and <7, we have
f b f 2* \ 7/ d(f) da da  d(j) - d(f) da  1
jR = a Je= o _  I  d R  ~  a d e  +  d R d e ' d R d e - ^  ^ d B  +  C d R )
[ h [ 2\ d P { R )  (4>2 ° 2 Ad o \  Jn
"  /* = . l J ^ U + ^  +  <f,d e \
, d P , „ ,  16JV2 ?r2a4ft4 , , . . , .
and as - 7 =[R) = —777----- 7777777 the second variation can be rewritten as (6.2.26)
d R K (b2 - a 2)2R 5
as required. □
6.2.3 Positivity of the second variation around a rotation­
ally sym m etric solution.
We will now show th a t the second variation S2E(u)((p, (p) is positive definite, 
th a t is 52E(u)(ip , (p) > 0 for a general class of variations <p G T ( u ), (p ^  0. We 
will assume the following hypotheses throughout this subsection:
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(11) (j)(R, 9) and a(R ,9 )  satisfy (6.2.24);
(12) c/)(R, 9) and <r(R, 9) are 27r-periodic in 9.
As a consequence of (II) integration of (6.2.24) with respect to  6 gives 
a(R ,9 )  = - J  U ( R , t )  + R ^ ( R , t ) \ d t  + R ^ (R )< l> (R ,9 )+ C {R )  (6.2.28)
and the boundary conditions 0 (a , 9) =  0 (6 ,9) =  0, a (a , 9) =  <7(6, 9) =  0 result in 
C(a) = C(b) =  0.
As a consequence of (12) and the boundary conditions 0(a, 9) =  0 , 0 (6 ,9) =  0 we 
must have
/>2 tt
/  (p(R,9)d9 = 0. (6.2.29)
J e = 0
We now define L(R , 9) to  be
nO 1 p2ir ps
L (R ,9 )  :=  /  cj)(R,t) d t  /  I (/>(R,t) dt ds. (6.2.30)
J t = 0 2?r J s = 0 J t = 0
dL
Then — (R,9)  =  M R , 9) and we assume tha t
at/
p2ir
/  L (i2 ,0) d9 =  0. (6.2.31)
Jo=o
We can write T(i?, 0) as
L(fl, 9 ) =  [  0(tf, t) dt +  p(i2) (6.2.32)
Jt=Q
and so we have th a t
a(R , 6) = -  6) +  R ~ { R ,  f l ) |  +  R ^ (R )4 > (R ,  9) + D (R )  (6.2.33)
where D (R ) = C(R) — g(R) — R g \ R )  . Also by (6.2.33) we must have th a t 
dL
L (R ,9 )  and ~— {R,9) are also 27r-periodic in 9. 
d R
We now present the main result in this section.
P r o p o s i t io n  6 .2 .9  Let u (x )  be a rotationally symmetric equilibrium solution of
the form  (6.2.21) (with 'ip(R) of the form (6.2.22)). Then u ( x )  is a weak local
minimiser among admissible deformations satisfying the constraint d e t(V n ) =
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1, where the variations <p given by (6.2.23) are such that (f){R, 9) and <j {R ,6) 
satisfy conditions (II) and (12) and L(R ,0) is defined by (6.2.30), and the second 
variation is given by
62E(u)(<p,<p)
•6 ,2*po pzn
J  R = a  J  0=0
R
dR
2k2 2 n (  d . 
+ W *  + R \ d R S ) ’+*(S)‘
j n \  2
—  ) dR dd .{6 .2.34) 
dR  J
P ro o f: In order to  show the result we are required to  show th a t the second
variation S2E(u)((p,(p)  is positive definite. In order to achieve this we will show 
th a t the second variation can be w ritten as a sum of squares. The method of 
proof is by a lengthy but straightforward calculation. Now the second variation 
of E  around u  is
52E ( u ) ( v M  = j R_ /_*o f i ( H )  + R ( w v  + R  ( + R ( v p yd R )  
2
*(**%
+ P'(R)  | V  +  a 2 +  2 , ^ )  dd dR.
(6.2.35)
The expression
f  C r ( q±  
JR= a l =0 \ d R +s((S _<7) +(0+S dO dR
appears in both (6.2.34) and (6.2.35). Therefore, we are required to show th a t
holds. We define
F(u)(<fi, v ) := Jr  Jt o R -iW )2 +  R ( f ^ )  + -  2R^ a^'
+ 2 R j ^ H t  +  P'(R) | <t>2 +  <T2 +  2 < p ^ \  d,0 dR.
(6.2.37)
From Example 5.0.3, P '(R ) — —R t y ^ R ) ) 2. Also from (6.2.24) we have
=  - A  _  j i H t  +
de * o r  d R d e (6.2.38)
and thus
p b  p 2 ir
~ - L l A « y  - d R -  - d R
■2R(4>')24> (2R i > ' ^  -  4> - R ^ \  de dR.
(6.2.39)
Now note th a t
J 2* 2R 2(4>')34> ^ d e  =  o (6.2.40)
and th a t 
»6j ' dR = JR_ -  2 (4>' +  R '^)<j>a dR.
(6.2.41)
Substitution of (6.2.33) for <r, (6.2.40) and (6.2.41) into (6.2.39) gives us th a t
F(u)((p,<p)
*6 /*27r
- jL jW ®
O J
D(R) +  Rf i# -  [ L + R —
-  { 4 ^ ' ~  + 24,(4,' + J$")} |d(B) + R4>'4> - U  +  R ~ )  \





J b_ - R $ 4  { 4  R p ? j t  +  2 +  Ri>")\ + 2 t f ( ^ ) V j |  dR
- L - ^ h W
— 2 (j> dR  =  0.
(6.2.43)
Also we can write
/  /*/ J 0  :
-f IJ  R=a J  0-
b r2n r  o
R  or,
=0
6 ,2* ( ' d L \ 2  f _ f ^ a 2L a  12
£ > ( « ) + -  U + * § | ) } dO dR
=0 R \ 4 { d i i )  +
Am) D ' ~  R J &  + ^  + R ^ " )4, +  r ^ ' m } dO dR. 
(6.2.44)
Thus we have
F m * ' v ) = L £ R H m
+







D ' ~  +  (4 ' +  R4")<t> + }
d R )  J
d9 dR. 
(6.2.45)
J  J J  -  +  2 4 ,(4 ' +  i j ^ " )) -  ( l  +  1  dd dR
d R  J  J
(6.2.46)
appearing in (6.2.45). As -D(i2) and ^ '(i? ) are functions of R  only, then using 
(6.2.29) we can write
2? j i / t y 'H  + 2(1// +  de  =  0.
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b ' 2* <9L  a d V t  9  ( 9 L \  A r>2 719 L  9  f 9L
p o  pz-rr
= JR=a L  ~ARD 9r + 4R^  Lm [ee) + 4R^ 'dRdR [lie
« ( * ■ + k t )l %  ~  ( | ) + w f + m ~
+4B,! §  - i m + R ^ > ^ w M d R
pb p2n p\T
=  / -4R D '—  +  iRi>'L
jR=aJe=0 9R
,dL t An- , T d ( dL 
d R \ d e
+2(V>/ + Ri ’" ) L ^  -  2R tf' + ^ " ) f | ^  de dR.
(6.2.47)
Therefore we can rewrite (6.2.45) as 
F(u)((fi,(p)
= L L  2 R , m ‘ +s { " ■ - "S - - iro,i
9 f  d L \  dL , -n. d Ld L
+ ^ a S  U J  + ^  + ^  )Lae ~2R& + R^ ml>e de dR-
(6.2.48)
_ 4A^ 7Tfii^ 6^  — — 2A*
Recall th a t ^'(.R) =  where k =  —-—. Thus ^ ( R )  + Rtjj"(R) =  — — .
i t 11 cr — o r
Now consider the term
£ .  £  “ ♦ ' 4  ( I ) +2(*'+ - 2B<*'+* « l l  “
(6.2.49)
in (6.2.48). We can rewrite (6.2.49) as
since
[ 2* d L d L  _  f "  _
J e = <> d R  d 6  ~  Je=0 ~
2n T a2L Jn
L d O
! e 0 8 0 o 8R89  
since from condition (12) L(R, 6 ) is 27r-periodic. Hence (6.2.48) can be w ritten as
•6 p2 ir 2^ .2
 ^ “  ~R3L ~ae ~ 4 H f)R d R
(6.2.50)
w - w   ^ f b l 2  4k dL  d L d D
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Now L  satisfies (6.2.31). Hence since
-LIAfs
d2L  d D \ 2  






- 2  R
8 2L d D  ( dD
dR? d R  + [ d R J  d R  d 9  
(6.2.51)
then we have th a t
J e^n “ ~8 R d R  
and, by periodicity of L ( R ,9 ),
27r A„ 8 L d D  d2L dD n 
—4 i? ^ r -r ^ r  — 2 R ^ r ^ ~ r ^ d 9  =  0
0=0 8 R? dR
as required. Hence we have that
62E(u){ip,(p)
no /»Z7T
= J R= J e=0R  K m )  + R
dA \ \ L
,d 9  ° )
2fc2 ,2 r J  9  
+ r F ^  + R ( d R r ^ 1 r
R
+ ( * + % )  _
and hence the second variation is positive definite as required. □
The next example shows th a t without the restriction (6.2.24) it does not neces­
sarily follow th a t the second variation around an equilibrium solution is positive 
definite.
E x a m p le  6 .2 .10  Put N  = 1 , a =  1 and b = 4 and put
0(i? ,e) =  ( 4 - i ? ) ( i l - l ) c o s ( ^ ) ;
and
cr(R,9) = (A — R ) (R  — l )s in  ( j ^ ^
Then
. da  _d(f) d'ljj d(f) 
>l>+d e + d R ~  d R d f j 15 R?
(150i?3 -  60fi2 -  45ii4) cos




which is not zero for all R  G [a, b]. Now an explicit expression for  52 E (u )( ip , ip) 
can be obtained and it can be shown that
X/ x 128 2\  , /rtX 16384 2\52 E(u)(<p, tp) =  7T ( —  +  — 7T J  +  7Tlog(2) f 64 +  ~ 2 ^ - 7r J
which (using Maple V) is approximately —25.197T.
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6.3 Discussion of deformations of a slightly 
compressible annulus.
We now extend our analysis of §6.2 to consider deformations of a slightly com­
pressible nonlinear elastic annulus. Mathematically, this corresponds to  consider­
ing the energy functional E s ( u )  for an annulus composed of neo-Hookean m aterial 
with E s { u )  of the form
E , { u )  =  f  i |V u |2 +  if t(d e t(V u )) dx (6.3.1)
J  A 2 0
where S is a param eter of compressibility, 5 =  0 corresponding to  the incom­
pressible case, and where h is C 4, convex and such th a t h(d) —» oo as d —>• 0, oo 
with h (l)  =  0. We look to see what can be said about the second variation of 
an energy functional around a solution of the equilibrium equations in the case 
of a slightly compressible annulus, given th a t the second variation of an energy 
functional around a solution of the equilibrium equations in the case of an incom­
pressible annulus is positive definite. The question of convergence of a minimiser 
in the slightly compressible case to a minimiser in the incompressible case as the 
compressibility tends to zero has been discussed for other special cases. See, for 
example, [21], [45], [50] and [51]. The arguments of convergence of [21] and [45] 
follow from the existence results in [6]. It is also shown in [45, part B] th a t if 
its is a solution of the equilibrium equations in the slightly compressible case 
then the hydrostatic pressure associated with the equilibrium equations in the 
incompressible problem can be w ritten in terms of the limit of the Cauchy stress 
tensor corresponding to the slightly compressible case (see also [46]). This result 
is achieved in [45] by assuming th a t the solution of the equilibrium equations in 
the slightly compressible case us  is in W 2 ,P(A), p > 3, and can be w ritten as an 
expansion of the form
us =  uQ +  8wi +  o(5),
where uq , w \  G W 2 ,P(A ), and it can be shown th a t Ho is a solution of the 
equilibrium equations in the incompressible case (see [45, Theorem B II.2]). This 
assumption is partly  justified in [45, part C] by showing the existence of an 
expansion in the case of a pure displacement problem, under suitable ellipticity 
assumptions on the incompressible Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor a t the identity 
mapping (which will ensure th a t the strong ellipticity condition is satisfied), and
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by use of the implicit function theorem.
We will adopt the approach in [45] by considering an energy functional of the 
form (6.3.1), letting us  be a solution of the equilibrium equations in the case of 
a slightly compressible elastic annulus and making the following assumptions on 
the deformations us  and the function h(d) throughout the rest of this section:
(51) us  € C 2 (A) can be written in terms of an expansion of the form
u$ = uq + 8 w i  -f- S2 w 2 +  . . .  (6.3.2)
where Uq G C 2 (A) is the solution of the equilibrium equations in the in­
compressible case and Wi € C 2 {A) for each i € N;
(52) h(d) =  0 if and only if d =  1, and h'(d) =  0 if and only if d =  1.
Throughout this section we will denote the second variation by D 2 Es(us){<f>, <£)• 
Let us  be a general deformation. If we put us(x )  = iis{x) +  ecf>(x) +  o(e) then 
the second variation D 2 Es{us)(<f>,<f>) is
D 2 E 6 (us)(^<f>) =
[  |V 0 |2 +  7 /i/(det(Vuj))det(V</>) +  i / i //(de t(V ti<j))(ad j(V it5)T.V</>)2 dx.
Ja ° d
(6.3.3)
It follows from (Si) and (S2) th a t
f  f/i'(det(V uj))det(V <£) dx =  /  2 { /i"(det(V u0))(ad j(V u 0)T-Vi«1)
J a o J a
+  £h '''(det(V tt0))(adj(V ito)T.VtiJ2 +  det(V tu i)) +  0(<52)} det(V</>) dx.
(6.3.4)
It can also be shown, using [45, Theorem B II.2] and [46], th a t the hydrostatic 
pressure in the incompressible case P  satisfies
P  = — h"(det(V iio))((adj(V «o))T.V tui). (6.3.5)
Thus substituting (6.3.4) and (6.3.5) into (6.3.3) we have th a t
D 2 E s(u s)(<j>,<t>) =  J  |Vtf>|2 +  ^ " (d e tC V u ^ JC a d jC V u if .V ^ )2 +  2 { - F ( x )
+  (5/i/'/(d e t(V u 0))(adj(V tio)T.Vw72 +  det(VtUi)) +  0 ( J 2)} det(V</>) dx.
(6.3.6)
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In this section we will extend the result of positivity of the second variation to 
the slightly compressible case. We first show the following.
P ro p o s i t io n  6.3.1 For each <J> there exists a value of 5, 5^  say, such that the
second variation (6.3.3) is positive definite for 6  < 6 (j) .
P ro o f: Choose a particular variation <fi. If <f> satisfies adj(V ito)T-V 0 =  0 in
A  then clearly - / i //(de t(V n<j))(ad j(V it(j)T.V 0 )2 —► 0 as S —>• 0 and the second 
0
variation becomes
D 2 E 0 (u 0 )(<t>,<i>)= [  |V 0 |2 — 2 P (x )  det(V<£) dx 
Ja
which is positive definite. Otherwise Y/i//(det(V u,j))(adj(V ii(j):r.V 0 )2 —> oo as 
_ o
5 —> 0 and thus D 2 E 0 (u 0)((p, (j>) = oo. □
We now want to show uniformity of S. We do this by showing th a t there is a
value of 5, 5 say, such th a t the second variation D 2 Eg(ug){<j>,<j>) is W 1,2-positive 
definite for 5 < 6  and all </>, where D 2 Eg(ug)(<f), <f>) is given by (6.3.3). Uniformity 
of S is shown by the following result:
P r o p o s i t io n  6 .3 .2  Suppose that iig E C 2 (A) is a solution of the equilibrium 
equations for  the energy functional
Es{us) = J  | | V ^ | 2 +  i/i(d e t(V u i))  dx
where 6  is a parameter of compressibility, 6  = 0  corresponding to the incompress­
ible case, and where Ug satisfies (SI) and h satisfies (S2). Suppose that the second 
variation around Uo in the class of incompressible maps is positive definite, that 
is for  all <f> ^  0 satisfying (adj(V ito))T.V</> =  0 a.e.
D 2 E Q(u 0 )(<t>, <j>) = f  |V 0 |2 -  2P(*)det(V<£) dx >  0, (6.3.7)
J a
where P ( x )  is the hydrostatic pressure corresponding to the solution u 0. Then 
there exists 6  > 0 such that for  all <j> € Wq’2 (A) and 0 <  6  < 6  the second 
variation of E(ug) around ug is W 1,2-positive definite, that is for  each 6  G (0 ,6 )
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there exists Cs >  0 such that for all <f>  ^ 0
D 2 E s(u s)(4>,<t>) =
f  |V<M2 +  |f t '(d e t(V fi{))det(V<A) +  i/i" (d e t(V u i ))(ad j(V u {):r.Vd>)2dx 
JA 0  0
> C s \\<t> ||22 .
(6.3.8)
P ro o f : Suppose (for a contradiction) th a t given any 5 >  0 there exist <5 G (0, S)
and <f> G W ^ 2 (A) such th a t D 2 E 5 (u s){<f>, <M <  S || <f> ||2 2.
The approach we will take in this proof is as follows: we will consider a sequence 
(6 n) such th a t Sn —> 0 as n —> oo and a sequence (</>n) G Wq'2 (A) such th a t 
D 2 Es(us)(<t>n,(f>n) < 6 n || <f)n ||22, and we will show the existence of a weakly 
convergent subsequence (</>n) G W01,2(^4) with || </>n ||i,2=  1 converging weakly to 
some </> and such th a t
D 2 E 0 (u 0 )(4>, <j>) <  lim inf D 2 E Sn(u 5 n){<f>n, <f>n) (6.3.9)n—►oo
holds where D 2 Eo(u 0 )(<f>,<j>) is given by (6.3.7) and
D 2 E Sn(u 8 nM n^ n) = [  |V0,
J a
|2
+  f f t '( d e t ( V « iJ)d e t(V d .„) +  l f t " ( d e t ( V i i{J ) (a d j(V f i<J r .Vd»n)2 dx
on
(6.3.10)
by showing th a t
[  |V^>|2 dx <  lim inf f  |V 0 n |2 dx (6.3.11)
7a n^°° 7a
and
f  /i/,(det(V «o))((ad j(V ito))T-V 0)2 dx 
JA





hold and th a t
[  -^-/7(det(Vu*n))d e t(V 0 n) dx (6.3.13)
J A  ° n
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converges to a limit as n  -»  oo.
We will then show th a t 0  must satisfy (adj(V iio))T-V 0 =  0 a.e., and from there 
th a t 0  =  0 and th a t 0 n —» 0  in Wq,2 (A) to force a contradiction. We proceed 
in four steps.
Step 1 . Consider a sequence (<5n) such th a t Sn —)• 0 as n  —> oo, and so there 
exists a sequence (0 n) G W01,2(A) (0 n ^  0) such th a t D 2 E Sn{uSn){<f>n,<l>n) < 
fin || 0 n Hi 2- By replacing 0 n with —  we may suppose, w ithout loss of
II 111,2
generality, th a t || 0 n | | i ,2 =  1 for all n  G N. Thus D 2 Esn(usn){<f>n, 0 n) <  <5n and 
(0 n) is bounded in W01,2(A) and so contains a weakly convergent subsequence, 
still labelled (0 n), converging weakly to some 0  G Wq'2 (A). N ow , by sequential 
weak lower semicontinuity of the norm on Wq1’2, (6.3.11) holds.
Step 2. We now show th a t the term  (6.3.13) converges to a limit as n —> oo.
By hypothesis (S2) and since
J  /i/(det(V«o)) d e t(V 0 n) dx =  0
we can write (6.3.13) as
f -J  A  fin-^-/i/(det(Vu$n))d e t(V 0 n) dx Or
= f  2[h//(det(V uo))(ad j(V u0)T.V uj1)
J a
+^n/i///(det(Vtx0))(adj(V tio)T-Vii72 +  de t(V uq)) +  0 (8 2)] d e t(V 0 n) dx 
= J  2 |A 0(a;) +  SnA i (x )  +  52 F (x ,  £n) j d e t(V 0 n) dx.
Now, F ( x ,  5n) is bounded. Also A 0  is a function bounded in C 1, A \  is a bounded 
L°° function and d e t(V 0 n) is bounded in L 1 as  0 n is bounded in W 1,2. Therefore, 
both  A i (x )  d e t(V 0 n) and F ( x ,  8 n) d e t(V 0 n) are bounded in L 1, and so we have 
th a t
J  | $ nAi(a:) +  8 2 F ( x ,  $n) j d e t(V 0 n) dx -»• 0 
as n  0 0 . Hence, we are left with the term
[  A 0 (x)  d e t(V 0 n) dx 
Ja
where A 0  is a function bounded in C l .
We write det(V<£„) =  </>\n)At f n ) 2  ~  0(»),20(n),i- As 4>»> 4> are in W01,2(A) it follows
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th a t det(V</>n), det(V</>) are in L X(A). Now we follow the approach used in the 
proof of [7, Lemma 3.3]. As Ao(x)  G C l (A), we can use the divergence theorem 
to write
j  A Q{x){<j>\n) <^l>\n ) t 2  -  0(n)i20(„),i) dx
«/ A
=  / - ( ^ o ( * ) ) , i ( 0 ( 1„)<A(„),2) +  (^o(*)),2(^(„)<f'(„),i)dx, (6.3.14)
«/ A
where the boundary terms vanish, since <f>n =  0 on dA. The equality (6.3.14) 
holds if 0  G C°°(A) and C°°(A) is norm dense in W 1 ,2 (A). Now as $ ^  —* 0* in 
W q’2 (A) (i =  1,2),  then —> </>* in L2(A) (z =  1, 2) by the Rellich-Kondrachov
theorem, and so we have th a t  ^ L 1 (k =  1, 2) by Proposition
3.1.20. As Ao(x)  is a function bounded in C 1, we can say th a t
f  - (^ o (x )) ,l(0 (n)0(n),2) +  (Ao{x)),2 {4>ln)4>(„),l) dx 
Ja
-»  [  -{Aq(x))^{4> 1 4>1) +  O V * ) ) ^ 1®  dx 
Ja
as n  —» oo. Now
[  - ( A o i x ) ) ^ 1^ )  +  ( A o t® ) ) ^ 1®  dx =  [  A o (x)( 4 >\<i>2 ~  dx.
J a J a
(6.3.15)
holds for all 0  G W01,2(A). Comparing (6.3.14) with (6.3.15) we find th a t
[  A0( * ) ( ^ n)1^ n)i2 -  ^(n),2^(n),l) d x -> /  A0( * ) ( $ 0 2 -  <^ </>2) dx
J a  J a
as n  —> oo.
Also, A0(2c) =  h/'(det(V lio))(adj(V ito)T-Vti;i) =  —P (x )  from [45]. Thus
[  J-/i'(det(Vtt{„))det(V<£„) d x —> /  -2 P (* )d e t(V 0 )  dx. (6.3.16)
Step S. We now consider the term
[  j- f t" (d e t(V u {n))((ad j(V « iJ ) r .V d .J 2 dx. (6.3.17)
J A  ° n
We know due to convexity of h th a t h"(det(Vtt^n)) >  0.
P u t VSn := h"(d et(V ii{J ) 5 ( a d j ( V t t i J ) :r. Thus V0  =  /t"(det(V tt0)) i(a d j(V tt0))r
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and Vsn —> V0  as n  —> oo uniformly in L°°. Also Van.V 0 n —^ Vo-V0 in L 2  as 
V 0 n —L V 0  in L 2. Thus we can say th a t
/ ( ^ „ .V 0 „ ) 2 dx
is sequentially weakly lower semicontinuous and so
/  W ,.V 0 )2 dx <  lim inf / (VSn.V<f>n ) 2  dx. (6.3.18)
«/a n-*°° J a
Step 4■ We return to  consider D 2 E (u sn)(<f>n,(f>n). By (6.3.11), (6.3.16) and
(6.3.18) we have th a t (6.3.9) holds. We now show th a t 0  must be such th a t
(adj(V uo))T-V^> =  0 a.e. holds.
Suppose (for a contradiction) th a t (adj(V tio))T-V 0 /  0 on a set of positive 
measure (and thus 0 / 0 ) .  Then
I =  lim inf f  (V*n.V 0 n)2 dx >  [  ( l^ .V 0 )2 dx =  m  > 0. 
n-*°° J a J a
Hence
lim inf ~  [  (Ksn. V 0 j 2 dx =  oo (6.3.19)
n->°° on J A
and so by (6.3.11), (6.3.16) and (6.3.19) we have th a t
lim inf D 2 E 5 n(u Sn)(<f>n, <f>n) =  oon—> oo
- a contradiction, since we must have lim inf D 2 Esn(usn)((j>n, 0 n) <  6 n < 6  as for
n—>oo
each n  we are assuming th a t D 2 Esn{usn){<f>n  ^0 n) — ^  Hence 0  must be 
such th a t (adj(Vfto))T.V 0 =  0 a.e..
Now, as we made the assumption th a t D 2 Esn(usn){(f}ni fin) ^  then
lim inf D 2 Esn(usn)(<f>n, 0 n) <  0.n—► oo
Hence, D 2 Eo(uo){<f>, 0 ) <  0. However D 2 Eo(u 0 )(<f>, 0 ) /  0 and so we have 
D 2 E 0 (u 0)(fa  0 ) =  lim inf D 2 E 5 n{uSn){<f>n, 0 J  =  0,n—►oo
and thus 0  =  0. Hence, there exists a subsequence, still labelled (0 n), th a t must
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satisfy lim D 2 E Sn{u 5 n)(<l>n,<l>n) = 0. Thus
n— > 0 0
D 2Es„{us„)(<t>„, 4>n) ->■ D 2E0(u 0)(4>, 4>) =  0. (6.3.20)
Due to  (6.3.10), (6.3.16) and (6.3.20) we can say th a t
/  |V<£„|2 +  j- / i" (d e t(V ttjn))(adj(V u{„)T.V<^n)2 dx —> [  |V ^ |2 dx. (6.3.21)
J a  °n  J a
Now, we recall th a t <f>n —L <j> in Wq,2 (A). Also, note th a t from (6.3.21) we have 
lim II II 1,2 — II 0  || 1,2 asn—>oo
Li^-/i//(det(Vwin))(adj(V u^n)r .V 0 n)2 dx >  0.Or
Also, as (6.3.11) holds, we have th a t || 0  ||i,2< lim inf || <f>n ||i)2. Thus || 0  | | i 2=’ n—too ’ ’
lim inf || 0 n ||i,2=  1* Thus || 0  ||i,2=  1 - a contradiction as we assumed th a t
n—too ’ ’
0  =  0. Hence, there exists a value of 5, 6  say, such th a t for all <5 E (0,5) and 
0  6 Wq'2 (A) we have 6 2 Es(us)(<f>,<l>) is VF1,2-positive definite. □
R e m a rk  6 .3 .3  We note that the identity is not a natural state when we consider 
the energy functional
E s(u s) = [  TrlVi^l2 +  i/i(de t(V n^))dx , (6.3.22)
J a 2 o
since on writing |V it^ |2 =  v \+ v 2  and det(Vu«y) =  V1 V2  (where Vi are the principal
stretches), and putting Vi =  1 , we find that 1 +  ^  ^  ^  0 i f  we assume that
o
h’{ 1) =  0, and hence the identity is not a natural state.
We note that, for  the case of cavitation, there are examples in [63] of stored 
energy functions satisfying the condition that the identity be a natural state by 
the introduction of a null Lagrangian.
With this in mind, we consider the functional
E s (u s) =  [  ^|Vtx«j|2 +  i  { h (d e t(V u s)) -  S det(V it^)} dx. (6.3.23) 
J a 2 o
In this case, on writing |V tt^ |2 =  v \ + v 2  and de t(V us) = V\V2 , and putting Vi =  1
(with the assumption that h'{ 1) = 0 ), we find that 1 +  ^ ^  — 1 =  0, and hence the
o
identity is a natural state. We note that det(V tia) is a null Lagrangian. In fact,
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as we are mapping from an annulus to itself, all deformations ug must satisfy
det(V u,j)dx =  7r(b2  — a2) =  C , (6.3.24)
and thus Eg(ug) =  Eg(ug) +  C. Also, the first and second variations of Es(us)  
about the equilibrium solutions us are the same as those of Es(us) about the 
equilibrium solutions ug. Hence, Proposition 6.3.2 holds when the total energy is 




Sym m etrisation arguments for 
deform ations of a com pressible 
annulus.
In the previous chapter rotationally symmetric equilibrium solutions for an annu­
lus were shown to have minimising properties in general classes of deformations 
for two special cases: (possibly) degenerate deformations of a compressible an­
nulus (§6.1) and deformations of an incompressible annulus (§6.2). In both these 
cases the corresponding energy functional considered was the Dirichlet integral. 
We also recall th a t [57, §4] proves the existence of equilibrium solutions in the 
class of rotationally symmetric deformations. There, the deformations are of the 
form
where, as mentioned previously, h is C 2, convex and such th a t h(d) —> oo as 
d —» 0, oo.
We now tu rn  our attention to consider, for the stored energy function th a t was 
originally considered in [57, §4], non-rotationally symmetric deformations u  :
(7.0.1)
and the stored energy function is of the form
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A —>A of the annulus A  given by (4.0.1). For this we will put u  to be of the form
u (x )  =  p(R, 9)
cos(9 +  ip(R, 9)) 
sin(0 +  ^ ( R ,  9))
(7.0.2)
with p(R ,9)  and ip(R,9) satisfying the following conditions (throughout this
chapter):
(G l) p(R, 0) =  p(R, 27r) and ^(i? , 0) =  4>(R, 27r) for all R  G [a, &];
(G2) p(a, 9) = a , p(6,9) = b and ^(a , 9) =  0, t/>(5, 0) =  2 N tt for all 9 G [0,2ir).
We consider these non-rotationally symmetric deformations with a view to  in­
vestigating what can be said about minimisers in this class of deformations, in 
particular whether they are necessarily rotationally symmetric. It has already 
been shown th a t there exist minimisers in this class of general deformations, as 
indicated by [57, Theorem 3.1]. Hence, we consider an approach to the problem 
of showing whether the minimisers whose existence is shown in [57, Theorem 3.1] 
coincide with the rotationally symmetric minimisers whose existence is shown in 
[57, §4]. We will do this by investigating whether for any non-rotationally sym­
metric map there is a corresponding rotationally symmetric map th a t necessarily 
has less energy, where the two maps are related by a suitable constraint. The 
constraint we will introduce is an area constraint.
Throughout this chapter we let u : A - \ A  be a general map from the annulus to 
itself and u  : A —>A will denote a corresponding symmetrised map of the form 
(7.0.1) (with both maps leaving the boundary as it is, th a t is u(x) =  u(x) =  x  
for all x  G dA).
D e fin itio n  7.0.1 The map u is an area preserving symmetr isa t ion of u
i f  for  each R  in [a, b] the area enclosed by the curve u (x )\\x \=r  and the inner 
boundary of the annulus is equal to the area enclosed by the curve u {x )\\x \=r  and 
the inner boundary (see Figure 7.1).
W ith this in mind we let B R \  B a be the annulus with inner radius a and outer 
radius R. The deformed area of B r \  B a under the map u(x) is given by
As we are considering u  of the form (7.0.1) we can give a m athem atical repre­
sentation of an area preserving symmetrisation.
These shaded regions are equal in area 
Figure 7.1: Two possible deformations u  and u.
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L e m m a  7.0 .2  Let u  : A —>A be a general map from the annulus to itself and let 
u  : A —>A be a corresponding area preserving symmetrisation of the form  (7.0.1) 
of u , both satisfying identity boundary conditions. Then
f  de t(V u)dx  =  f  de t(V u)dx  =  n ((p (R ) ) 2  — a2) (7.0.3)
J B p \B a J B fi\B a
holds fo r  each R  in [a, b].
R e m a rk  7 .0 .3  I f  u  is an area preserving symmetrisation o fu ,  then the relation 
(7.0.3) now defines p(R), and it follows from  the differentiation o f (7.0.3) with 
respect to R  that
J.det(V tt) dSSR _  _  P(-R) -/ --------=  det(V u) =  ^ m  (7.0.4)
fo r  R  in [a,b], where S r  is a circle of radius R . The right-hand equality follows 
from  (4-0.8). Note that we are still free to choose ^ (R )  in the definition o f u  in 
(7.0.1).
7.1 Reduction to  the Dirichlet integral.
We first show th a t the problem of whether the corresponding rotationally sym­
metric map u  necessarily has less energy than  u  can be reduced to investigating 
the effect of symmetrisation on the Dirichlet integral. Define E (u )  as
E (u )  T  f  |V tt |2 dR  dS +  [  f  h(d e t(V u )) d R  dS. (7.1.1)
2 J R —a J  S r  J R = a J S r
• R p  pR
/  u /
l  R = a  J  S r
We dem onstrate th a t the area preserving symmetrisation u  reduces the term
[  /i(det(V u)) dx, (7.1.2)
J B R\B a
where B r  \  B a is the annulus with outer radius R  and inner radius a. In showing 
this we make use of Jensen’s inequality.
T h e o re m  7.1.1 (Jensen’s inequality) Let ft G Rn be a bounded open set, u  G 
L 1 (ft) and f  : R —>• R be convex. Then
f  dx) * L f { u { x ) ) dx-
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(7.1.3)
We now show th a t (7.1.2) is lowered by an area preserving symmetrisation.
Proposition  7.1.2 Let u  be an area preserving symmetrisation o f u  and let h 
be convex. Then
/  fi(det(V u))dx >  j  /i(det(V u))dx.
J  B j i \B a J  B r \ B u
Proof: Since h is convex, by using Jensen’s inequality we find th a t
f  ft(det(V u)) dS >  2-irRh ( — [  d e t(V u) dS )
JsR KZk R J sr J
=  2tt R h  ( f j f - p ' ( R ) )  = J  H  de t(V u)) dS,
using (7.0.4). Hence
/  /i(det(V u)) dx >  /  h (d e t(V u ))  dx
J BR,\Ba J B jl\B a
as required. □
R em ark 7.1.3 Thus it follows that i f  u  is an area preserving symmetrisation
E{u)  >  \  f  [  |V u |2 dR  dS + 2tr /  R h  ( ? f f - p '( R ) )  dR,
2 j R = a JSr JR = a  \  R  J
so that in particular
E { u ) > -  f  f  |V u |2 dR  dS +  2tt f  R h  ( ^ j f p ' ( R ) )  dR
 ^JR=a J  S r  JR—a \  R  J j
=  f  i |V u |2 + /i(det(V it) dx.
J a 2
7.2 Investigation of the Dirichlet integral.
We now investigate the effect of the area preserving symmetrisation u  on the 
Dirichlet integral. We remark th a t it is still an open question as to what is the 
best symmetrisation of u  to  consider, bearing in mind th a t we are still free to 
choose 'ip(R) in the definition of an area preserving symmetrisation, and whether 
the Dirichlet integral is lowered on considering such a symmetrisation. However, 
we can simplify the problem further.
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2 1 d u
+  w d 6
dx (7.2.1)
then we can show th a t the integral of the square of the tangential component




is reduced by an area preserving symmetrisation, so th a t the problem further 
reduces to  considering the integral of the square of the radial component
1 f  I du
2 J A d R
dx. (7.2.3)
In order to show this we note th a t for u  of the form (7.0.1) we have
? ( R )  \+ Rp2(R)
(7.2.4)
and thus
1 f  1 d u  2 f b p2




We also note th a t for fixed R, R  = R  say, the length of the closed curve ^ (a ; ) ! ^ ^ ^  
is
r2n I du 
Jo=o 99 dQ.
We now give the result.
P r o p o s i t io n  7.2.1 Let u  be an area preserving symmetrisation of u . Then
/ 27rIJe=o R
d u \ e > 2 ^ RK r2n i d u
dO R 7(9=0 R dO
d9 .
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~d0 d 8 > ^ r  I t 1  R  \  27r
i_ r2w 
Je= 0
?r 'a u  
do do (7.2.6)
Now the curve of smallest length th a t encloses a fixed area is a circle (by the 
classical isoperimetric inequality). Also, from (7.0.3) the area enclosed between 
the curve u ( x ) \ \ x \ = r  and the inner boundary of A  is equal to the area enclosed 
between the curve u ( x ) \ \ x \ = r  and the inner boundary. Thus by the isoperimetric 




L  i ^
and so by (7.2.5), (7.2.6) and (7.2.7)
f 2" 1 du 2 2tt 2 [ 2* 1






7.2.2 Explicit form of the Dirichlet integral and the area 
preserving sym m etrisation.
Up until now we have not assumed a form for u  in proving the above results. In 
order to progress we consider maps u  of the form (7.0.2) with p(R , 6 ) and ip(R, 6 ) 
satisfying (G l) and (G2). The next result shows how the Dirichlet integral, 
de t(V ii) and (7.0.4) can be written when u  is given by (7.0.2).
L e m m a  7 .2 .2  Let u  be given by (7.0.2). Then 
de t(V ti) =




i / j W I ’ dx
-i L[RL\&{R'S)
1 /*27r




f Z T T
/  P2 W 6)
Jo=0
- 4 r . i l - 1
Further, from  (7.0.4) we 9 et
r 2n 1 d
V  (i?) =  J  ^ { R ,  0 ) ^ ( 0  +  ^ (« , «))<».
This is straightforward to  show on noting th a t
Vti =
^ dp (t\ 7\ -< $  • /n 7x \—  cos(0 +  ?/>)- p—  sin(0 4- VO
 ^!ssin(e+^ M cos(0+^  y
^ |^ c o s (0  +  V O - p  | l  + *rjjj\ sin(0 +  VO ^










We now consider the problem of symmetrising u . This is difficult to do in general, 
and so in §7.3 we will consider two special cases. The first case will be when 
p(R ,9) = p(R), and the second will be when V>(i2,0) = ip(R).
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7.3 Two special cases.
7 .3 .1  p ( R , 0 )  =  p ( R ) .
Let u  be of the form
u (x )  — p(R)
cos(9 +  ip(R, 0 )) 
sin ( 6  +  ip{R, 0 ))
(7.3.1)
Now
1 7 1 a * 2 _  i  [ b
2 J a 9 R  2 J  R=a 2irR
dp_
dR
(R) +  Rp
\ J 0=0 !s<*« dO J dR. 
(7.3.2)
We now show th a t we can choose a specific form for ip in the area preserving 
symmetrisation th a t lowers the Dirichlet integral.
P ro p o s i t io n  7.3.1 Let u  be of the form  (7.3.1) and u  be an area preserving 
symmetrisation of the form  (7.0.1). Define
i > { R ) ~ i ~  I  4>(R,6)d9. (7.3.3)
Je=o
Then ip(R) satisfies (G2) and
\ L \ m | dx^ /JS | ^
and thus I |V n |2 dx <  /  |V it |2 dx.
J a J a
P ro o f: If we consider the symmetrisation of ip (R ,6 ) as given by (7.3.3), then
ip (a) =  ip (a, Q) =  0 and ip(b) =  ip(b, 0) =  2ir for all Q G [0,27r) and
£ £ ( * )  = -L  r ^ ( R , 6 ) d 9 .
d R y ’ 2?r J)=q d R  ’ ’







and so by substituting (7.3.4) into (7.3.2) we have that
as required. □
Hence the Dirichlet integral is lowered by the symmetrisation (7.3.3) by the ar­
guments of §7.1 and §7.2.
7 .3 .2  $ ( R , 0 )
Let u (x )  be of the form
u (x )  =  p (R , 6 )
cos (9 +  'ip(R)) 
sin(0 +  ip(R))
(7.3.5)
Here we find tha t
i / |vai'dx =
1  pb p2n
2 RZ j R = a  J  0=0
dp 
? o I d R
(i*,0) dO + R
d6   ^dR. 
(7.3.6)
By (7.2.10) it follows from the area preserving symmetrisation th a t
p2 (R) 1 r2iri 1
= Y , L - 2 ^ A9-
(7.3.7)
However, this case contrasts with §7.3.1 in th a t it is not clear from (7.3.7) th a t 
the term
\L d udR dx
is lowered on symmetrisation of u . Hence, another approach is required if we 
wish to  investigate the effect of this symmetrisation on the Dirichlet integral.
In this case we will consider the difference in the Dirichlet integral A E  be-
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tween the rotationally symmetric map u  (corresponding to  p(R)) and the non- 
rotationally symmetric map u  (corresponding to p(R ,9)). Hence we consider
A E  := i  f  |V u |2 dx -  I  f  |V tt |2 dx (7.3.8)
2 J a 2 J a
where u  is given by (7.0.1). Our approach is to write the non-rotationally sym­
metric map in terms of a Fourier series expansion and to  investigate the first
and second variations of this difference around the rotationally symmetric map
u . This Fourier expansion approach has been used in the study of solutions of 
the Ginzburg-Landau equations ([47]). We write p(R ,9) in the form
p(R, 6 ) =  p(R) +  (j)(R, 9) (7.3.9)
where
oo
£ a  n(R) cos(n9) + pn(R) sin(n9). (7.3.10)
n=0
In order to  progress we require the following lemmas which are consequences of 
the area preserving symmetrisation.
L e m m a  7.3 .2  Let p be o f the form  (7.3.9) and suppose that (7.3.7) holds. Then
p2ir
/  2p{R)4>{R, e) + <j>2 (R, 8 )d 9  =  0 . (7.3.11)
Je=o
L e m m a  7.3 .3  Let p be o f the form  (7.3.9) and suppose that (7.3.7) holds and
in addition (j) is o f the form  (7.3.19). Then we can write
a 0(fl) =  - p ( i J ) ± ( p 2( i ? ) - j f ; ^ ( i J )  +  ^ ( i J ) }  . (7.3.12)
71=1
We will now give a result showing a way of writing A E.
P r o p o s i t io n  7 .3 .4  Let A E  be given by (7.3.8) with u  given by (7.9.1) and u  
by (7.3.5). Let p be such that (7.3.7) and (7.3.9) hold, and let be o f the form
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(7.3.10). Then A E  can be written as 
A E  =  |  j T  R  j  L ?  -  p ( a 2„ + 01)
-1
E  I dan dp2 ( p—  -  a,
n= 1
, o (  dPn a d p \ 2  ’p  ( Q dan d(3m \+E2^ - ^ J  -E l






a m d R  an dR  J ' V "  dR+  I -  A
dfin
dR
R 2  R? )  J
71=1 N x ^
+ £
n a t .  n  
+ <LR.
(7.3.13)
P ro o f : W ith u  being of the form (7.3.5), where p(R, 6 ) =  p(R) +  0 (i2 ,0), and
u  of the form (7.0.1), the difference in the Dirichlet integral A E  can be rewritten
as
a e - i L C R { 2 > ^ R -, i + ( I H ’}+ s ( » w # )
By Lemma 7.3.2 we have
A E  =
)  +  l |  {2p(R)<t>{R,9) + 4>2 (R ,9)) d R  d9.
(7.3.14)
i L L R { 2 f ^ m ^ +( I H ’}+5 (S S H "  *
(7.3.15)
Substitution of (7.3.10) into (7.3.15) results in A E  being of the form
A E  ==' Lr {2 (®w)!+4I (k)Sm+1
+ ( S (',)) } + s E ”!-4+»’«'<«■
(7.3.16)
By Lemma 7.3.3 we can rewrite oq in the form (7.3.12). As a consequence of the
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boundary conditions p(a) =  a, p{b) = b, a n(a) =  a n(b) =  /3n(a) = {3n(b) = 0 for 
n  =  0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  we take the positive square root of (7.3.12). Now, putting
1 00
m )  ■■= ^ a l ( R )  +  0 2n(R)
T l—  1
and
T(R) := n'(R) = J  + ^ ( R ) f ) n(R)
n = 1
we note th a t
1 00ad(JS)(a#(B) + 2 p(R)) = - -  £  a*(Jl) + #(fl) = -0(B)
n=l
and also th a t
^ ( R )  = ~ y k { R )  + ---------   r U p { R ) % ( R )  -  r(-R)) .
d R K dR 2(p2( R ) - Q ( R ) ) i  \  d R  J
Thus, it can be shown th a t
(7.3.17)
It then follows, after a lengthy but straightforward calculation, putting  the inte-
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grand over a common denominator, to write A E  as
A E  = -
f i
f° (  °° \  f 00 /
- \ L R { k f - ' S A + K > )  E 2('
ti=1 x ' n=l m=l
/  00 00
- EE
dan dp
l R  ~  UndR
n doin d(3r
Ptp- OiidR n dR
,n=l m = 1
dan doi-ffi
O^m. . „  QJtj. . „ +  ( 3  ^  _  r  ^ l ]  








R e m a rk  7.3 .5  I f  we consider (7.3.18), then on putting a n =  a n +  ean, (3n =  
j3n + £Tn, where a n =  0 and j3n =  0, n = 1, 2 , 3 , . . . ,  and considering the first and 
second variations o f the energy difference A E , it is clear that the first variation 
( A E ) f £ \e = 0  = 0 and it is straightforward to show from  (7.3.18) that the second 
variation (A2£)iee|£_0 has the form
(A i?)jfre|e_0 —
f b ST' n2 1 2 2
J a  71=1
\ R
2) +  77
dtyn d p \ 2  (  drn d p V l  , D 
'd R  a" d R )  \  d R  Tnd R J  J
(7.3.19)
and thus
(A £ ))£e|e=0 >  ^ C n\\an \\\ + D n\\rn\\l >  0.
71=1
We note th a t (A £ ))£e|e_0 >  0 if an ^  0 or rn ^  0 for some n  G N, and th a t
(7.3.19) can be w ritten in the form
(A-EUU =
nb 0 0




with A (R )  =  R  >  0. It can be shown that
n=l
In order to  show this we require the following preparatory result.
P ro p o s i t io n  7 .3.6 Consider
J ( v ) =  f  P{R)(,<p'(R) ) 2  + Q(R)<p(R)<p'{R) + S(R)ip 2 (R )dR
J a
on W01,2((a, &)). Assume that P , Q, S  G L°°((a,b)), with £ >  P (R ) > 5 > 0  for  
all R . Then, i f  J{<p) > 0 fo r  all ip ^  0 in W 1 ,2 ((a,b)) then J(<p) >  -D |M |i2 S0T 
all (p in W 1 ,2 ((a,b)), where D  > 0 is a constant.
P ro o f: Suppose (for a contradiction) th a t there exists a sequence (<pn) C
i y 1,2((a,6)) (cpn ^  0 for all n  G N) such th a t J{<pn) <  — || <pn ||?2- By replacing
n  ’(pn
(pn by T------ r—  if necessary we may suppose w ithout loss of generality th a t
II Tn ||l,2
II Tn ||i)2=  1 ^  all n  G N.
Hence (<pn) is bounded in W 1 , 2  and so contains a weakly convergent subsequence, 
still labelled (cpn), converging weakly in W 1 , 2  to some (p G W 1,2. Now, standard 
lower semicontinuity results imply th a t J(<p) < lim inf J{<pn) =  0 and so we haven—¥ oo
J { 0 )  =  0 and thus (p =  0. Hence, there exists a subsequence, still labelled (tpn), 
such th a t J(<pn) > J ( v )  =  0 as n —> oo. Now, we have
J(<p) = f  P(R)(<p'(R ) ) 2  + Q(R)ip(R)<p'(R) + S(R)ip 2 {R) dR,
J a
where P , Q, S  G L°°((a,b)), (  > P (R ) > 6  > 0 for all R. As <pn —* <p in 
W 1 ,2 ((a, b)) then by the Rellich-Kondrachov theorem (pn <p in L 2 ((a, b)). Also, 
as (p'n —L <pr in L 2 ((a,b)) we have th a t (pnTn ~ L w '  1j l ((a »&)) by Proposition
3.1.20. Thus we have th a t
pb pb
/  S (R )tfn(R )d R ->• /  S(R)ip 2 (R )dR ,
J a J  a
I Q(R)<pn(R)<(/n( R ) d R [  Q(R)<p(R)<p'(R)dR
J a J  a
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as n  —*■ oo, and as J (ip n) —> J(<p) =  0 as n  -»  oo we m ust have 
f  P(R)(<p'n( R ) fd R  -> [*  P (R )(# (R ))* d R ,
J a J a
and thus as P (R )  is in L°°((a, 6)) and is bounded away from zero, as as (<pn) is 
such th a t (pn —» (p in L 2  and (p'n —*• (p' in L 2  it can be shown th a t
[ * W R ) ) 2 d R ^  f { p '{ R ) ) 2dR
J  a J  a
as n —¥ oo, and thus || <pn ||i,2->|| <P ||i,2 as n —> oo, and so || (p ||i,2=  1 - a 
contradiction as <p =  0. □
We now have the following.
P r o p o s i t i o n  7 . 3 .7  Let A E  be of the form  (7.3.18) and let an = an +  eon, 
Pn =  /3n + £Tn, where d n = 0 and (3n = 0 (n =  1, 2 , 3 , . . . ) .  Then the second 
variation  (A i£)>ee| 0 around a n =  0 and (3n =  0 is such that
oo
n=l
with C'n, D'n >  0 fo r all n.
P r o o f :  As (A E ),ee\£=Q can be w ritten in the form (7.3.20), the result follows
from applying Proposition 7.3.6 to the term
+  K ) 2) +  B (R )((jna'n +  r nr ' )  +  Cn(R )(a l  +  t 2 ) dR  
for each value of n. □
7.4 Discussion of the general case.
We now consider the most general case where u  is of the form (7.0.2) with p (R , 6 ) 
and V>(i2,6 ) satisfying (G l) and (G2). In this case the Dirichlet integral is of the 
form (7.2.9). From Proposition 7.2.1, we can write
pb p2n
/ / RJ R=a J  0=0
d u
dR
1 I d u  I
+  * U  d R d e
p b  p 2 ir
>  R
v  R — cl «/ 0 — 0
d u
dR
dR  d6  +  27r / V
J a




The problem is to see if
pb p2ir p\~ * pb
/  /  R  —  d R d d >  2tt /  R (p '(R ) ) 2  + Rp 2 {R)(ip'{R ) ) 2  dR
J R = a  J 6 =0 ^  JR = a
for suitably chosen p(R) and ip(R). Now the function p(R) is obtained using
(7.2.10). However, it is not clear how to choose ip(R), and there is no simple 
sym m etrisation as in §7.3.1 where p{R,0) = p(R). The following two Fourier 
series approaches, similar to th a t used in §7.3.2 in the case ip(R , 6 ) = ip(R), have 
been considered but problems still remain.
(1) In the first, we write p(R ,0) in the form p{R,0) =  p(R) +  (f>(R,6 ) where
oo
4>(R,e) =  n(R) cos(n 6 ) +  /3n(R) sin(n 6 ),
71=0
and ij){R , 6 ) in the form ?/)(R , 6 ) = ip(R) +  cr(R, 0 ) where
oo
<r(R,9) = E 7n(R) cos(n 6 ) +  Sn(R) sin(n9).
n=0
Upon putting
A E  =  l  f  |V u |2 dx -  i  f  |V u |2 dx 
2 J a  2 J  A
an expression generalising (7.3.17) can be obtained for A E , after a lengthy 
calculation. However, it is an intractable expression and is cannot be pre­
sented as a sum and difference of squares similar to (7.3.13). Further, upon 
pu tting  OLn =  a n +  A, (3n =  /3n +  B , =  yn +  F and Sn =  Sn +  A with a n, 
An %» $n =  0 for n  =  1, 2, 3, . . . ,  a complicated expression is obtained for 
the second variation (A ^ ) jee|e=0, but it is not of a form similar to  (7.3.19) 
and it is not clear in this generality th a t (A2?)>ee|6=0 is positive definite.
(2) It is possible to consider a second Fourier series approach by writing 
~(n a \ (  cos(0 + t/’(.R,0))
p (R ' e) [  M e  + m , e ) )








d (i2 ,6 ) =  ^  7n(72) cos(n0) +  5n(R) sin(n0).
n=0
In this case the Dirichlet integral is in a simpler form than  with the first 
Fourier series expansion considered in (1) above, and we can write the 
integral of the square of the radial component as
(7.4.1)
The area constraint (7.2.10) is written as
a%{R) +  2 p(R )a 0 (R) +  jjftR ) = ^ n ( j 9 „ ( R ) j n(R) -  a n(R ) 6 n(R))
n= 1
oo 1
-  £  M R )  +  t i ( R )  +  t 2n(R) + % m -
n=  1
(7.4.2)
We can write ao in terms of 70 and a n, /?n, and Sn (n  € N). However, 
on substituting this expression for o;o we cannot write (7.4.1) as a sum and 
difference of squares similar to (7.3.13) as we still have cross terms th a t are 
not eliminated. In particular, in the special case where 'tpiR, 6 ) =  ip(R) all 
the term s in ijj'{R) were eliminated by using the relation (7.3.12), whereas 
they are not eliminated here by using (7.4.2). This will cause problems, 




Investigation o f m inim ising properties o f rotationally sym m etric equi­
libria.
We recall th a t our aim in Chapter 7 was to show th a t minimisers of the to tal 
stored energy of the form
E ( u )  =  f  i |V u |2 +  /i(det(V u)) dx (8.0.1)
JA 2
in a class of general deformations of the form
(8.0.2)
V ^  sin(0 +  'ifi(R,0)) )  K }
satisfying symmetric displacement boundary conditions are necessarily rotation­
ally symmetric. Our approach was to say th a t for every non-rotationally symmet­
ric m ap there is a corresponding symmetrised map (related by the area constraint 
(7.0.3)) and to  show th a t the symmetrised map necessarily had less energy. Par­
tial results were obtained using this approach (Proposition 7.3.1 and Proposition 
7.3.7).
However, the question of rotational symmetry of the minimisers is still unresolved. 
It may be the case th a t a different symmetrisation could yield stronger results, 
bu t it would not be clear as to  how the term
L
h(det(V u (x )) )  dx (8.0.3)
would be affected. The reason why an area-preserving symmetrisation (as in 
Definition 7.0.1) was chosen was because the term  (8.0.3) was lowered by such a
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symmetrisation (see Proposition 7.1) and the problem reduced to th a t of lowering 
the Dirichlet integral.
M inim ising properties o f rotationally sym m etric equilibria in slightly  
com pressible elasticity.
In §6.3 it was shown th a t if an equilibrium solution Uq is a weak local minimiser 
of the energy E 0(u)  given by
for a slightly compressible annulus (see Proposition 6.3.2). This was done by 
assuming th a t a family of equilibria u$ converges to u 0 as the compressibility 8  
tends to  zero. An interesting problem would be to assume th a t uq is rotationally
rotationally symmetric in order for the result of Proposition 6.3.2 to  hold, or 
if there is a counterexample where Proposition 6.3.2 holds for uq rotationally 
symmetric but Us not rotationally symmetric. A second problem would be to 
justify the expansion u$ =  u 0  +  8 u i  +  . . .  for rotationally symmetric solutions 
by use of the implicit function theorem.
U niqueness o f sem i-inverse m inim isers for an annulus.
In C hapter 4 the results of existence and regularity of rotationally symmetric 
minimisers of the form
for an incompressible annulus, then for 8  G (0 ,8 ) an equilibrium solution u$ is a 
weak local minimiser of the energy E s ( u )  given by
E s ( u )  = [  i |V u (a ;) |2 +  \h (d e t(V u (x ) ) )  dx 
. a 2 d
symmetric (this is justified by Proposition 6.2.9) and to  see if u$ is necessarily
(8.0.4)
given in [57] were extended to stored energy functions of the form
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on the set
=  {(P> e  W h l((a, b)) : p(a) =  a, p(b) =  6, p'(R) >  0 a.e. on (a, b),
-0(a) =  0 ,0(6) =  2N7r}.
(8 .0 .6)
(See Proposition 4.1.2 and Proposition 4.1.3.) It is still an open question as to 
whether for each value of N  there is uniqueness of minimisers in A ^  for the 
to ta l energy of the form
E (u )
cm ) 2 + +  (P(RW(R))- +
:=  2tt f  $(R,  (p(R),iP(R)), (p'(R), ip'(R))) dR.
J  a
(8.0.7)
One possible approach is by field theory. For the case of cavitation of a unit ball, 
Sivaloganathan in [61] shows uniqueness of cavitating equilibria for boundary 
value problems in the case of radial deformations by such an approach. In [61] 
a field of extremals is constructed as a consequence of the invariance of the 
equilibrium equations under the one-parameter family of functions r (R ,5 )  :=
Sr • For our problem we will need to consider a two-parameter family of 
functions and see whether this family of functions is a field of extremals. Now 
the Euler-Lagrange equations for the energy of the form (8.0.7) are
_d_
dR






+  R p { R )W { R ) ) 2  +  p'{R)h  ( p'{R)
±  [ R p \R W { R ) \  =  0
P ( R ) \
(8.0.8)
(8.0.9)
for R  €  (a, 6), and we note th a t (8.0.8) & (8.0.9) are invariant under the two- 
param eter transform ation group
n((e, 6), (R , p, 0)) := (sR, ep , 0  +  6). (8.0.10)
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However, n((e, 5), (R, p, 'ip)) cannot result in a field of extremals since the La­
grange brackets [e, S] given by
- , _  dp d f  d $ \  dp d ( d$ \  dty d (  d $  \  d'tp d (  d $  \  
de dS ydp7)  d8 de Vdp7)  ~^  de dS \d\jy )  dS de \dip' )
(8 .0 .11)
are not zero (the Lagrange brackets equalling zero being a necessary condition for 
the existence of a field of extremals (see, e.g., [33])). It is still possible to  try  and 
show uniqueness by field theory, but this would require a different two-parameter 
family of functions to (8.0.10); I have yet to  find a suitable two-parameter family 
of functions th a t results in both the Euler-Lagrange equations (8.0.8) & (8.0.9) 
being invariant and the Lagrange brackets (8.0.11) being zero.
For boundary value problems in finite elasticity, Valent [70] has shown uniqueness 
of solutions u  of the equilibrium equations
div(T (V ti)) +  /  =  0
close to  the identity using the implicit function theorem, under identity boundary 
conditions. Zhang [72] uses these results in the case of polyconvex stored energy 
functions W  (F ) to show uniqueness of solutions u  of the equilibrium equations
div ( I f (vo)) +*=0
close to  the identity for pure displacement boundary value problems, under the 
assumption of strong ellipticity (see [72, §2]). Zhang also shows th a t the solution 
u  obtained by Valent’s m ethod using the implicit function theorem is the same 
as the minimiser of the energy functional
E (u )  = [  W (V u )  - f u  dx
derived by Ball using the direct m ethod of the calculus of variations (see [72, §3]). 
For the case of an annulus and for polyconvex stored energy functions, since the 
identity map is a unique global minimiser, it is possible to  apply the results of 
Valent [70] and Zhang [72] in order to show the existence of a unique minimiser for 
a small prescribed twist of the boundary. The question is whether this approach 
can be extended to  m aintain uniqueness up to a twist of 27r of the outer boundary. 
The com putational results obtained using AUTO (as shown in §4.1) suggest th a t
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there is no bifurcation in the class of symmetric maps as the outer boundary 
is twisted. The results of §6.3 also suggest th a t bifurcation does not occur for 
slightly compressible materials.
We briefly remark th a t in [62] Sivaloganathan has shown th a t a solution of the 
Euler-Lagrange equations is a strong local minimiser in the case where the stored 
energy function is polyconvex and the variations have small support and he has 
pointed out th a t given any particular equilibrium solution the techniques of [62] 
could be used to produce stronger results. However, in the case of a compressible 
annulus the problem of showing th a t a symmetric equilibrium solution is even a 
weak local minimiser is still open.
The use o f frame-indifference and isotropy o f W ( F )  in proving the  
results o f §4.1.
We showed in Chapter 4 th a t a solution of the rotationally symmetric Euler- 
Lagrange equations (8.0.8) Sz (8.0.9) gives rise to a solution of the full equilibrium 
equations for stored energy functions of the form (8.0.5) (see Proposition 4.1.5). 
I t would be interesting to try  and derive the result of Proposition 4.1.5 using only 
the assumptions of frame-indifference and isotropy of the stored energy function.
E xistence and regularity o f sem i-inverse m inim isers in three dim en­
sions.
It is open as to  whether there is a three-dimensional analogue of the results of 
Propositions 4.1.2 - 4.1.5. One possibility is to consider the example in [57]. 
There the three-dimensional example is th a t of a “hollow tube” of radius c and 
thickness (b — a). Thus the region th a t the nonlinear elastic m aterial occupies is 
a torus with annular cross-section:
n  =  {(x , y , z) G R3 : a2  <  [(x 2 + y2)^ — c]2 + z 2  < b2}, (8.0.12)
where a, b, c G R  are constants with 0 <  a < c < b. There are still open questions 
as to  w hat is an appropriate class of semi-inverse deformations and whether any 
such class will generate semi-inverse minimisers which are also solutions of the 
full three-dimensional equilibrium equations.
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